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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Scope 

With the current renewal of interest in the harpsichord and its 

reestablishment as a standard instrument of performance, more and 

more college and university students and other performers are adopting 

it as their second or third instrument. A larger number of newcomers 

to the harpsichord are coming from a piano background compared to the 

number who typically come from an organ background. This situation 

invites discussion and dialogue, especially about the desirability of 

coexistent techniques, about methods of understanding the positive 

transfer from one instrument to the other, and about techniques 

recommended to overcome the possible technical problems of performers 

who play the two instruments interchangeably. 

The basis and motivation for this investigation arose from 

specific technical problems encountered in the author's playing when 

changing from piano to harpsichord with relative frequency. 

Many questions came to mind. Were there other players who had 

similar technical problems? Could their instructors offer suggestions 

to overcome those problems? Could positive transfer possibly be a 

matter of mere volition, or were there other factors which could 

determine success? Was a superficial knowledge of the differences in 

the two mechanisms (especially that of the harpsichord) sufficient for 

playing harpsichord, or could this superficiality be detrimental over 

time? Was the learning process involved in playing the piano the same 



as or different from that involved in playing the harpsichord? Could 

an understanding of the motor learning processes actually aid in 

understanding the different sensations felt by the performer when 

playing the two instruments? 

Description of Methodology Used 
in Collecting Survey Data 

To begin the investigation, a survey was developed and sent to 

all harpsichord instructors in the United States listed in the College 

Music Society directory. The reasons for the survey include: to find 

the incidence rate of positive transfer, or lack thereof, among 

college and university students; to receive suggestions from 

pedagogues for overcoming technical problems and assisting in a 

positive transfer; to investigate current thinking about the subject 

throughout the United States; and to find out the scope of awareness 

on the part of pedagogues about the motor learning principles 

underlying any form of human movement. 

The survey provided opportunities for respondents to indicate 

agreement or disagreement with forty-one specific statements through a 

numbered answer (usually the Likert scale, 1 to 5, with 1: strongly 

disagree, 2: disagree, 3: neither agree nor disagree, 4: agree, and 

5: strongly agree). Some answers simply asked for yes or no, and some 

were open-ended, while others sought personal commentary related to 

those statements in ten sections interspersed throughout the survey. 

A total of 378 individuals received the survey. One hundred and 

thirty two returned a completed survey, making a 35% return. The 



compilation of the results (raw data) of this survey is found in 

Appendix B, as well as are the comments of those who agreed to be 

quoted. 

According to Stephen H. Barnes, 

The two cornerstones of descriptive research are the survey and 
the case study. The survey gathers data from a relatively large 
number of cases [in this case, gathering data from university 
harpsichord instructors about their own students]. It does not 
treat the characteristics of individual as individuals, but. 
attempts to develop information on a cross-sectional basis. 

Many of the people responding to this survey voiced their concern 

about making generalizations in their answers. Several indicated that 

the manner of wording some survey statements seemed to imply that 

generalizations were being called for. The intent of the survey was 

not to efface students' individual talents and characteristics, nor to 

place them in generalized categories. Pedagogues were being asked to 

make observations based on the number of students who have passed 

through their studios and to note the most prominent and repetitive 

technical patterns or problems among all those students. In the case 

of this particular survey, perhaps one reason for the hesitation in 

making generalizations is that a particular pedagogue has not had a 

sufficient number of transferring students to notice consistent 

patterns of behavior. 

When any survey is conducted in written form, the opportunity for 

problems of semantics in interpreting statements is ever present. 

Stephen H. Barnes, "Thoughts on an Empirical Foundation of 
Pedagogy," The American Music Teacher 30, no. 5 (April/May 1981): 39. 



since the surveyor cannot make immediate clarifications to the 

respondent. Many of the respondents in this survey, therefore, took 

the option of not responding to certain statements. 

Focus of This Investigation 

This investigation focuses on the piano and harpsichord tech

nique of a single performer, with a particular emphasis on what may be 

happening in the neuromuscular system as these skills are executed at 

the two different instruments. Motor learning, an area of study 

commonly employed in sport science, is used here as one form of 

analysis of the player's technique. The parameters for this 

discussion are: a description of specific problems experienced when 

interchanging instruments; a definition of a technically sound 

approach to both piano and harpsichord performance based on existing 

sources; an application of the principles of motor learning from the 

field of sport science to playing both instruments; and an evaluation 

of various pedagogical approaches. 

This study did not involve a specific analysis of the large body 

of repertoire written for harpsichord, even though the repertoire 

itself may dictate the technical and stylistic approach to the 

instrument. Also, the issue of "transcription," that is, playing of 

repertoire on an instrument other than that for which it was written, 

was not entertained here. 

Review of Previous Research 

Many books and treatises have been written on piano technique as 

well as harpsichord technique. Few sources speak to those harpsichord 



performers coming to the instrument from a piano background, and the 

statements they make about technical problems are similar to one 

another. However, some books about harpsichord technique do not 

address the player's background, especially those treatises written 

from the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries. The author was able 

to find only one source which made a point-by-point comparison of 

piano and harpsichord technique in a detailed, comprehensive manner. 

A dissertation written by Joanne Kong (1986) compared piano and 

harpsichord playing by covering several points: an examination of the 

instruments' physical characteristics, comparing actions, construction 

elements, and acoustical properties; technique, discussing the 

keyboardist's playing mechanism, and adapting the technique to 

contrasting physical properties of the piano and harpsichord; 

interpretive aspects of harpsichord and piano performance, such as 

rhythm and phrasing, tone quality and dynamics, articulation, and 

fingering. Two appendices in Kong's study include copies of the 

Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue by J. S. Bach, one edited for piano 

performance, the other for harpsichord performance. Several authors 

have written about the playing of a keyboard instrument, specifically 

2 
See Ruth Nurmi, A Plain and Easy Introduction to the Harpsi

chord; Howard Schott, Playing the Harpsichord; Linda Sue Khadavi, 
Twentieth-Century Harpsichord Music: Selected Playing Techniques; Jan 
H. Albarda, Wood, Wire, and Quill; Richard Troeger, Technique and 
Interpretation on the Harpsichord and Clavichord; Eta Harich-
Schneider, The Harpsichord: An Introduction to Technique, Style and 
the Historical Sources. 

3 
See the bibliography for a listing of these works. 



the piano, from a scientific perspective. Most notable are: Otto 

Ortmann (1925), The Physiological Mechanics of Piano Technique; George 

Kochevitsky (1967), The Art of Piano Playing: A Scientific Approach; 

and more recently, Frank R. Wilson, M.D., who has written articles on 

this topic (1981, etc.). Since the study of movement is a relatively 

young science, it is understandable that no one has written about the 

motor learning control aspects of harpsichord technique as such. 

Numerous writers have investigated selected areas of neuromuscular 

4 
activity in their own dissertations. 

Format for This Study 

This study is divided into four chapters. Following this 

introductory chapter, chapter two contains a brief description of the 

mechanisms of the two instruments, a description of the intrinsic 

differences between harpsichord and piano playing, including a 

description of a technically sound approach to each instrument, and 

the specific technical problems encountered when changing instruments, 

as delineated by respondents, printed sources, and the author's own 

experience. 

The third chapter deals with the learning and performance of 

motor skills as a motor programming process, beginning with practicing 

and the creation of habits, and followed by motor-learning concepts 

from the field of sport science such as open-loop and closed-loop 

learning theories, the schema theory, transfer of learning theory, and 

4 
See the bibliography for more sources. 



a philosophically different approach espoused by the more contemporary 

action theorists with their commitment to realism. The psycho

physical nature of the performer is also discussed. Chapter four is 

the conclusion. 

Projections for Future Research 

The author hopes that parallels drawn between sports and music in 

the section on motor learning will aid in making projections for 

future research, and will serve to fuel a further discussion and 

investigation by professionals in the fields of psychology, 

physiology, neurology, and motor behavior, especially those people 

participating in such interdisciplinary conferences as the Biology of 

Music Making Conference. 

It is further hoped that the results of the survey enumerated 

here will serve to point out the need for more attention to be given 

to the specific skills necessary for transferring successfully and 

specifically between piano and harpsichord. Perhaps a more active 

dialogue among pedagogues and scientists will be encouraged. 

Several respondents have indicated an interest in seeing a 

similar study made of students who come to the harpsichord from an 

organ background. With the given time constraints, this document will 

A conference first held July 8-12, 1984 in Denver, Colorado, 
jointly sponsored by the Denver Center for the Performing Arts and the 
World Federation of Neurology, on a then relatively unexplored subject 
area: the biology of music making. 
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not delve into that area. Perhaps other researchers might become 

interested in the topic. 

This study supports the idea that, although harpsichord technique 

is different from other keyboard technique and requires special study 

and attention, a pianist can nevertheless be successful in harpsichord 

performance. Besides knowing the mechanical limitations and 

capabilities of both instruments, positive transfer can be achieved 

through self-awareness in areas which possibly have heretofore not 

been widely considered by musicians. 



CHAPTER II 

INTRINSIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HARPSICHORD 

AND PIANO PLAYING 

Description of the Two Mechanisms 

The intrinsic differences which exist between the piano and 

harpsichord may not be evident to the casual observer or the newcomer 

to harpsichord, but these differences cannot be taken for granted by 

any serious harpsichord performer or student. One factor common to 

both instruments is the activation of their respective mechanisms by a 

keyboard. Other construction similarities include strings (whose 

lengths and thicknesses vary enormously from a nine-foot grand to a 

small harpsichord), a sounding board, a bridge, and similar case 

shapes when comparing the harpsichord to the grand piano. However, 

the interior mechanisms are triggered by the keys in completely 

different ways. Thus, awareness of the mechanical differences is 

indispensable, as these differences dictate the approach to the 

instrument. The fine gradations of technique necessary at the harpsi

chord to translate these mechanical actions into fine musical 

expression are perhaps more acute than on the piano. 

With an awareness of the mechanical capabilities and limitations 

of the instrument to be played, the keys can be manipulated to reach 

the desired results. However, some of the factors which will affect 

the final sound, and over which the performer has no control, are the 

elements of acoustical design of the harpsichord. These include 

string scaling and case wall thickness. (The room in which the 

instrument is placed will also dictate the refinements in 
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performance, perhaps to a lesser degree than the most basic touch 

components.) Richard Troeger describes Italian and Iberian 

harpsichord construction through the eighteenth century by saying, 

2 
This approach features short string scaling: £ , an octave above 
middle C (c'), usually ranges between nine inches and twelve 
inches in length. Case walls tend to be thin, often three-
sixteenths- inch in Italian instruments of cedar or cypress and 
marginally thicker in some northern instruments, with case walls 
often of oak or walnut. The entire case participates in tone 
production; the sound tends to be bright and very clear, with a 
well-marked, sometimes almost explosive pluck. [Ruckers'] 
approach uses longer scales £c typically thirteen to fourteen 
inches), heavier case sides (one-half to three-fourths-inch), and 
case and framing in soft woods such as pine and poplar. Tonally, 
such design tends to produce instriunents with a less accentual 
pluck, longer-lasting tone, and a slower initial rate of tonal 
decay . ... Italian instruments usually sound clear and dry and 
show rapid tonal decay. 

Tone quality obviously influences the way a player manipu
lates a particular harpsichord, but perhaps more important than 
tonal beauty are the various factors of attack, decay rate, and 
variation of.timbre across the range of any single stop or 
combination. 

Many detailed descriptions of the mechanisms of the piano and 

harpsichord are available in various sources. A concise description 

is given here for the purpose of immediate reference. The importance 

of being fully cognizant of the mechanical differences between the two 

instruments cannot be overstressed, since that fact has direct bearing 

on the process of interchange. 

Ruth Nurmi's description is primarily concerned with twentieth-

century harpsichords built according to historical principles, and not 

the revival instruments made by firms such as Pleyel, with heavy 

Richard Troeger, Technique and Interpretation on the Harpsichord 
and Clavichord (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), xv. 
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frames, thick woodwork, and other deviations from the originals which 

made these instruments more closely resemble the piano than the 

harpsichord. She says. 

The harpsichord may be considered a very large lute or guitar with 
an attached keyboard to activate the plucking of the strings. 
When you push the key down, the jack, which sits on the other end 
of the key lever, moves up about a quarter of an inch, carrying 
the quill with it. As the quill moves up, it comes into contact 
with the string, bending slightly as it pushes the string up and a 
little to one side until the string is displaced as far as pos
sible by a quill of that length; then the string very suddenly 
snaps off the quill and vibrates freely. As the finger releases 
the key, the bottom of the quill comes in contact with the string 
and the tongue in which the quill is set pivots away from the 
string allowing the quill to go down past the string without 
plucking it. Just before the jack returns to its position of 
rest, a felt damper on the jack's body stops the vibration of the 
string. If the damper is working properly, the string's vibration 
will stop almost instantaneously. The amount of force required to 
produce this stroke is very small. . . . Harpsichord action is a 
direct one in which the force pressing down the key is directly 
transmitted to the plectrum that plucks the string; there are only 
half a dozen parts in the harpsichord key mechanism. [Here] the 
only part of the tone-producing mechanism that is disengaged after 
setting the string into vibration is the tiny plectrum. The rest 
of the mechanism continues to be directly connected with the key, 
and because of this a strong blow [to] the key merely causes the 
mechanism to bounce between the cushions that limit its movement 
(the key bed and the jack rail), producing a great clatter of 
mechanical noise. 

Figure 1 illustrates the action of a single harpsichord key. It 

shows the simplicity of the mechanism. (See the following page.) 

Following the figure is a description of the piano mechanism as found 

in the Harvard Dictionary of Music. 

2 
Ruth Nurmi, A Plain and Easy Introduction to the Harpsichord 

(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1974), 13-14. 
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Figure 1. Harpsichord Action. 

A stringed instriiment whose strings are struck by hammers 
activated by keys. The soft felt hammer cannot merely be carried 
past the string like the plucking mechanism of the harpsichord. 
Instead, the hammer must be thrown up and must immediately rebound 
from the string so that it will not damp out the vibrations it 
initiates. Since the hammer must be thrown instead of being 
lifted, it must move faster than the key that activates it, 
requiring a lever system (called an action) between it and the 
key. If the action is to give the performer good dynamic control, 
the distance over which the hammer is thrown after the motion of 
the key is arrested must be kept small. On the other hand, the 
hammer must fall far enough away from the string after striking it 
so that there will be no possibility of its bouncing back up and 
accidentally restriking the string. This requirement is met by 
the provision of a device that catches the hammer as it falls 
(a backcheck) and, more important, by an escapement, by means of 
which the lever that lifts the hammer is moved aside just before 
the hammer's impact on the string. The hammer then falls back 
farther than it was thrown upward, even while the key is still 
held down. An action meeting all of these requirements still does 
not permit rapid repetition of a note, especially when playing 
softly. This need was met only by the still more complicated 
repetition action or double escapement, developed in 1821 by 
Sebastian Erard (1752-1831). [Here] the hammer falls to an inter
mediate position and can be thrown upward again before the key 
returns all the way to its original resting position. 

In addition to [hammer activation], the [piano keys] must 
also control felt-covered dampers, lifting them as a note is 
struck and allowing them to fall back to silence the strings when 
the keys are released. Generally, three strings per note are 
provided in the treble, two in the tenor, and one in the bass. 
The aggregate tension imposed by these strings, which approaches 
eighteen [to twenty] tons, is borne by a massive cast-iron frame. 
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The modern piano is equipped with two or (especially in 
America) three pedals, the damper or "loud" pedal at the right, 
the una corda or "soft" pedal at the left, and (if present) the 
sostenuto pedal in the center. On being depressed, the damper 
pedal raises all the dampers, allowing all the strings to vibrate 
regardless of what keys are being depressed; this produces a 
characteristic coloring of the tone and permits legato performance 
of notes that do not lie beneath the hand [i.e., notes outside of 
the largest compass available to the hand in one position]. The 
una corda pedal shifts the entire keyboard and action to the right 
so that each hammer strikes only two of its three unison strings 
in the treble and only one of its two strings in the tenor. 
In addition to reduction in volume, this pedal also produces a 
characteristic tone color. The sostenuto pedal operates to 
sustain only those tones whose dampers are already raised by the 
action of the keys. Thus, it permits sustaining of single notes 
. . . while both hands are occupied elsewhere, and_also provides 
the means of producing various coloristic effects. 

Nurmi adds that each key mechanism on a grand piano has over 

seventy parts. (See Figure 2 on the following page.) 

In addition to knowing the basics of the two mechanisms' 

operational means, it is important to note the amount of weight 

required to make a sound on each instrument. Nurmi compares specifics 

on required weight at the piano and harpsichord. She says. 

The amount of dead weight needed to produce a barely audible tone 
on the piano in its middle range is between two and three ounces. 
The same amount of dead weight, or a little less, is needed to 
produce a tone on the harpsichord in its middle range. But the 
piano tone thus produced is not very usable, whereas the harpsi
chord tone is not much softer than it is with a normal stroke. 

The difference between the amount of live weight (force) 
needed to produce usable tones on piano and harpsichord, however, 
is another matter. On the piano, tones that are usable at all. 

3 
Willi Apel, ed.. Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed., s.v. 

"Piano, pianoforte." 

4 
Nurmi, 14, 
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even at the soft end of the dynamic range, are produced only by 
the exertion of some force, and louder tones require proportion
ately more. And since tones of thunderous dimension can be 
obtained on the piano, the maximum amount of force needed to play 
the instrument is very great indeed. On the harpsichord, however, 
there is only a small difference in the amount of force needed to 
produce a pluck that makes the softest tone and that which 
violently displaces the string to make a tone of maximum possible 
loudness. This is because the volume of tone on the harpsichord 
is the result of the displacement of the string by a push from the 
plectrum and is determined more by the size and stiffness of the 
plectrum than by the amount of force used by the player. 

A more detailed look at some of the construction materials used 

in the harpsichord mechanism which affect touch yields a better 

understanding of all the refinements possible. These include the 

quality and regulation of the plectra, the adjustment of the dampers 

in the jacks, and the use of lead weights in the keys, especially on 

modern instruments. 

In modern harpsichords, plectra are usually made of a synthetic 

material called Delrin. Some builders have used crow quill, or even 

leather. The benefit of using Delrin is that it is very "unsuscep

tible to fatigue from constant flexing, and so strong that it can be 

scraped very thin without breaking. [Leather is softer and] damps the 

string very slightly on the pluck, suppressing the upper partials, or 

overtones, a little." The longer, thicker, and more rigid the 

plectrum, the greater resistance at the pluck. 

It is clear that a very stiff quill will require a force more 
rapidly exerted for a given displacement of the string than would 
a flexible one. And the action of plucking as felt at the key 

^Ibid., 15. 

^Ibid., 9. 
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lever would be abrupt, whereas with the flexible quill it would be 
felt as a smoothly increasing resistance and a smooth letting go. 
With a really stiff quill, there may be a momentary lapse of 
control over the key as the quill abruptly snaps past the string, 
whereas with the flexible quill the key lever should remain under 
better control because the snapping off the string is done more by 
the spring action of the quill than by the finger on the key. 

The felt dampers in the jacks should be adjusted to provide 

damping of the string without causing the jacks to get hung, because 

this will cause gaps in the key strokes. These dampers are very 

susceptible to changes of hvmiidity, and sometimes require constant 

adjustment, depending on where the harpsichord is housed. 

Adjustments of the individual jacks in modern harpsichords should 

be minimal. These, too, are usually made of Delrin, sometimes wood, 

or sometimes, as in Neupert harpsichords, of metal. The Delrin jack 

is stable under various degrees of heat and humidity, highly wear-

resistant and self-lubricating. Sometimes (especially in jacks made 

of wood) these jacks go out of adjustment, caused by warping, swelling 

or contracting. There is a screw on each jack which allows the 

plectriim to be adjusted for more or less bite at the pluck. The end 

pin (or pilot) on the jack allows adjustment to the jack's jutting 

distance, or the distance between the plectrum and the string. This 

form of regulation can easily be done by a performer who knows the 

instrument well; any type of adjustment at the piano is best left to 

professional technicians. Care must be taken in making these 

adjustments so as not to cause the plectra to have too much bite. 

^Ibid., 208. 
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While more bite possibly means more volume, too much bite, besides 

making the key harder to depress, also diminishes the quality of the 

tone produced. 

Awareness of key construction is important since different 

builders have used lead weights in the keys, which can be placed in 

various places along the keys, and which in turn may affect the amount 

of weight necessary to depress the keys according to any given 

combination of stops or registers. Also important to touch is the 

position of the balance point, or fulcrum, of the keys. 

Some harpsichords, such as Italian and seventeenth-century 
Flemish instruments, balance the keys just behind their playing 
surfaces. This creates a somewhat heavier touch than is produced 
by a more retired balance point, but it allows a shallower key dip 
and a crisp, rapid feel to the action. These instruments some
times require a more positive attack than, for example, 
eighteenth-century French harpsichords, in which the keys are 
usually balanced farther to the rear. The front ends of French 
keys are often carved out underneath, so that the forward weight 
is reduced in proportion to the rear. The key return is therefore 
rapid, as in a more forward-balanced instrument, but the rearward 
balance point requires less effort to depress the keys. Almost 
the entire resistance of the action lies in the weight of the 
jacks and the contact between the strings and plectra. Such 
actions are very responsive and allow the keys to be caressed more 
gently than do forward-balanced action. Heavy or light, a good 
action allows rapid repetition of notes and complements sensitive 
tonal qualities by allowing a wide range of articulations. 

These elements of construction may seem trivial to some pianists 

who are newcomers to the harpsichord. Harpsichords have an infinitely 

greater degree of variance in construction than do pianos, which are 

more standardized. While there are differences in feel when going 

^Troeger, 6-7. 
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from one piano to another, the differences in feel between one 

harpsichord and another are far greater. It would be interesting to 

know such facts as how many harpsichords every institution owns, and 

of those, how many are accessible to students for practice, how many 

are strictly for concert, or faculty/graduate student use. Someone 

interested in these sorts of statistics could take this on as a 

worthwhile project. This would give us a fuller picture of the 

present state of harpsichord revival as we near the century mark. 

Description of a Technically Sound 
Approach to the Harpsichord 

Harpsichord technique has been described exhaustively by such 

notables as Francois Couperin, Monsieur Michel de St. Lambert, 

Girolamo Diruta, C. P. E. Bach, and more recently by Wanda Landowska, 

Eta Harich-Schneider, Ruth Nurmi, and Richard Troeger, to name but a 

very few. 

Many pedagogues and performers have closely aligned concepts of 

what they term an ideal approach to either the harpsichord or the 

piano. However, there are those who have markedly different ideas 

about which techniques will elicit the most musical sounds from each 

instrument. 

Some sources, including Francois Couperin and Jean-Philippe 

Rameau, say that one prerequisite of good harpsichord technique is the 

sitting position of the player. This should be attended to even 

before the newcomer sounds a single note, and perhaps adjusted 

throughout the learning period to get the maximum amount of relaxa

tion and freedom of movement without excess tension in the shoulders, 
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wrists, or arms, while playing any passage, easy or difficult, whether 

on one manual or two. Much has been prescribed in terms of what 

proper seating is: distance from the keyboard and seat height which 

then dictate the angle of the arms and wrists. Couperin says. 

In order to be seated at the correct height, the under side of the 
elbows, wrists and the fingers must be all on one level: so one 
must choose a chair which agrees with this rule. 

It will be necessary to put something of suitable height 
under young people's feet, measured by their growth, so that their 
feet are not dangling in the air and so they can keep their bodies 
properly balanced. 

The distance which an adult should be from the harpsichord is 
about nine thumb-lengths, measured from the waist; and less in 
proportion for yoxinger people. 

The middle of the body and that of the keyboard should 
correspond. 

One should turn the body slightly to the right when at the 
harpsichord. Do not have the knees too tightly together; and hold 
the feet side by side but especially the right foot well out to 
the side. 

Howard Schott gives a more contemporary description of the same idea: 

The seat should be about ten inches below the level of the keys 
(lower manual), and some ten inches in front of them . . . for the 
player to move hands and arms freely to the ends of the keyboard. 
In the case of a corpulent person a tactical retreat of several 
inches may be necessary. Even for those who are slender some 
experimentation is called for, taking due account of the relative 
length of the spinal column and arms. The optimum position is one 
which is not only initially comfortable and solid, but also 
permits and fosters the most efficient movement of the entire 
playing mechanism, in effect the whole torso. At a two-manual 
instrtiment . . . take the higher level of the upper keyboard into 
account and choose a position that will not hamper [movement] to 
and from the second manual and playing upon it. 

9 
Francois Couperin, L'Art de Toucher Le Clavecin, ed. and 

trans. Margery Halford (Port Washington, N.Y.: Alfred Publishing Co., 
Inc., 1974), 29-30. 
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The line from the elbow along the forearm to the knuckles of 
the hand should be almost straight, possibly with a slight 
downward inclination. 

Henery comments that posture can be a problem in transferring, 

especially as it relates to the transfer between upper and lower 

manual. Improper seat height will contribute to this posture 

problem more than to any other factor. Hauff says that "sitting too 

12 
far from the keyboards could be a problem." The reverse is also 

true, as it crowds the player's arms at the proximal keyboard, while 

it may be a reasonable distance for the distal keyboard on a 

two-manual instrument. 

Contemporary American pedagogues, such as Marjorie Delaplane, 

describe good harpsichord technique as "one which employs a floating 

13 
arm and active fingertips." According to other survey respondents, 

good technique is characterized by sensitive articulation with all its 

subtle gradations which will be examined after an exposition of the 

two basic components of articulation: attack and release. 

Intertwined with articulation is the concept of dynamics. At the 

piano, the player has the possibility to increase or decrease volume 

gradually, depending on the amount of force employed in playing. In 

Howard Schott, Playing The Harpsichord (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1971), 80. 

Dolores Martinez, "Survey of University Harpsichord Instructors 
Throughout the United States," see Appendix B, 121. 

Ibid. 

^"^Ibid., 176-193. 
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contrast, the harpsichord has fixed dynamics; there are contrasts in 

loudness and softness, but no gradual change from one level to the 

other is possible. Here, contrast in volume is accomplished by adding 

or deleting registers, by changing registers, or by the inherent 

thickness in the texture written into the music. 

A keen awareness of attack and release are vital to harpsichord 

performance, since at the harpsichord the player cannot rely on 

pianistic resources such as the damper pedal to control duration of 

sound, nor gradual volume changes. Each sound on the harpsichord is 

individually damped, never collectively. 

The attack controls the quality of the tone [at its incep
tion]; the release, its duration. The speed of release determines 
the rate of damping, or cessation, of the tone. The attack must 
always be swift, but the release may be fgst or slow. Attack and 
release are often one continuous motion. 

In the attack, the greatest point of resistance to which a 

harpsichordist must be sensitive is encountered when the plectrum 

presses on the string immediately prior to plucking or displacing it. 

Usually, the fingers remain in close contact with the keys while 

playing. Thus, the key is activated by a push and not a heavy stroke. 

Occasionally, the keys are struck from above. Instantaneously after 

the plectrtun passes the string, the finger should relax so that the 

key is not played into the key bed, as this causes an obtrusive 

thumping sound. 

Nurmi, 20. 
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With the key down, the finger is relaxed and flexible, still in 

contact with the key so as to control it, and prevent it and the jack 

from bouncing around. "This potential out-of-control bouncing is one 

reason for the impracticability of pianoforte staccato on harpsichord 

. . . This practice is contrary to piano technique . . . [for when the 

piano key is struck it is no longer in contact with the hammer]." 

Several survey respondents underscored this idea when speaking of 

point of most resistance, in contrast to playing into the keybed as in 

piano technique. Survey respondent Kong states that one may play into 

the keybed, but does not necessarily maintain contact with it. Firm 

contact [that is, continuous pressure after the pluck] can lead to 

excess tension. She further notes that sometimes contact with the 

keybed in harpsichord playing "is the result of natural followthrough 

motions (as in Scarlatti leaps, for example)." While 61% of 

respondents agreed with the statement that a firm contact with the 

keybed is inappropriate to harpsichord playing. Holmes adds that it 

"depends on the action of the instrument. With an uneven action 

and/or coupling of stops, greater contact with the key bed is 

essential." Yount and Conley make similar statements by pointing 

out that what is important is not the keybed, but rather the pluck, 

and even contact with the key itself, instead of playing from above 

^^Ibid., 17. 

^^Martinez, 129-130. 

Ibid. 
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the key. If a player uses two stops simultaneously, say eight-foot 

and four-foot, or eight-foot stops on both upper and lower manual 

(with manuals coupled in a two-manual instrument), the resistance felt 

will be double that of a single stop. The resistance felt when 

coupling both eight-foot stops with the four-foot stop will be greater 

still. This will require of the player a slightly greater use of arm 

weight in these instances to effect the pluck. However, the spectrijm 

of arm weight used at the harpsichord will be nowhere as great as that 

required at the piano. 

Unlike a pipe organ, a violin, or the hximan voice, which can all 

sustain a given sound at a continuous volume, the harpsichord tone and 

the piano tone, once played, begins to decay. However, before the 

sound decays to the point of inaudibility, it can be stopped. Minute 

as the difference may be to the unaccustomed ear, this can be done 

instantly or gradually. An expressive player will learn to release 

the keys at different rates of speed. The finger motion required for 

the two releases is slightly different. The instant release is 

precise and fast, and retraces the path of attack. The gradual 

release is less common, more time consuming, and can be executed in 

three different ways, according to Nurmi. She lists three kinds of 

finger movements: 

(1) the lifting motion used in making the instant release done 
more slowly; (2) a rolling motion, in which the wrist is rotated 
slightly as weight passes from fingertip to fingertip; (3) and 
elliptical motion, in which the fingertip moves toward the palm of 
the hand as it comes off the key. Elliptical motion gives more 
control over lowering the damper onto the string. The instant 
release is an essential part of legato playing, and it is the only 
kind of release possible in all fast passages, whether legato or 
articulated. Used in single melodic lines or at exposed points in 
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thicker textures, it has a percussively accentual effect, the 
results of the sudden intrusion of silence into sound. In tex
tures of two or more parts, it contributes much to the clarity and 
rhythmic vitality of individual lines, as well as their separa
tion, because it draws the listener's attention to tonal 
beginnings. 

Gradual release . . . responsible for much of the expressive
ness possible on the instrument. Graceful way to finish notes 
when their terminations are plainly audible . . . draws attention 
to longer notes within the phrase, prolonging their audible length 
and intensifying them, so that single tones can dominate even 
relatively thick textures. It 1^not a part of the legato touch, 
nor is it used in fast passages. 

Combining the above attacks and releases produces articulation, 

or touch, which is the chief expressive resource of the harpsichord

ist. Both Nurmi and Troeger list three basic touches. Troeger, 

however, adds an extra one called "structured legato." The three 

basic touches are: 

(1) the detached touch [staccato], in which one tone ends before 
the next one begins; (2) the legato touch in which one tone ends 
as the next one begins, and (3) the legatissimo [over-legato] 
touch in which one note overlaps the next]. Legato is nonemphatic 
and nonexpressive, [and] presents notes clearly but blandly and 
impartially. The player must have absolute control over it to 
master the refinements of the other two touches. Detached touch 
provides accent and emphasis; it establishes beats and can even 
delineate the pulse within the beat; it focuses attention on 
points of interest; it adds sparkle and brilliance. . . . 
Legatissimo [the most difficult of the touches] softens and rounds 
angular contours; it simulates crescendos and diminuendos; it 
molds and shapes the melodic line. 

Troeger warns the player not to "give in to unwarranted 

20 
associations of touch and tone" (as on the piano). The importance 

Nurmi, 22-24. 

^^Ibid., 29-30. 

Troeger, 24. 
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of the interconnectedness between articulation and "dynamics" is 

attested to by many survey respondents who wrote ample comments after 

survey statements 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, and 49 (See Appendix B). In the 

survey 81% of the respondents disagreed with statement twenty-two: "It 

is not necessary to think in terms of creating subtle dynamic nuances 

while playing harpsichord." 

One of the methods of compensation for lack of gradually 

changeable dynamics used by newcomers at the harpsichord is registra

tion. While quite a novelty, used without caution it can quickly be 

misused. Their overuse can tire or bore, or be labeled "mannered" 

playing. The study of registration is one area to which the 

harpsichordist should pay special attention, since it involves the 

manipulation of levers other than the keys on the keyboard. In 

contrast, the pianist has no such concern. 

Although fingering is an important aspect of articulation, and 

the two are highly interdependent, the discussion of fingering here 

will be cursory; several authors have written volumes on the details 

of fingering. Sixteenth- through eighteenth-century fingerings are 

important, especially for the performance of Baroque repertoire, which 

is the bulk of harpsichord music. Nurmi says the player should know 

what is distinctive about it, so as to make necessary adjustments 

while retraining much of his piano fingering, but only as much as is 

useful to him. However, Nurmi also says: 

It has sometimes been suggested . . . that harpsichord players 
should return to old fingerings. This seems to me rather mis
guided, and almost impossible anyway for anyone trained in the 
piano keyboard technique that developed mostly during the nine
teenth century . . . These musical considerations can be grasped 
by a modern performer through his ears and mind without attempting 
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to replace his modern fingering technique with one based on the 
early principles . . . The main emphasis in playing music for the 
harpsichord should be on the music. Whatever fingering works to 
sound the right notes at the right time and for the right duration 
is good fingering. 

[A pianist coming to the harpsichord] can use a good deal of 
piano fingering . . . as long as he is not bound by these 
conceptions simply because both instruments have keyboards. 

Some of the fingering techniques to which a pianist must give 

extra attention when coming to the harpsichord include: sliding a 

finger from an accidental to a natural, change of fingers on a 

repeated note, repeating the same finger on consecutive notes, finger 

substitution (change of fingers on a held note). 

Due to the nature of the survey conducted for this study, 

specific concerns about fingering or other intricate details were not 

solicited. Nevertheless, some respondents included harpsichord 

fingering in a general way in their responses. For instance, Danes 

commented that "the whole use of early fingerings requires an entirely 

22 
different approach" and this gives passage-work at the two 

instrxoments an intrinsically different feel. He further notes that 

a good technique shifts without conscious thought because it works 
directly with the ear to produce desired effects. A really fine 
keyboard player who has learned early fingerings, etc., 
(performance practice^ and internalized it will move easily 
between instruments. 

An element of harpsichord technique which might initially be 

problematic for the newcomer is the shallow depth of the key descent. 

^^Ibid., 77, 83. 

^^Martinez, 128-129. 

^•^Ibid., 133-136. 
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The touch on a harpsichord should be quite shallow compared with 
the piano but not so shallow as to be hair-triggered, for then the 
merest accidental brushing of a key will make it sound. 
Ordinarily the total key-fall of a harpsichord would be about 
five-sixteenths-inch before it meets the resistance of either a 
felt washer or "punching" under the key, or of the jack bumping 
against the padded underside of the jackrail. The point at which 
the key depression causes the plectrum to pluck the string should 
be nearer the beginning of the stroke than the end to allow a 
certain amount of follow through in the stroke. Usually the 
string should be plucked when the.key is depressed about one-
twelfth- inch or one-eighth-inch. 

In most piano actions, the hitch felt in the key descent is less 

pronounced, almost imperceptible. Compared to the harpsichord, the 

piano key descent is approximately three-eighths-inch to the keybed. 

As insignificant as it may seem to any observer, the difference in 

feel is quite vast, comparing one-eighth-inch at the harpsichord (at 

the pluck) with three-eighths-inch at the piano (at the keybed). One 

technical pitfall for the player transferring from harpsichord to 

piano is that of not playing into the keybed as a result of the 

feeling associated with the harpsichord mechanism. The result could 

be a weak sound at the piano. 

One quality of good harpsichord technique is economy of muscular 

involvement, with most of the movement residing in the fingers, and 

with little vertical forearm and upper arm involvement. "Ideally, the 

only arm involvement is just enough to hold the hand in proper 

25 position," according to Jones. The forearm is used primarily 

Nurmi, 204. 

^^Martinez, 176-193. 
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for changing positions and the upper arm for changing manuals. More 

specific technical items include smooth scales played with the lateral 

shift, instead of the accustomed "thumb under" execution on the piano. 

(These specifics fall into the category of performance practice, more 

specifically fingering, which will not be expounded upon here.) 

Ornstein emphasizes that good harpsichord technique is one which is 

"relaxed." 

Description of a Technically Sound 
Approach to the Piano 

To give a thorough, yet concise description of good piano 

technique is difficult because there is such diverse opinion given by 

performers and pedagogues. A second reason for this difficulty is the 

insufficiency of the language to transmit the true essence or meaning 

of that which can only be experienced, that which can be known only in 

a nonverbal way. Also, because technique is only one component of 

total musicianship, it is difficult to separate one from the other. 

However, there are some points about piano technique which are 

distinct from harpsichord technique, and the focus here will be on 

these points. They include tone quality, fingering, pedals, voicing, 

the role of weight, and touch. 

How is it that highly artistic pianists are distinguishable by 

their "sound"? One pianist has the ability to make the same 

instrument sound differently than another pianist. Either one can 

^^Ibid. 
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elicit different timbres from the same piano. Key treatment is 

directly responsible for tone production and timbre at the piano. In 

contrast, when two harpsichordists play the same instrument, they 

might achieve a difference in sound, but not to the same degree or in 

the same manner. This is due to the intrinsic timbrel quality of the 

instrument and to the type of sound producer. While highly skilled 

pianists can elicit beautiful tones on a note-by-note basis, one can 

recognize that beauty is achieved by the way the notes are strxing 

together. 

Cause and effect of beautiful tone is a matter of considerable 

controversy. Some musicians claim that only the volume (that is, 

loudness or intensity recorded in decibels) of a piano tone can be 

changed, not its quality (timbre, determined by the harmonics of the 

sound). If one does a brief study of acoustical principles, one will 

find that this concept is false. According to Charles Taylor in his 

article on "Sound" in the Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 

Most instrximental sounds involve some kind of source, usually 
rather weak, and some means of making it louder. . . . this 
amplification is never done without also changing the waveform to 
some extent. It is difficult to indicate with any degree of 
precision the kind of change that is made to the wave, but if the 
distribution of harmonics contributing to the wave before and 
after amplification is examined, it is-usually possible to find a 
characteristic that can be specified. 

It is a given in piano performance that the speed of the 
hammer flying against the string will determine the loudness of 
the sound produced. Some who disagree say that the felted hammer, 
is never in contact with the strings for more than an exceedingly 
brief moment, and the only possible difference between one key 

27 
Charles Taylor, "Sound," in The Grove Dictionary of Music and 

Musicians, 1980 ed. 

"snrv 
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descent and another is, therefore, the speed with which the hammer 
strikes the strings. 

The conclusion reported by Schultz was that differences in 

intensity are the only possible variations of a piano tone. 

Photographic studies of sound waves emitted by piano strings show 

qualitative changes in tone, but linked only with variations in 

29 
intensity. In scientific terms then, key speed is the only control 

over tone. However, to the performing artist, imagery plays an 

important role in providing a range of other autosuggestions which can 

help in the creation of artistic tones regardless of the volume of 

those tones. Many artists will agree that the secret of artistry is 

not the analytical, technical approach, which is often not effective 

in performance. 

The performer and listeners will nevertheless try to make a 

distinction between a beautiful tone and an ugly tone. Schultz 

describes an ugly tone as one "in which the legato is highly 

unsatisfactory, in which percussive noises on the key surfaces are 

noticeably present, in which the control of intensity is poor, or in 

30 
which offensive extremes of intensity and pitch appear." Besides 

the percussive noises on the key surfaces, another noise source 

^^Arnold Schultz, The Riddle of the Pianist's Finger (Chicago: 
Carl Fischer, 1936), 194. 

29 
Studies conducted by Dr. William Braid White, head of the 

acoustical laboratory of the American Steel and Wire Company, as 
reported by Arnold Schultz, The Riddle of the Pianist's Finger, 195. 

^^Schultz, 196. 
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mentioned by William E. Thomson in the article on "Sound" in the New 

Encyclopedia Britannica is the 

hammer's impact on a piano string [which adds] an extra dimension, 
a significant 'noise factor,' to any manually produced tone. 
After articulation, however, it is the presence or absence of 
overtones and.their relative intensities that determine the timbre 
of any tone. 

For articulation, there are many forms of touch employable by the 

pianist. These include: legato, nonlegato, staccato, the latter two 

forms having various degrees. While it is agreed that legato is the 

connection of one tone to the other, the exact point and intensity of 

connection are the deciphering factors in whether or not that legato 

is a true legato. Schultz, for example, thinks that 

The absence of a true legato is by far the most important factor 
in what is popularly designated as bad piano tone . . . The great
est single point of neglect and inattention in modern teaching and 
playing relates to the manner in which tonal units follow upon one 
another. 

The moment of union between two tones of different pitch 
constitutes a high aesthetic pleasure, an instinctive craving 
being satisfied when a given vibrational rate is merged with . . . 
another vibrational rate. 

Just as a harpsichord tone begins to die as soon as the string is 

plucked, so also does a piano tone, as soon as it is struck by the 

hammer. The beautiful legato comes from training the ear to listen 

for true connection between tones and having the fingers execute 

subsequent tones at the right speed of key descent which will in turn 

31 
William E. Thomson, "Sound, musical," in The New Encyclopedia 

Britannica, 15th ed. 
32 
•̂ Îbid. 
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match the tones dynamically. The decayed volume of the first tone is 

equal to the initial volume of the second tone. 

Another factor which contributes to tone quality "consists of 

percussive noises which may result from the impact of the fingers 

with the keys. [These noises depend] upon the speed with which the 

33 
finger comes into contact with the key surface." The larger the 

hand, and the heavier the person, the less proportional speed of 

movement is required to produce a particular tonal intensity. 

Besides the absence of legato and the presence of percussive key 

noises, another factor in ugly tone production is that of tones which 

are disproportionately louder or softer than those aroiind them, 

especially when combined with pitch and duration factors. 

In order to create a beautiful tone, the player must learn to 

control key descent, by using weight appropriately in all the playing 

units (fingers, hands, wrists, arms, shoulders, torso) to achieve the 

desired results. The contrary is true in harpsichord playing where 

the primary muscular activity is in the fingers, with the hand held 

up at the wrist. 

A key element of piano performance is that of voicing chords. 

This can be accomplished by transferring weight from one finger to 

the next by rotating the back of the hand toward the weaker finger 

(especially the fourth, sometimes the fifth), or away from the 

stronger fingers (especially the thumb, sometimes the third finger). 

33 
•̂ •̂ Ibid. 

^ 
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Such technique puts more weight in a certain part of the hand, 

something which has no relevance to harpsichord playing. Also 

peculiar to the pianist is the technique of voicing a melody against 

an accompaniment, or in the case of polyphonic music, such as fugues, 

voicing several melody lines simultaneously between both hands. At 

the harpsichord this delineation of the melodic line is accomplished 

primarily by articulation with more or less an even distribution of 

weight throughout each hand. 

William S. Newman cautions against incorrect usage of arm weight 

which is often incorrectly applied at the piano and totally contrary 

to harpsichord technique where finger action is primary. He states 

that 

. . . most students . . . do their playing by impulses from the 
arm, the fingers moving just enough so that the whole hand does 
not strike at once . . . The loss of control is most evident in a 
sacrifice of legato to detached playing. 

Ignorance of finger action and laziness partly account for 
this fault. 

Lazy finger action can lead to a tightening of the wrist which 

gives the player the illusion of being in control. The whole action, 

therefore, is counterproductive due to tension in the wrist. 

The opposite principle of relaxation is important, but should 

never be so extreme that it results in limp limbs and an undoing of 

the physical principles of leverage at wrist, elbow, and shoulder. 

William S. Newman, The Pianist's Problems: A Modern Approach 
to Efficient Practice and Musicianly Performance, 3d expanded ed, 
(New York: William S. Newman, 1974), 49. 

^ 
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In terms of weight of the arm, or added weight of the torso, the 

pianist must keep in mind that the amount of weight employed for any 

passage requiring force for larger sound should be only as much as is 

required and no more. Weight can be dropped or placed deliberately. 

Placing the weight deliberately leads to more control of a passage. 

However, gravity contributes to acceleration of the key descent, as 

does the amount of leverage provided by the supporting joint(s) to the 

units in motion. 

One of the components of the use of weight is that of the reboxind 

of the joints which have just executed a movement. This is a natural 

result of the transference of energy from the person to the mechanism. 

The reason rebounding is much less noticeable in harpsichord perform

ance is that the hands and arms are not to be allowed the wide 

leverage permissible or sometimes desirable in piano performance. 

In terms of the duration of tones, on the harpsichord, each tone 

is individually controlled--always. On the piano, the tones can be 

individually controlled or collectively controlled by use of the 

pedals. An added point of coordination required of a pianist, and not 

required of a harpsichordist, is that of the feet and hands, again, as 

guided by the ear. Pedaling, especially in terms of the damper 

(right) pedal, can give body to a piece of music or can make the 

sounds so muddy from improper foot technique that the individual 

melodies are unintelligible. The foot has to be controlled in speed, 

timing, depth, and coordination with the hands, as well as with the 

other foot. Pedaling is a crucial component in tone quality. For the 
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For the amateur, this added component can often serve to complicate 

matters instead of clarifying them. 

Specific Technical Problems Encountered 
When Interchanging Instr\iments 

Having looked at descriptions of good harpsichord and piano 

technique, one can more easily understand the problems of technique 

and performance which may arise for the newcomer to the harpsichord. 

Certainly an initial return to the piano after a prolonged period of 

concentration on harpsichord may create its own set of problems. 

Since the professors polled in this survey were listed as harpsichord 

instructors primarily, the emphasis here in discussing problems of 

transfer is on going from piano to harpsichord and not so much on 

harpsichord to piano, although some respondents have made reference to 

that. 

Many survey respondents have indicated what several printed 

sources point out, namely, that it is neither appropriate nor suffi

cient to transfer keyboard skills obtained at the piano to the 

harpsichord and thus expect to be a successful harpsichord performer. 

Nevertheless, many newcomers to the instrument settle for this 

approach. Since they may want to perform a particular piece only in a 

single recital in a more authentic manner, they play the harpsichord 

infrequently, and that in turn, does not allow them to learn the 

instrument in a comprehensive way. 

Since the author has solicited responses from primarily college 

and university instructors, the reader should be aware that the 

operational premise is that the piano students coming to the 

^\ 
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harpsichord have at least a freshman level of proficiency at the 

piano. Some transfer at a more highly skilled level. 

However, when students do begin to study harpsichord seriously, 

their teachers may be able to recognize and name some problems which 

may become quickly evident. The first statement of the author's 

survey of college and university harpsichord instructors reads: "There 

are obvious technical problems and/or physical tensions in my students 

35 
which I attribute to the transfer from one instrument to the other." 

Seventy-three (55%) of the respondents agreed with the statement. 

Twenty (15%) disagreed. The other 30% had no opinion or neither 

agreed nor disagreed. (Some of the respondents either had no trans

ferring students in the semester, they responded to the survey, or they 

teach primarily organ, not piano.) Albee, who agreed with this 

statement, says. 

These [technical problems] I feel, are essentially normal in the 
initial transfer and are basic to the transfer only. I seek (and 
feel I succeed) in eliminating them as the student becomes-^ 
acclimated to the harpsichord as his secondary instrument. 

Bradbury is more specific about the problems he notices: "Students 

react awkwardly to the lack of dynamic control. [If there is] 

awareness to the release of resistances at the time of 'pluck'--

37 
[then there is] no problem." F. Cooper points out that "the hardest 

problem to overcome is arm-weight in students who have mostly played 

•^^Martinez, 119-126. 

^^Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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nineteenth-century [piano] literature." Eason notes "excess tension 

39 
as well as a lack of precision in sounding notes together." Haas 

concurs with printed sources when he mentions "transference of using 

arm and shoulder weight (piano) to a technique that is based on just 

hand and finger movement (harpsichord)." Henery notes an additional 

problem: "primarily posture, related to the problem of weight transfer 

between lower and upper manual." Hunt expounds on the some of the 

aforementioned points when she says, 

(1) Difference in arm weight: the retention of weight in the 
shoulder is hard for pianists and causes tension; (2) the releases 
on harpsichord (for expression) counter to "good" legato technique 
on the piano produces tension; (3) Shifting to all the available 
tone colors on the piano [when returning from the harpsichord] are 
both intellectually and kinesthetically different. 

This final point she makes indicates not only physical tension but 

mental tension as well. Klotzbach names additional problems of "high 

finger action [from some schools of piano technique] which can cause 

43 
problems with touch on harpsichord, and note accuracy." Kroll 

indicates that "most pianists rely on hand and arm weight and wrist 

rotation, and subsequently lack true independence and dexterity of 

^^Ibid. 

39 
Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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44 
fingers," at least the required, or appropriate amount of 

independence and dexterity. 

Meyer explains the idea of arm weight as it relates directly to 

the transfer when she says. 

At the harpsichord, one of two things seems to happen--initially, 
the arm weight from the piano technique is still used, causing 
thumping of the keys, or a holding back takes place. Returning to 
the piano, the complete,arm freedom necessary is sometimes not 
there as a consequence. 

Other respondents concur with the above statements. 

One also sees that several respondents who agree with the first 

survey statement place the technical problems within the realm of 

piano technique itself. Danes says, " . . . this difficulty stems from 

faulty technical habits learned early at the piano rather than any 

intrinsic difficulty." Fruchtman points out that "physical tensions 

may not, in every case, be due to the transfer from one instrument to 

47 
the other, but from poor exercise habits." Holmes adds, "with some 

students, there are no problems; others have varying degrees of 

problems and tensions depending on skill level and technical 

proficiency at the piano." Nelson states, "these problems are often 

44 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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caused from a weak understanding of good, safe piano technique, not 

49 
the harpsichord technique itself." Trible, Posey, and Smith-Babbitt 

concurred with the idea of deficiency in piano technique as the source 

of tension. 

A third area mentioned as giving rise to problems of transfer is 

that the two instruments require fundamentally different techniques, 

and that the failure to recognize those differences poses the primary 

problem, an opinion agreed upon by Ghiglieri, R. Hill, Kramer, and 

Skernick. 

Some of the respondents who disagreed with the original state

ment believe that the act of transferring, in and of itself, is not 

the source of the problem of tension, but rather that tension is 

already present in the student's technique. Lewis adds, though, that 

"if there are ever such problems, it is only because the student has 

not taken the time to learn the technique of the [new] instrument." 

Hauff says that "sitting too far from the keyboards could be a 

problem," and Kong notes that "hand size in relation to the size of 

52 
the harpsichord keys could add to the problem." These latter two 

situations seem so elementary or trivial, but they could mean the 

difference between successful interchange free of tension. 

49 
Ibid. 

50TK-^ Ibid. 

Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 
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One area of possible tension is the wrist. According to Troeger, 

tensing the wrist for "control," which he calls a natural tendency, 

53 can be disastrous in scale and arpeggio passages. This is perhaps 

more the culprit than inappropriate (too much) arm weight in loss of 

control in passage work. The intrinsically different feel comes from 

several factors combined: shallow key depth, key dimensions, point of 

most resistance in the descent, and fingering. A beginner who is 

unaccustomed to integrating all these factors will try to compensate 

by tensing at the wrist. 

When one turns to the printed sources, it becomes evident that 

the situation of pianists coming to the harpsichord is not new. What 

is ironic, as Hari-ch-Schneider has put so succinctly, is that they 

come to the harpsichord with piano technique, which is the exact 

opposite situation of what occurred two hundred years ago as 

performers approached the "Hammerklavier" from an organ or harpsichord 

54 
background. According to Harich-Schneider, the approach to the 

harpsichord is this: 

Harpsichord study has to begin with the touch. Usually pianists 
or organists, when they decide to start on the harpsichord, have 
already acquired considerable musical experience and sufficient 
technical skill on their respective instruments. This is 
certainly an advantageePn the musical side--on the technical side 
it is rather a danger. 

53 
Troeger, 224. 

54 
Eta Harich-Schneider, The Harpsichord: An Introduction to 

Technique, Style and the Historical Sources, 2d ed. (New York: 
Barenreiter, 1960), 14. 

^^Ibid., 11. 
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Harich-Schneider names these problems of transferring performers: 

The pianist will "play the piano on the harpsichord"--i.e., glide 
along the keys in speedy passages, or lend the full weight of the 
arm to the "forte". Neither way will do. A smooth gliding, so 
adequate in rapid piano passages, will prove irregular and unre
liable on the harpsichord: many notes simply will not sound and 
the passage will have holes like a moth-eaten ribbon. The moment 
of resistance of the string against the plectrum has to be^gver-
come by a rapid and elastic action of the striking finger. 

When speaking of the weight used in playing, she further says, "A 

pianist undergoes a special training of arm, shoulder and back, to 

supplement the fingers with the necessary weight. Nothing could be 

more fatal on the harpsichord." Girolamo Diruta (1593, 1609) 

pointed out bad habits by saying, "Their worst mistake is a heavy arm, 

held so low that it seems to be hung from the keyboard," and "hands 

that appear to be crippled, because they hold so tightly to the 

58 
keys." Halford writes in The Harpsichord Manual that 

instead, and directly opposed to good piano technique, it 
[harpsichord technique] is the suspension of weight and the 
release of only enough finger weight to produce tones that make 
the harpsichord sing with its best tone quality." 

Troeger, in the introduction to his book on technique and 

interpretation, writes 

the pianist or organist approaching the early instruments must be 
prepared to develop new ways of using the hands and fingers. 
These new techniques will not confuse those techniques acquired 

^^Ibid. 

Ibid. 

^^Ibid., 12. 

59 
Margery Halford, The Harpsichord Manual: An Introduction to 

the Technic, Ornamentation and Performance Practice (Sherman Oaks, 
California: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 1980), 4. 
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for other instriiments but will only increase one's versatility, 
even on accustomed keyboards. 

Several respondents in the survey are quite impassioned in their 

disagreement with this statement by Troeger. It is interesting to 

note the controversy about coexistent techniques which includes 

comments such as this by R. Hill: 

I strongly believe that the techniques for harpsichord and modem 
piano are so fundamentally different that it is impossible to have 
a superior harpsichord technique, i.e., one suited to antique 
fingering and expression, while continuing to play modern piano. 
All one can do is work out a^compromise: harpsichord technique 
that usually lacks subtlety. 

Rephann states, "Technique can be taught in a way which avoids 

tension. The problem is a difficulty in maintaining a dual-purpose 

technique. I do not advise doing this [changing back and forth]." 

Troeger, besides addressing himself to the kinesthetic aspects of 

performance, goes on to say. 

The performer's relationship with the instrument involves thinking 
in terms of the musical ideal--what is perceived imaginatively in 
the inner ear--and at the same time what can be produced through 
the instrumental medium. 

Subtler and more difficult than adapting one's touch is 
developing new ways of hearing and thinking about music so as to 
bring out the most from the early instruments and become used to 
the dynamics implied by changing textures in the early reper
toires. . . . The piano's powerful sound and comparatively woolly 
attack . . . develop habits of timing and articulation that are 
not always appropriate on the harpsichord . . . 

60^ 

Troeger, xv. 

^^Martinez, 119-126 

Ibid. 
63„ 
Troeger, xv. 
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One survey respondent commented after question fifteen that the 

time it takes to adjust to the feel of the new instrument, going from 

harpsichord to piano, depends on how much time it takes her ears to 

adjust to the new sound. Case says that "harpsichord helps all 

pianists to become much more aware of how hand movement affects sound. 

It ultimately trains them to be better listeners." Delaplane also 

emphasizes listening. 

One hundred and nine (82%) of survey respondents agreed about 

keyboard dimensions and their relationship to accuracy problems at the 

harpsichord as one source of problems. Differing keyboard dimensions 

include shorter keyheads on the naturals, as well as narrower keys in 

some models, especially the accidentals. Troeger has given a fairly 

thorough overview of some existing harpsichord keyboard dimensions. 

Surely there are other variations according to the preference of 

builders, but Troeger says: 

Keyboard dimensions vary significantly among historical keyboard 
instruments from different eras and countries. Octave spans vary 
from six inches for some seventeenth-century French instruments to 
6-1/2 inches for some Italian harpsichords; the octave on many 
others is typically 6-1/4 inches. Players tend to prefer an 
octave span that suits their own hands, but other dimensions are 
perhaps more important than the lateral distance. Other factors 
being equal, two instruments with identical octave measurements 
will feel different to the player if the depths of the key descent 
differ. The length of the natural keyheads in relation to the 
height of the accidentals strongly affects the comfort with which 
one negotiates some figurations. The shorter the natural keyheads 
the lower should be the accidentals, for otherwise the hand has 
too little room to negotiate the two levels: the keyboard feels 
too "steep." . . . It is usually advantageous for the accidentals 
to narrow slightly from base to playing surface. . . . The keys on 
many late eighteenth-century instruments, particularly on German 

^^Martinez, 132, 176-193. 
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clavichords and fortepianos, are noticeably longer than those on 
earlier instruments. The natural keyheads are not especially 
extended, but the accidentals are much longer than previously, 
possibly reflecting a change in playing technique . . . 

Eighty-four (63%) of the respondents said this was a problem they 

observed or experienced. Welch iterates what may be true for others: 

I personally find that the most difficult thing in transferring 
from piano to harpsichord is the size of the keys. If the key 
dimensions were the same as on the piano, I could switch over 
instantly. I don't have any problems with the touch, resistance, 
pluck, and other techniques; it's just adjusting to the spacing of 
the keys which affects my accuracy adversely. 

On some harpsichords the natural keys are black and the 

accidentals are white, which is the opposite on piano. Some 

respondents (11%) clarified that this feature did not bother them 

quite as much as key dimension alone. This is one element about the 

harpsichord to which one grows easily accustomed, as practice time on 

the instriiment increases. Albarda speaks about key dimension and 

says, "The harpsichordist does not usually have to stretch his fingers 

to embrace many notes at once, . . . The keys of the harpsichord are 

short to give fingers quick access to the accidentals [raised keys] 

and to allow one hand to play on two manuals at once." 

The two-manual feature on a harpsichord is a novelty for piano 

students. Sutton commented that 

Pianists initially have difficulty with two keyboards, new spatial 
relationships as well as keyboard [topo]graphy. Organists have 

^^Troeger, 7. 

^^Martinez, 176-193. 

Jan H. Albarda, Wood, Wire, and Quill: An Introduction to the 
Harpsichord, 2d ed. (Willowdale, Ontario: Marseg Ltd., 1975), 68. 
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already adjusted to two or more keyboards when beginning 
[harpsichord study]. 

One initial approach to the harpsichord may include a separation 

of some elements in order to master the more essential elements first, 

then the addition of the other variables. For example, changing from 

one manual to the other on a two-manual instrument can be postponed 

until the newcomer has had time to adjust to the light touch, the 

suspension of arm-weight, and various methods of articulation. When 

these are mastered, the second manual can be employed with the added 

dimension of different stop combinations, or the expanded study of 

registration. There are some harpsichords which have only one 

keyboard, and these perhaps would be more ideal for beginning 

harpsichordists. 

What may prove to be psychologically difficult for the advanced 

piano student is to accept having to "go back to square one" in order 

to make a smoother transition to harpsichord by beginning with a few 

of the more fundamental elements and subsequently adding more, as 

sensitivity at this instrument is refined. 

This return to basics is one of the many elements which may lead 

to another type of tension, mental tension. Survey statement thirty-

three leads into the next chapter by exposing the connection between 

what originates in the mind, and what becomes the outward 

manifestation of those thoughts. It reads: "Switching between piano 

Martinez, 130. 
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and harpsichord creates mental discomfort/inappropriate level of 

mental tension for me." It is interesting to note that few 

respondents agreed with this statement (only 19%), and over half of 

them (57%) disagreed that this condition is true for them. This 

condition of tension is perhaps not as true for them as performers as 

it might be for the newcomer who is not yet acclimated to the 

instrument. Troeger says that the player must accept 

the limits of the instriiment and allow it to guide the shaping of 
musical utterance by its inherent qualities. The importance of 
accommodating one's playing to the instrument at hand, without 
permitting it to limit one's imagination [is paramount]. 

Perhaps mental tension can arise from not accepting those limitations, 

and expecting to extract a variety of sounds from this instrument as 

one would from the piano. 

Respondents offered these suggestions for overcoming some of 

these tensions: a "warm-up" period will bring on relaxation; a 

spiritual preparation is helpful in alleviating tension; Birch 

suggests remembering each instrument's "bag of tricks" and reading 

such books as Gallwey's The Inner Game of Tennis, Ristad's A Soprano 

on Her Head, and Gallwey and Green's The Inner Game of Music. 

Delaplane says "a clear understanding of the technique necessary for 

each instrument obviates tension--a matter of simply 'shifting 

Troeger, 16. 

Consult the bibliography for complete publication information 
on these three books. 
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gears'"; Fitch recommends the Alexander technique; Karns says body 

awareness is desirable, and Kenney says it is "chiefly attitude, and 

72 
mental control of the body"; and Trible suggests "approaching the 

new instrument 'from scratch,' much as a multi-lingual person 

73 
approaches a different language." 

^^Martinez, 154-159. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 



CHAPTER III 

THE LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE OF SKILLS AS A 

MOTOR-PROGRAMMING PROCESS 

Investigation of the link between the art of musical performance 

and the medical disciplines of psychology, physiology, and neurology 

is increasing. Some professional artist-teachers and performers are 

reluctant to accept the results of such studies. A reason for this 

fear, as Stephen Barnes has so aptly written, is that "these persons 

[the medical professionals] might reduce our very real art to be the 

mere connecting of neural synapses, the manipulating of levers, or the 

measuring of complex engines we know as 'muscles.'" 

After perusing Appendix B, page 175, the reader can see that a 

large number of respondents are interested in understanding the link 

between the musical and the scientific. Before probing more deeply 

into motor behavior theories and their relationship to the transfer 

from piano to harpsichord, a study of practicing and the creation of 

habits will reveal another aspect of this complex situation. 

The Dynamics of Practicing 

Gyorgy Sandor describes practicing as the "phase of learning in 

2 
which we acquire motion habits through repetition." These patterns 

of motion become etched in the brain. Later these patterns can be 

Barnes, 39. 

2 
Gyorgy Sandor, On Piano Playing: Motion, Sound, and Expression 

(New York: Schirmer Books, 1981), 183. 

48 
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recalled and applied in myriad situations. The ideal is to reach the 

point where these patterns can be executed automatically, so that, in 

each performance, attention may be paid to newer elements. 

Practicing can be understood in several different ways. Among 

these are: efficient versus wasteful practice, conscious versus uncon

scious (mechanical) practice, and mental versus purely physical 

practice. There is, of course, a close relationship among all these 

modes, but focusing on each approach helps to clarify the process. 

Efficient practice and wasteful practice produce entirely 

different results. The player not only saves time, but he also 

establishes the most correct habits with minimum effort by avoiding 

wasteful practice. Wasteful practice is characterized by a lack of 

attention to each element of the process, by lack of concentration and 

awareness. Patterned exercises for finger dexterity (such as Hanon) 

allow the player to make finger and hand movements without demanding 

attention from the player in terms of interpretation or keen listen

ing. Efficient practice is preceded by having an idea of the desired 

motion before performing it. Often, trial and error are required 

before achieving the highest performance ideal. Concentration on 

correct and sufficient repetition of the motion are required to 

3 
ingrain it in the least amount of time. 

Sir Francis Bacon said in The Advancement of Learning, 

The ordering of exercises is a matter of great consequence to hurt 
or help; for, as is well observed by Cicero, men in exercising 

•̂ Ibid., 185. 

^'^ 
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their faculties, if they be not well advised, do exercise their 
faults and get ill habits as well as good. 

The ultimate goal of practicing is to be able to perform a piece 

of music without much conscious attention to each detail. All the 

motions required to play the piece have become automatic. Even at the 

outset of our practice on either the piano or the harpsichord, not 

only are we practicing the notes themselves (to learn the notational 

pattern), the correct rhythms, and the best fingerings for smooth 

execution of those passages, but we are ingraining the bodily 

movements necessary to reach the desired effects of phrasing, 

dynamics, etc., in other words, the total musical outcome. 

The mechanical approach is easily differentiated from the 

conscious approach. Practicing consciously means that the player 

deliberately focuses on a specific element to be worked out, such as 

wrist position in a given passage, or fingering in another, or amount 

of force used at that particular instriiment. Once the various 

elements of a musical passage are attended to they can then be 

integrated into a larger behavior pattern. Practicing mechanically, a 

process not widely recommended by pedagogues, does not focus on any 

one particular element of performance. One example is the student who 

practices Hanon exercises at the piano, without attention to details 

of hand position, dynamics, phrasing, etc. These exercises are merely 

used to warm up the hands and fingers, and there is not much conscious 

4 
Newman, citing Francis Bacon, The Advancement of Learning. 
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effort in playing artistically. It is a rather subconscious action, 

much like putting the fingers on automatic pilot. 

The mind is a very complex entity, and while the conscious mind 

is important to learning, its limitations should also be noted. 

Although the conscious mind can analyze problems, find solutions 
to these problems, and can help to acquire skills and put them to 
use, it cannot take part in the creative process. Its role is 
intellectual and inhibitive; it hinders all spontaneous, improvi
satory, and instinctive processes. But at the same time as it 
prevents these processes it feeds the subconscious and automatic 
mind. Once a skill has been learned and assimilated, it inevi
tably sinks into the subconscious and unconscious levels . . . the 
creative processes are the product of the subconscious and uncon
scious mind; they produce spontaneous and involuntary activities. 
. . . creativity is not a product of the conscious mind. 

Mr. Sandor mentions instinctive process. The definition of 

instinct is crucial here. To understand the word in its strictest 

sense, we know it is an "inborn tendency to behave in a way character-

istic of a species." However, instinct in the sense in which it is 

used here is what is given as a secondary entry in the dictionary: "a 

natural or acquired tendency, aptitude, or talent." When the 

reference is made to instinctive playing, therefore, it implies 

learned aptitude or talent which feels as natural as if having been 

born with it. 

Survey respondents commented that they cannot verbalize about how 

they respond to their instrument; they seem to do it instinctively. 

^Ibid., 187-188. 

Webster's New World Dictionary, 3d college edition, s. v. 
"instinct." 

^Ibid. 
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However, asked whether they think consciously about the transfer from 

one instrument to the other, over half (53%) agreed that they do. 

They commented that conscious thought took place initially. One 

respondent thinks consciously about transferring, but only while away 

from the instrument. 

Similarly, those who prefer to respond by sensing and feeling, 

rather than conscious thought or intellectualizing were approximately 

the same in number (55%). Their comments resounded that, for them, 

there exists a combination of both thought and feeling, conscious 

action and instinct. 

Asked specifically about their instinctive response to new 

conditions at each instrument when changing, 62% agreed that instinct 

takes over. Some admitted to responding more naturally to one 

instrument than the other; total performance time on a given 

instriiment is a contributing factor in this case. Those who agree, 

interestingly enough, mention that they are guided by the ear; others 

say practice and experience allows them to respond this way. The 

transfer itself can feel more natural, as the response does at each 

instrument, by increasing the frequency of change. Many respondents 

comment that there is always some conscious thought involved, 

especially as the transfer is initiated. The critical, conscious 

Martinez, 159. 

^Ibid., 159-163. 

Ibid. 
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mind is the one which corrects inappropriate habits; transferring has 

to be critical and intellectual at the outset. It becomes instinctive 

when the "uninhibited, unconscious flow of automatic processes" take 

over. 

Troeger makes the following comment about instinctive playing: 

It is important that the use of [tonal illusion and suggestion] 
originate in instinctive responses to musical needs instead of 
being consciously applied. [These techniques] should stem from 
hearing and automatically reacting in terms of the instriiment. 
Although such fine adjustments are often instinctive to begin 
with, it is useful for the player to examine them intellectually, 
then allow them to sink back into the unconscious reflex 
responses. By understanding such processes, the player can gain 
greater control and more readily reproduce what happens in 
inspired performance (when instinct is especially productive). 

Another description of practice is that of physical and mental 

practice. According to Troeger: 

The most far-reaching aspects of facility and sometimes the most 
difficult to analyze are the physical responses absorbed in the 
course of years of practice. Good or bad habits, whether physical 
or mental or both, become deeply ingrained; the bad habits can be 
extremely difficult to eradicate, even if they are comprehended 
intellectually . . . The development of good habits and the 
correction of poor ones relate to learning and cognitive processes 
as well as to purely physical motions. 

When one practices both the piano and the harpsichord 

concurrently, a clear distinction in one's mind about the mechanical 

requirements of the instrument being played is beneficial. Those 

mechanical requirements have a bearing on how the player approaches 

Sandor, 188. 

12„ 
Troeger, xiv, 

^•^Ibid., 218. 
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the practice session, allowing responses to be more instinctive than 

conscious of mechanical detail. 

Turning now to mental practice, the focus will be on the 

difference between mental rehearsal and mental imagery, as proposed by 

Robert M. Nideffer. 

According to Nideffer, mental rehearsal is like "watching a 

motion picture of yourself." (While he is specifically referring to 

athletes in his book, the principles he espouses are equally applic

able to keyboardists.) Generally, students in various disciplines are 

not taught visualization techniques, whereby they can "visualize the 

activity in a clear and complete way," with themselves as the main 

actors. Another area that has been neglected to a certain extent is 

that of "recalling and rehearsing the kinesthetic cues (body feelings 

which accompany an activity)." The performer is often very 

concerned with the actual conscious execution of a particular 

activity, and not much given to the reflective process. Some 

pedagogues have advised mental rehearsal away from the instrument 

where the player will visualize the page of notes, know the form of 

the piece, know the harmonies, etc. They sometimes, however, fall 

short of seeing a complete picture of themselves and analyzing their 

motions in the act of realizing all those other details. 

^^Robert M. Nideffer, The Inner Athlete: Mind Plus Muscle for 
Winning (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1976), 187. 

^^Ibid. 

Ibid. 

TS. 
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Technical distinction is made by Nideffer between mental 

rehearsal and mental imagery. 

Rehearsal is the active study of an image or series of images. 
Imagery involves the ability to develop an image without 
necessarily analyzing its content. The process should involve 
conscious attempts at control of attentional processes and tension 
levels. 

One example of mental rehearsal is that of a student who, before 

a performance of a piece from memory, will, perhaps with eyes closed, 

envision every note of every page, from beginning to end, to be sure 

to remember the sections of the piece, the keys of those sections, and 

other details such as phrasings and dynamics. Mental imagery, in the 

author's view, is a broader concept, in which the performer will, 

again with eyes closed, see him- or herself performing the entire 

concert, and will see the large movements used in executing the 

different parts of the music, without much attention to details of 

fingering and touch. The performer will be more attentive to bodily 

feelings, which may often be associated with visual images and other 

concepts such as: water, ocean, hot, cold, snowy, warm, tender, 

biting, elegant, flute-like, etc. Another description of this process 

could be that of the performer watching him- or herself play. 

One of the characteristics which helps an average player become a 

highly sensitive performer is awareness of body position and movement. 

This awareness is accomplished, according to Nideffer, by "the recall 

^^Ibid., 188-189. 
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18 
of kinesthetic cues, and the pairing of these with visual images." 

Correction of our mistakes is achievable through visualization. 

Perhaps this is part of the differentiation between those who can 

successfully interchange between piano and harpsichord and those who 

cannot, this ability to visualize mentally, and imagine oneself 

getting through a different type of performance. 

Nideffer says that "top athletes have a better kinesthetic sense 

19 
than ordinary ones." They have the ability to detect subtle 

differences, and they are also sensitive to visual aspects of their 

performance. The third attribute he assigns them is that they "have a 

20 
better feel for their bodies as they move through space." Fine 

keyboardists are those who have a highly developed kinesthetic sense, 

developed by attentional, focused practicing, which responds to all of 

the cues received, especially the ear, as mentioned by survey 

respondents. 

It is unfortiinate that, for the most part, our education as 

keyboardists does not concentrate on the awareness of feelings in 

executing given passages. Often, we do not know how our bodies feel 

under different conditions, that is, knowing in both an intellectual 

and bodily sense. Players should be aware of what their bodies are 

^^Ibid., 189. 

^^Ibid., 190. 

20 
"^"ibid., 191. 
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doing while performing. "To attain these skills, the ability to 

develop a broad-internal attentional focus is important." 

Language is often a poor tool for describing our performance 

behavior to ourselves as we perform. It is too slow for our actions. 

Performance events happen too fast. Also, the richness and complexity 

of bodily (muscular) sensations and involvement transcend the capacity 

of language. Therefore we need visual imagery to provide this 

description. 

As we perform, we do not visualize a group of impressions 

individually, but rather, we visualize the whole. In terms of the 

learning process, Gestalt psychology supports the learning theory that 

human beings tend to perceive, recall, and recognize objects and 
experiences as a whole rather than in separate components. 
Gestalt psychologists argue that the whole differs from the s\im of 
its parts. Seeing the 'whole,' then the details, is more conducive 
to effective teaching, [and thus effective learning.] 

For example, when transferring from piano to harpsichord, a 

general awareness that a change in the amount of arm weight and finger 

precision used at the harpsichord will aid in that transfer. A 

note-by-note awareness of those same facts will significantly slow 

down the playing process and is generally counter-productive. 

Ibid. 

22 
Max W. Camp, Developing Piano Performance (Chapel Hill: 

Hinshaw Music, Inc., 1981), 39. 

Max Camp derived his thoughts from James Mainwaring, "Gestalt 
Psychology," Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (1966), III, 612. 
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Nideffer recommends to athletes that they learn to make 

discriminative cue analyses. In other words, they, as well as 

musicians, should know what to respond to in a particular instant in 

time. "Some stimuli (discriminative cues) are critical determinants 

23 
of successful performance." Critical cues are dynamic entities, not 

static ones, that is, they are capable of change. As our performance 

skills develop and begin to feel more instinctual, "some of the cues 

which were important earlier no longer need to be attended to 

T ..24 consciously. 

Working interconnectedly with the aforementioned concept of 

attention to bodily position and movement is the ability to make a 

discriminative cue analysis, whether at the conscious or unconscious 

(nonverbal) level. For example, if a performer is playing leaps, he 

or she may identify the leap verbally by saying that it is a two-

octave leap, it comes quickly after the slow passage, and it is to be 

played very softly. The nonverbal identification of that same leap 

may rely only on the differentiation between the feeling in the arms, 

hands, fingers, and torso, of the successful performance of that leap, 

and the feeling which resulted in a less than ideal execution. 

Nideffer suggests strategies in making the discriminative cue 

analysis: First, the player should be aware of levels of tension in 

all parts of the body at any point before and during the performance. 

^•^Nideffer, 193. 

Ibid. 
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A knowledge of the cues which indicate an increase in tension helps in 

selecting alternate procedures to lower the tension. With tension, 

Nideffer says, our attention is directed inward to negative feelings, 

and focus on those feelings results in still more tension.^^ Second, 

he suggests at all times a conscious awareness of what your body is 

doing. "Through practice, we all develop a natural rhythm and a sense 

of timing, and anything which interferes with our rhythm or timing 

throws us off stride and dramatically disrupts performance." Third, 

learn to identify and focus on the right cues. At some stage of 

learning players do have to analyze the technical aspects of the 

performance as part of the growth process; the Gestalt learning model 

is not necessarily the only operative modality. Be aware of the 

relationships between bodily feelings and the actual performance in 

the fingers, wrists, forearms, upper arms, torso, shoulders, etc. 

Mental rehearsal may reveal that a person still needs to learn the 

mechanics of performance. 

Nideffer suggests that to help a player focus on discriminative 

cues, the activity should have a distinct start and finish, be short, 

and have a goal. For example, in working initially at the 

harpsichord, the player may choose a section of a movement, perhaps 

one line of music, which has passage work (scales), and which the 

^^Ibid., 198. 

Ibid, 

^''ibid., 199. 
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player desires to play with no weight in the keys, and correct 

fingering (two goals). Each goal should be attended to individually, 

but the player should begin with a mental image of the overall feeling 

of what it is like to play the passage ideally. Anything short of the 

ideal becomes the discriminative cue for the player in that instant in 

28 
time. The thing which needs your attention will emerge; any 

aberration from the ultimate vision can be used as a cue. 

Some technically exacting situations at the harpsichord, given in 

two categories by Troeger, can be understood as "discriminative cues," 

and they include: 

dexterity (e.g., jumps, rapid passages, complex figuration, 
ornamental figures, repeated notes) and those of finger 
independence (e.g., playing several polyphonic voices, delicately 
manipulating the sound). The first, dexterity, requires technical 
work relatively independent of musical considerations. The 
second, independence, is by far the more complex, and it must be 
cultivated largely in musical study and .practice--at all times by 
careful and critical listening to the sound being produced. 

Short of having access to video equipment, whereby the player is 

taped while practicing, and subsequently views the tape, the player 

can ask to be observed by someone, preferably an experienced person. 

When practicing without observation, it is important for the player to 

attempt to maintain a passive attitude in order to be able to observe, 

in an objective way, his or her own performance and feelings. The 

^^Ibid., 203. 

29 
Troeger, 221. 
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player will assume the role of both observer (teacher) and participant 

(performer).30 

One may find reference to the teacher/performer concept in the 

books written by W. Timothy Gallwey. He speaks of the teacher/ 

performer within the person as the "two selves," known as the "Inner 

Game" philosophy. 

Having discussed various aspects of mind f\inction in practice and 

learning, we come to the unequivocal conclusion that the human brain 

is an intriguing organ of a highly complex nature. How learning takes 

place is not yet fully understood. What effect the mind has on our 

actions is also not fully understood, for much happens in the central 

nervous system that is directed from the brain, but is effected in the 

spinal cord. Those actions, or more specifically motions, which have 

been learned and are closely linked to some form of thought process 

are referred to as habits. 

The Creation of Habits 

Is there a fine line between instinct and habit? According to 

the description of habit given in The Encyclopedia Americana, habit is 

a product of learning. In this sense it is usually put in 
opposition to terms such as reflex and instinct that refer to 
unlearned behavioral tendencies. . . . It is hard to tell whether 
many kinds of behavior are instinctive or "extremely habitual." 

Habits may be consciously strengthened [such as when 
practicing a musical instrument]. 

[A habit] is known through its manifestations, not directly. 
. . . Although the learning of habits no doubt has some 
psychological basis, the nature of this foundation is largely a 
mystery. 

^^Nideffer, 203. 
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A given habit can be revealed through a wide variety of 
performances. . . . The details of the performance expressing the 
habit depend upon variables such as motivation that are not part 
of the habit itself. 

The reader may recall that one of the author's original questions 

about the issue of positive transfer from piano to harpsichord and 

back, is the question of volition, or as referred to above, one of 

motivation. Habits may reveal themselves in different ways depending 

on the players motivation at the time of performance. 

Many believe that habit formation is a gradual process. 

"However, an alternative point of view [is that] learning takes place 

32 
in just one trial or experience." This concept is important for the 

performer in that care should be taken never to execute movements in a 

haphazard manner, as bad habits may easily take root in our playing. 

Kimble further notes that, besides practice, 

A second necessary condition is 'reinforcement,' [such as] 
knowledge of results, [or the] aftereffects of practice that seem 
to be implicated in habit formation. 

Habits may vary in certain quantitative ways. Strong habits 
reveal themselves in their greater accuracy, their greater 
persistence in the face of frustration, the quickness with which 
the appropriate response occurs, and the magnitude of the response 
itself. 

. . . Qualitative changes also occur. . . . Highly practiced 
habits seem to become automatic. Such habits proceed without our 
paying conscious attention to them. In this sense of automati-
city, highly practiced habits are very much like instincts. For 
this reason, the distinction between habit and instinct in not 
always a very clear one. In the case of highly over-learned 
performances, it is as if the individual manufactures his own 
instincts. 

31 
Gregory A. Kimble, "Habit," in The Encyclopedia Americana, 

international edition. 
32 
•̂  Ibid. 
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. . . The individual with habits of this type is able to perform 
routine activities and at the same time devote his attention to 
other matters. 

William James, writing about habit in 1890, refers to a quality 

of a structure which makes it "weak enough to yield to an influence, 

but strong enough not to yield all at once [as] 'plasticity.'" 

Sometimes a structure will change outwardly, such as the well-

developed muscles in a dancer's legs which become highly visible after 

many years of training; or the change can be invisible or molecular 

(inward changes) such as the change in the fibrous muscle structure as 

that same dancer becomes stronger. 

Acquiring a new set of keyboard habits requires, not only that 

hands, arms, and torso have this quality of plasticity, but the mind 

as well. Because old playing habits are already set in, the mind and 

body are resistant to making any modifications, but gradually new 

habits begin to substitute for the old and they then become estab-

35 
lished after much repetition. 

When any complex action is initially performed, a limited amount 

of difficulty is to be expected. The amount of effort required will 

be diminished with each successive repetition. "This overcoming of 

the resistance to change is a phenomenon of habituation." An 

33 
"̂̂ Ibid. 

^^William James, Habit (New York: H. Holt, 1890), 6. 

35 
Ibid., 5. 

•^^Ibid., 7. 
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example, at the piano, might include playing octaves. A player may be 

in the habit of playing octaves with a high, stiff wrist. The stiff 

wrist may be an impediment to playing legato melodies in octaves. The 

habit of locking the wrist in this high position, a habit triggered by 

seeing octaves on the printed music, may be entrenched, and thus 

difficult to change. The wrist has to be made malleable, and more 

relaxed, allowing the playing of octaves to be more refined, with a 

less harsh tone. This wrist flexibility also allows more freedom of 

the fingers so that the player can connect one tone to the next with

out the constant aid of the pedal which can lead to muddling of the 

melodic line. Without tension in the wrists and fingers, the player 

can play octave passages for a longer period of time without tiring. 

The new habits formed for playing octaves will not appear 

immediately. The entire organism, mind and body, has to be plastic 

enough to accept these new habits. The psyche also needs to be plastic 

enough to accept the fact that changes need to be made. To change 

inappropriate playing habits, practice must be accompanied by 

attention to the components of those motions, and continue for a 

sufficiently long time until the previous habits seem foreign and 

unnatural. The time required for this replacement varies with the 

individual. 

So do we actually replace piano skills (habits) with harpsichord 

skills? Are they overridden and effaced? Does this happen each time 

we change instruments, or are these two different sets of skills 

coexistent and are they triggered by different cues to elicit specific 

responses appropriate to the instrument at hand? Do these nervous 
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impulses travel the same neural pathways? Are there different grooves 

in the system to carry these impulses? 

There is reason to argue that habits may never be lost or 
forgotten. For example, cases of regression, in which a person 
under stress reverts to an earlier mode of behavior, reveal that 
old habits remain even after they have been replaced by new 
habits. . . . The old and new habits coexist in the person. 
Under normal circumstances the new habits are_stronger, but stress 
may cause a regression to the earlier habit. 

Forming a new habit is the creation of a new impression on our 

nervous system. These 

impressions fashion more and more appropriate paths for themselves 
in this nervous system and [these habits] will again recur as the 
result of a given stimulus [even if some time-has lapsed since 
those paths in the nervous system were used]. 

A very large percentage (92%) of the survey respondents agree 

that "One's physical sense of a keyboard becomes second nature after a 

39 
certain level of advancement." This points to "feeling at home" at 

a certain keyboard because the player has developed the habits which 

feel natural at that particular instrument. The greatest element 

involved here is time: the more time one spends on a given instriiment, 

the more at home one begins to feel. 

But what about the direct question of interchange? "How much 

time does it take [within a specific practice session] to adjust to 

the feel of the new instriiment when going from harpsichord to 

37 
Kimble. 

James, 8. 

39 
Martinez, 131. 
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piano?" Survey respondents had widely varying answers. The highest 

percentage of them (26%) took anywhere from five to ten minutes to 

make the adjustment. Some took slightly more, some less. It is 

interesting that six respondents said it took them up to an hour to 

feel comfortable, and one respondent needed several days at the piano 

to feel at home again (See Appendix B). One factor mentioned which 

determines the amount of time is the action of the piano. 

When asked about going from piano to harpsichord, the highest 

percentage of people (26%) took one to five minutes to feel at home at 

the harpsichord. Over half (52%) of the respondents also agree that 

"the amount of time which elapses between sessions at the harpsichord 

and the piano has a direct relationship to the amount of time which it 

41 
takes to adjust to the feel of the new instrument." 

Most of the respondents (30%) change instriiments several times a 

week. Others (23%), who change primarily for performances, do so only 

several times a year, and the third largest group (20%) change several 

times a month. Few respondents (12%) changed as frequently as several 

times a day. 

Their personal comments about transfer time points to the indi

viduality in this situation. Case says it takes her students three to 

six weeks to adjust from piano to harpsichord. She discourages 

"^^Ibid., 131-132. 

^^Ibid., 132-133. 
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concurrent study on both instruments when beginning harpsichord. 

Piano habits need to be replaced with harpsichord habits, and in order 

for the harpsichord habits to take hold, the pianistic habits should 

not interfere for a limited period of time. Hanawalt, who plays 

organ, piano and harpsichord as often as once a week, does this often 

enough that she no longer thinks about making adjustments; for her, it 

43 
is all second nature. One interesting comment is that from Hunt, in 

that she speaks about the order in which the transfer occurs. "I find 

placing harpsichord work before piano to be best. The reverse gives 

too much time necessary for acclimatization of my physique and 

44 
mind to the harpsichord." A comment from Million also point to the 

changing of certain habits, and substituting others: "When I first 

started seriously studying harpsichord, I foxind I had to stop playing 

the piano entirely for a few months until I could get the feel and 

touch that was right for the harpsichord--as well as all of the 

45 
problems involved in articulation, etc. Now it is easy to switch." 

Moss needs time to adopt a new "mind set." Skernick needs a few days 

to switch completely, but notices that she begins to adjust after an 

hour or so. Taylor admits that she needs more time to re-orient her 

technique when going back to piano from harpsichord. Rast, who 

"^^Ibid., 132-135. 

Ibid. 

44 
Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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teaches both instruments, has learned efficiency in quicker adjusting 

46 
to either instrument. He has made a skill out of change itself. 

At what point in the transformation does the new way seem right? 

This point is reached perhaps when the movements executed feel natural 

enough to allow the unconscious, creative mind to guide the perfor

mance and the outcome of that performance is deemed aesthetically 

pleasing on the given instrument. 

Our actions are controlled by nerve impulses, electrical currents 

which travel through the nervous system either through old channels or 

newly created ones. "These channels or paths, once traced, are not 

easily erased or removed." 

Habitual actions are reflex discharges manifested through one of 

the paths of the nervous system. Complex habits are discharges which 

occur in chains, series which work much like the domino effect. One 

muscular contraction can stimulate another until a whole series of 

48 
events or motions has been completed. 

A difficult mechanical problem arises when trying to explain the 

new formation of a simple reflex in the nervous system where another 

reflex previously existed. How does this concept affect facility when 

interchanging between piano and harpsichord? If a given piece of 

music is used as a stimulus (let us say a Scarlatti sonata which can 

Ibid. 

James, 12. 

^^Ibid., 13. 
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be performed equally well on the harpsichord or piano), and the 

topography of the keyboard is the second stimulus, then does the fact 

that the two instruments work differently (internal mechanisms) alter 

the habits which must be manifested in playing one instrument or the 

other? Even though these questions remain largely unanswered and open 

to debate, perhaps looking at motor learning theories will bring us 

closer to the answer. 

Motor Learning Concepts From 
the Sport Sciences 

Dr. Frank Wilson, who was a presenter at the Biology of Music 

Making Conference in 1984 states that, 

the process by which musicians improve muscular, or motor skills 
is largely a mystery, and is likely to remain so for a long time 
to come. Nevertheless, a growing body of research on motor skills 
provides a basis for-interesting conjecture about this special 
capacity of humans. 

Even J. A. Scott Kelso, who is the editor of Human Motor 

Behavior: An Introduction states in the preface (p. xi) that "the area 

of motor behavior research is in a state of flux." He further states 

(p. 238) that all the recent developments in research can fill many 

more volumes and "keep [researchers] busy for a while." This 

investigation of pianists transferring to harpsichord was not 

conducted in a laboratory with a controlled group of subjects and 

measuring instruments. Therefore, what is learned about these 

12. 

49 
The Biology of Music Making Conference, 1984 Program Booklet, 
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performers is based in part on what is carefully observed in 

individual situations. Otherwise, what is already known about.the 

functions of the brain and the neuromuscular system serves to make 

further correlations. 

Dr. Michael G. Wade was a presenter at the second Biology of 

Music Making Conference in 1987. His presentation was titled "Motor 

Skills and Music: Contrasting Styles of Control." His concise summary 

of the major motor learning theories is: 

There are two contrasting styles of motor skill acquisition which 
have important implications as to how people acquire motor skills. 
The two perspectives are the traditional cognitive view and the 
contemporary action-based view. The differences between the two 
perspectives [rest] not only in the underlying philosophies but 
also in the practical experiences involved. The traditional 
cognitive theories developed from the psychological models of the 
1940's. The contemporary action-based view traces its roots back 
to the ideas of the physiology of activity proposed by Nicolai 
Bernstein and in ecological psychology proposed by the late James 
Gibson. The traditional cognition theories hold that the 
development of motor coordination is achieved through and 
explained by a special class of "things" that are intermediary 
between the world and the organism. According to E. A. Locke, 
these "between things" or "ideas," images, memories of similar 
past experiences interface the organism and the environment. 
Today they are called programs or reference schemas. Action 
Theorists rely on an important point of philosophical departure; 
namely, a commitment to realism. This view eliminates the Lockean 
notion of ideas and promotes a direct relationship between the 
organism and the environment. Thus, for the realists, the model 
construct for coordination and control is that it is autonomous, 
self-organizing and possesses no "between things." Realists seek 
a single-theory for action, and perception is part of that 
theory. 

Michael G. Wade, "Motor Skills and Music: Contrasting Styles of 
Control," Biology of Music Making Conference Program Booklet, 1987, 
34. 
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In addition to the above description of the action theory, it is 

important to note that, according to Wade, 

the difference in the two views may be seen not only in the philo
sophical underpinnings but also in the nature of the empirical 
activity involved. The traditional view relies on a computer-
based model to describe the system as motor skills are learned, 
while the contemporary view relies on careful observation and a 
level of analysis that focuses on the descriptive topology of^the 
activity to explain the elements of control and coordination. 

The action theory further asserts that there is a wisdom or a 

knowledge about coordination which does not rely on instructions 

stored in the brain. This "knowledge" of coordination is something 

which is contained in the muscles themselves (what is commonly termed 

"muscle memory"). 

Open-Loop and Closed-Loop Theories 

Movement control theorists have done much research into how motor 

skills are learned, controlled and executed. A basic understanding of 

two systems of control within the traditional view are important for 

the musician in order to understand the contrast between the tradi

tional and contemporary views. These two theories or systems of 

control include: open-loop, and closed-loop, espoused by Jack Adams 

in 1971. They form the basis for contemporary theories. The basis 

for open- and closed-loop theories are engineering models. See 

Figure 3 for a simple representation of these two theories. 

Ibid. 
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OPEN-LOOP CONTROL 

Movement 
Control Center 

Movement 
Commands 

Movement 
Effectors 

CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL 

Movement 
Control Center 

Movement 
Commands 

Movement 
Effectors 

Feedback 

Figure 3. Diagram of Open-loop and Closed-loop Control 

Each has a control center, otherwise known as the executive (the 

brain). Its main role is to issue commands to the effectors, muscles 

and joints involved in the action of playing in this case. Both 

systems have movement commands going from the executive to the 

effectors. 

The two systems are different in two ways. First, the closed-

loop system involves feedback, and the open-loop system does not. 

This feedback is described as being afferent, that is, sent in from 

the various sensory receptors to the executive. This particular 

closed-loop model shows only that the feedback comes from the 

effectors, the muscles and joints. (These are known also as 

52 
proprioceptors: "one's own [re]ceptor.") However, feedback also 

comes from the auditory and visual systems in the case of music 

Webster's New World Dictionary, 3d college edition, further 
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performance. "Feedback update[s] the executive about the correctness 

53 of the movement in progress." 

Second, although not immediately obvious from the diagram itself, 

the nature of the commands in both systems is different. 

In the open-loop system, these commands contain all the 
information necessary for the effectors to carry out the planned 
movement. In the closed-loop system, the movement commands are 
quite different. First, there is an initial command to the 
effectors that is sufficient only to initiate the movement. The 
actual execution and completion of the movement is dependent on 
feedback information reaching the control center. 

The closed-loop system contains a reference mechanism in the 

executive, also not evident from the simple diagram. This mechanism 

"contains the representation of the desired movement." This is the 

standard against which the feedback is measured. After this 

comparison, more commands are sent to the effectors, either to 

continue the same movement or alter it. 

In the open-loop system, the "commands are programmed in advance. 

[They are] carried out as specified without regard to environmental 

conditions." Magill gives the thermostat as an example of a 

defines proprioceptor as "any of the sensory end organs in the 
muscles, tendons, etc. that are sensitive to the stimuli originating 
in these tissues by the movement of the body or its parts." 

S3 
Richard A. Magill, Motor Learning: Concepts and Applications 

2d ed. (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Publishers, 1985), 98. 

^^Ibid. 

Ibid. 

^^Ibid, 99. 
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closed-loop system which is easy to understand and closer to real 

life. The room temperature is used as feedback, which is compared to 

the preset temperature. The thermostat either directs the air 

conditioning unit to go on, so that actual temperature matches preset 

temperature, or to stay off, when both temperatures match. "Continuous 

information goes from the room to the thermostat to the air 

conditioner, to the room, to the thermostat, etc., creating this 

'loop.'"^^ 

The reference mechanism in the executive, which Adams calls the 

perceptual trace, "involves memory of past movements and is 

58 responsible for determining the extent of a movement in progress." 

When explaining the newcomer's transfer from the piano to the 

harpsichord, it is easy to understand that the only reference the 

person has is the piano reference, gained from practice experience. 

Later, in discussing the schema, one can see how this reference is 

altered to accommodate the playing of both instr\iments. This 

perceptual trace "must be developed by appropriate practice of the 

59 
movement being learned." The perceptual trace is fed by 

proprioceptive, as well as aural and visual feedback. One individual 

may be able to correct movements in progress better than another, 

depending on the degree of development of the perceptual trace. In 

^^Ibid., 67. 

CO 

Ibid., 68. 

59 
Ibid., 68. 
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order to develop this trace, Adams contends that an individual needs 

to have knowledge of results, that is, information about the correct

ness of a given response. This is usually provided by someone other 

than the performer, especially in the case of a beginner at a given 

instriiment. As the performer becomes more experienced, he can correct 

his own errors. According to Adams, this situation takes place when 

movement has become "automatic." 

The perceptual trace is applicable to actions already in motion. 

One may ask, "how does one initiate a movement?" Adams proposed the 

memory trace as the answer. "The role of the memory trace is to 

'select and initiate a response, preceding the use of the perceptual 

trace.'" Practice also improves the memory trace. One clear 

distinction here is that this trace is not a reaction to feedback, and 

therefore, is considered an open-loop action. 

The Schema Theory 

Another theory that uses closed-loop concepts is the schema 

theory proposed by Richard Schmidt (1975). This theory is as impor

tant as the closed-loop theory for its "significant factors that shape 

current views of how we learn and control motor skills." Schmidt 

believed that Jack Adams' theory had several limitations. It is 

easier to apply the closed-loop theory to simple, slow movements (in 

Ibid. 

^^Ibid., 68. 

^^Ibid., 67. 
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the keyboard situation) of positioning limbs, that is, arms, hands, or 

fingers. However, the theory was considered too limited to explain 

actions other than those just described, such as fast, ballistic, 

complex, and lengthy movements. One important question not answerable 

with the closed-loop theory is, "how can a person make a correct 

response for a novel movement, that is, one which has not been 

performed in exactly that same way before?" 

Schmidt's motor response schema is composed of two distinct 

schemas (or one can say, sub-schemas). Here, what controls movement 

is not the memory, or the perceptual trace, but rather the schema 

which is "a rule or set of rules that serves to provide the basis for 

a decision. [The schema abstracts] important bits of information from 

related experiences and combines them into a type of rule." One 

very simple example is that as keyboardists, we know what general 

motions are necessary to cause the notes to sound. Perhaps a pianist 

might never have played a harpsichord, but nevertheless, the sight of 

the keyboard elicits those same general motion responses. As we 

practice harpsichord, we abstract more precise bits of information 

about the responses made. 

According to Schmidt, there are four pieces of information 

abstracted from each movement experience. These are initial 

conditions, response specifications, sensory consequences, and 

response outcome. "These four sources of information are stored after 

^^Ibid. 
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the movement is made. When many movements are made, these 

[abstractions] are synthesized to form a general rule (schema)." 

Looking at each abstracted piece, the application to the piano/ 

harpsichord scenario can be made. Initial conditions involve such 

things as position of bench (height, as well as distance from 

keyboard), position of arms, wrists, knuckles, fingers, as well as the 

body, and environmental conditions such as the awareness of mechanical 

parameters of the instrument before us. These items have a direct 

influence on the response to be made, even before it is executed. 

Secondly, response specifications include the specific demands 

of the movement, such as force needed to initiate and continue the 

movement, which differ from piano to harpsichord, or touch components, 

such as legato, or non-legato, or pedaling components on piano, etc. 

Thirdly, sensory consequences use information based on sensory 

feedback available through all sources, during and after the movement. 

Finally, the response outcome compares actual outcome with 

^ J ^ 65 intended outcome. 

The two schemas which make up the entire motor response schema 

are the recall schema and the recognition schema. 

The recall schema is responsible for determining the desired 
response. [It] adds the specific response instructions to the 
motor program and controls the movement execution [by setting up 
specific parameters for the program to follow]. The recognition 
schema, enables the performer to compare actual sensory feedback 
information against the expected sensory feedback and then make 

^^Ibid., 70. 

^^Ibid., 69-70. 
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movement corrections. [This expected sensory feedback is based on 
past experiences.] 

Schmidt predicted that the performer can be successful in 

performing a novel response if the response generated is appropriate. 

This response is a synthesis of the requirements for this situation 

with the rules available in the overall motor response schema. 

What is common between the closed-loop theory and the schema 

theory is: both use feedback information from the senses, motor 

programs play a role in both, both suggest information storage in 

memory directly involved in initiating and executing a response, and 

in both instances, knowledge of results is important in the learning 

stage. Also, movement error can be detected and corrected during 

^ 68 
performance. 

What is different between the two theories is: Adams has each 

movement response represented in memory; Schmidt says bits of each 

movement get abstracted and are represented in memory as parts of a 

schema. Adams' theory applies primarily in cases of slow limb-

positioning movements; Schmidt's applies to a broader spectrum, 

including rapid, ballistic movements. Adams cannot account for novel 

responses, while Schmidt can. In the Schmidt theory, the motor 

69 
program plays a more central role than in the Adams' theory. 

^^Ibid., 69-70, 101-102. 

Ibid. 

68TU•J Ibid. 

69 
°^Ibid., 71. 
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For most people outside scientific fields such as biology, 

neurology, physiology, etc., understanding the composition of the 

neuromuscular system is like trying to understand the workings of a 

fiber optic world-wide telephone network. Some basic knowledge of the 

central nervous system (C.N.S.) is essential for understanding 

movement theories, as well as knowing the point of origin of movement 

commands and refinements (corrections), especially when these 

movements are prolonged, rapid, serial, and variable. We would be 

virtually paralyzed if every detail of every act came from the brain, 

regardless of the fact that messages provide instantaneous responses 

in the extremities. 

The most basic component of the neuromuscular system is the 

neuron, or nerve cell. There are billions of these in our bodies. 

They vary in size from four to 100 microns, and send and receive 

information throughout the entire nervous system. While there are 

different types of neurons, their structures are almost identical. 

They each have a cell body, dendrites which receive information, and 

an axon which sends information. A neuron may have anywhere from zero 

to thousands of dendrites. Sensory neurons are also known as 

receptors, or afferent neurons, sending information to the C.N.S. The 

C.N.S. sends impulses to the muscles through motor neurons, also 

referred to as efferent neurons. 

'̂ Îbid., 79. 
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Millions of telephone conversations cn be transmitted 

simultaneously in a fiber optic network at the speed of light. In a 

similar analogy, the impulses coming from the brain reach the 

effectors at one hundred meters per second, with thousands of impulses 

traveling simultaneously in and out through the nervous system. 

The study of complex, coordinated, voluntary movement should be 

viewed as a combination of the open- and closed-loop theories. It 

would be too simplistic to say movement is categorized as one or the 

other. Although one system may predominate in any given type of 

movement, both systems are involved. 

The Role of Proprioceptive Feedback 
and Vision 

Proprioceptive feedback and vision are two important elements in 

the control of movement. Most movements we make as we perform at the 

piano or harpsichord are so rapid that we cannot give each movement 

conscious thought. Most adjustments which we make are automatic. 

This is where proprioception and vision come in. These two forms of 

feedback form the bulk of what we use to control movement. However, 

in any kind of musical performance, the aural sense is deliberately 

developed, as it too becomes a major form of feedback in controlling 

movement. There is a difference between hearing and listening, 

hearing being the physical act of receiving sound waves through the 

ear drum, and listening being the conscious effort to attend closely 

^^Ibid., 106. 
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to what is heard. Without the capacity to hear, we cannot listen. 

For musicians, the skill of listening is what must be developed. 

The act of receiving and transmitting information by the senses 

is called sensation. Interpretation of the information is percep

tion. "When the terms proprioception and vision are used, both 

sensation and perception are implied as these terms denote both 

72 
reception and interpretation of sensory information." 

The question to ask is, "How sensitive are these systems of 

proprioception and vision?" Sensitivity deals with the ability to 

73 "discriminate one level of intensity from another." This question 

of sensitivity falls under the domain of another branch of science 

known as psychophysics, which studies "the relationship between our 

74 
objective world and our perception of it." How well can the player 

judge the difference in, for example, the stimulus of the keys? When 

the piano is played, the keys require a certain amount of force to be 

depressed, as well as varying amounts to make the sound desired. When 

the harpsichord is played, much less force is required to depress the 

keys. More complex yet is the difference, at the harpsichord, between 

the upper eight-foot manual used alone, the lower eight—foot alone, 

the upper eight and lower eight coupled, the lower eight with the four-

foot stop added, all three stops used simultaneously. All of these 

^^Ibid., 107. 

^•^Ibid. 

7^TK-^ Ibid. 
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require acute listening skills, and an acute sensitivity to the force 

requirements in playing. An amateur at the harpsichord would hardly 

have this sensitivity developed. The implications of sensitive 

discrimination in sensory feedback is fairly obvious. A student's 

problems may be reduced to the inability to discriminate. 

Through many documented laboratory experiments we know that 

vision is the predominant sense in movement control. This of course 

is especially true for beginning musicians. Highly-skilled musicians 

will often be seen performing with their eyes closed which indicates 

that they rely more heavily on aural and tactile, that is, propriocep

tive feedback. Moving away from relying on vision is a learned skill. 

Here we have another situation which is not simply either/or. Vision 

and proprioception interact for the final outcome. Not only do these 

two systems work in closed-loop situations, acting as feedback, but 

can also work in open-loop situations in what is called a feedforward 

situation. In other words, "information is sant by the receptors to 

the brain before the movement is initiated and is used to develop the 

appropriate set of commands to be issued to the effectors to carry out 

.u "76 
the necessary response. 

Motor Programs 

Richard Schmidt's schema theory speaks about the motor program, a 

current motor learning theory. It is closely akin to the computer 

'̂ Îbid-., 115. 

^^Ibid., 121-122. 
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program. You can plug it in and let it run until the "stop" command 

is given. The motor program is seen as an extension of the closed-

loop and schema theories, and involves both open-loop and closed-loop 

activities. Although the motor program has a history dating back to 

1890 (William James), and continuing with many others (Bartlett, 1932; 

Lashley, 1951; Miller, Galanter, Pribram, 1960; Henry and Rogers, 

1960; Keele, 1968), the current view, again developed by Schmidt, 

(1982) gives the best definition of this concept. 

The motor program is an abstract representation of action that 
when activated produces movement without regard to sensory 
information indicating errors in selection. Once the program is 
initiated, the pattern of action is carried out for at least one 
[Reaction Time] RT even if the environmental information indicates 
that an error in selection has been made. Yet during the 
program's execution, countless corrections for minor errors can be 
executed that serve to ensure that the movement is carried out 
faithfully. 

Two important points about Schmidt's description of the motor 

program are: first, that it is an abstract representation of the 

planned movement, without all the details of specific intended 

movement, which must be added later, (that it is generalized, not 

specific), and second, "that sensory feedback can influence movement 

78 
execution while the movement is in progress." 

At this point it becomes easier to understand how the actions of 

pianists and harpsichordists can be explained in terms of control of 

Ibid., 127. Reaction Time (RT), which is usually very small, 
is measured in milliseconds (thousands of a second) in the experi
mental setting. 

^^Ibid. 
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voluntary coordinated movement. Using the concept of the motor 

program, the pianist has a preset generalized idea of the technique 

required to accomplish certain actions. As the person plays, the 

details are added to the program in progress. That same generalized 

program may continue to exist in the performer as the person transfers 

to the harpsichord. However, the details (other parameters) added to 

the program in progress will now be different. Upon returning to the 

piano, the details will change again. Success depends on the degree 

of sensitivity to the feedback used in supplying those details. 

Playing a musical instrximent often involves an extremely rapid 

series of finger movements. Experiments were conducted by L. H. 

Shaffer in 1976, 1980, and 1981 with highly skilled pianists. These 

experiments supported the idea that only the motor program could serve 

79 
to explain such movements. "A beginner is very dependent on 

feedback in performing a complex skill. It is not until the skill has 

reached the autonomous stage that performance exhibits features that 

80 
suggest a high degree of programmed control." This is where the 

concept of programming oneself through learning is evident. 

Although there is no conclusive evidence of this fact, one can 

surmise that the parameters which are added to the generalized program 

might be added within the brain or the spinal cord, due to the types 

of neurons which exist there. Since impulses travel so fast, and 

79 
'^Ibid., 132. 

^°Ibid., 137. 
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modifications in the program are made equally fast, it may seem that 

the parameters are acting in the effectors (muscles and joints), not 

the central nervous system, because the information is coming and 

going so quickly and simultaneously. 

The question may still be asked, "What does the motor program 

actually control?" The traditional view says that "individual muscles 

are given instructions by the coiranands generated by the motor 

81 
program." Nicolai Bernstein, a scientist from the Soviet Union, 

challenged that idea in the 1950's. (An English translation of that 

work was produced in 1967.) According to Bernstein, 

Rather than individual muscles being controlled by the motor 
program, groupings of muscles are controlled. These groupings, 
later called coordinative structures, are collectives of muscles 
and joints that are involved in the control of a specific act. 
The motor program commands are directed toward the particular 
coordinative structure, which-then signals all the muscles within 
its group to act accordingly. 

The Transfer of Learning Theory 

One final concept presented here is that of the transfer of 

learning. This concept is important primarily in the instructional 

setting. "Transfer of learning is the influence of a previously 

83 
practiced skill on the learning of a new skill." This relates quite 

directly to the question of the pianist changing to the harpsichord 

and back again. Many aspects of both instruments are similar, and 

^^Ibid., 138. 

^^Ibid., 138. 

^•^Ibid., 328. 
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other aspects are quite different, as was discussed in chapter two. 

If our only previous keyboard experience has been with the piano, how 

does that experience relate to the harpsichord? This transfer of 

learning is intended to facilitate the learning of the new skill, in 

this case the harpsichord, since it is usually begun as a secondary 

instrument. 

The influence of the previously practiced skill on the learning 

of the new skill can be positive, negative, or zero. In positive 

transfer, the previous experience facilitates the learning of the new 

skill. In negative transfer, the opposite occurs; there is hindrance 

or interference to learning the new skill. Zero transfer means that 

84 
there is no effect one way or the other. Richard Magill points out 

that "negative transfer effects are typically temporary, and usually 

85 
overcome rather quickly with practice." By the comments given by 

the survey respondents, one can see that some have experienced 

positive transfer effects. For instance, Delaplane says. 

My experience has shown that the sensitivity of fingertips which 
harpsichord playing demands improves piano technique . . . The 
clarity of sound which the harpsichord gives also helps the 
pianist to listen better, thus improving his/her piano technique. 
. . . I have found that thinking of a floating arm with active 
fingertips has given me a better harpsichord technique, and 
actually this same technique is used at the piano except one adds 
the factor of weight . . . depending on the dynamics needed . . . 
I discovered that playing Bach's Italian Concerto at the harpsi
chord cleaned up my performance of this work at the piano--my 
trills were crystal clear--and some of them are a bit difficult at 
the piano. I was considering writing my dissertation on how 

^Sbid., 331-332. 

Ibid. 
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harpsichord technique helps piano technique. I'm still convinced 
that the lightness of touch and clarity of sound of the harpsi
chord somehow--perhaps through heightened aural and muscular 
awareness--improve piano technique. Trills blossom magically by 
doing them first at the harpsichord and then at the piano. 

Some respondents contend that the techniques at the two instru

ments are very different, that one has nothing to do with the other. 

However, the author argues that this may be true for those who have 

developed their skill at both, but not true for the newcomer, since 

the newcomer has not yet developed, experientially, the skill of 

differentiation. With a lack of differentiation, piano skills will 

continue to influence responses until such time as new habits are 

established. The ultimate test context for knowing at what point the 

new habits are established include the lesson, and more intensely, the 

recital. Due to the interference of nervousness, what were thought to 

be well-learned techniques gave way due to a short circuit in the 

neuromuscular activity. With more practice in varying styles the 

student can overcome insecurity. 

The transfer of learning can be subdivided into proactive effects 

and retroactive effects. Proactive effects take previous experiences 

into account when dealing with the present experience. The activity 

is said to move forward in time. Proactive effects are especially 

applicable to the initial change from piano to harpsichord. 

Retroactive effects are those which influence the first experience 

only after a second, intermediary experience has taken place. For 

Martinez, 179. 
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instance, the first experience is piano performance, and the second is 

harpsichord performance. The player is concerned with piano technique 

and how it is affected by the interposed harpsichord experience; so 

the harpsichord experience is said to be retroactive to piano 

experience. This retroactive effect can be ongoing in a situation of 

87 constant interchange between piano and harpsichord. 

The three conditions which affect the amount and direction of 

transfer of learning include: the similarities of components of the 

tasks or skills, the complexity and organization of the tasks or 

88 
skills, and the amount and type of previous experiences. 

Transfer amount can be measured, in percentages. When the amount 

of transfer is compared, similarity of skill components plays a vital 

role. The general rule is that "the higher the degree of similarity 

between the component parts of two skills or two performance 

situations, the greater the amount of positive transfer that can be 

89 
expected between them." This, according to E. L. Thorndike (1914), 

is due to the "identical elements theory," which is later explained by 

Gagne, et al. as "the similarity of the stimulus and response aspects 

of the two tasks." 

^^Ibid., 336-337. 

^^Ibid. 

QQ 

Ibid., 337-338. 
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However, this general rule becomes inoperative in the 

harpsichord/piano situation, because when the degree of similarity 

between the component parts of the two skills increases, the skills 

are therefore less differentiated, and in some cases, the transfer 

then becomes negative instead of positive. This is especially true 

for newcomers to the harpsichord. Experienced performers can achieve 

various levels of positive transfer, or no transfer at all. A word of 

caution about negative transfer: 

The essential argument that negative transfer is rare refers to 
the actual movement control parameters involved in motor 
performance. That is, it is argued that what are typically 
observed as negative transfer effects are essentially cognitive 
rather than motor. . . . For the person who must teach motor 
skills, the need is to be aware of what may influence their 
occurrence as well as to determine how to deal with them in the 
instructional setting. 

Negative transfer effects occur when a new response is 
required for an old stimulus. 

Negative transfer effects can be caused by confusion, according 

to Magill. This is where the practice instrument becomes crucial in 

eliminating negative transfer. Survey respondents were asked about 

the allowances or admonitions given students regarding practice 

instruments. Confusion may be caused by novel conditions. If a 

student practices harpsichord repertoire at the piano preceding a 

harpsichord lesson, upon entering the lesson situation that student 

will have to deal with novel parameters or conditions at the 

harpsichord. It is important that the instructor establish "practice 

Ibid. 
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conditions that will lead to maximxim test (lesson and recital) 

92 
performance." 

A. M. Gentile (1972) developed an important concept 

distinguishing "between regulatory and nonregulatory stimuli or 

conditions. [These conditions] are either relevant or irrelevant in 

establishing how the movement must be performed to achieve the desired 

93 
goal." Regulatory stimuli can be as simple as the key dip, or the 

point of resistance (pluck in harpsichord, keybed in piano), or key 

dimensions which vary from the piano to the harpsichord, and among 

harpsichords, etc. This information is internalized while the 

movement is practiced and is directly related to the movement. A 

94 
nonregulatory stimulus is nonrelated environmental information. 

When the performer practices piano exclusively, the situation is 

a closed skill situation, that is, it requires similar responses each 

time a response is required. This is also true in practicing the 

harpsichord exclusively. "The performer is able to predict well in 

advance what the conditions will be like during the execution of the 

95 
response." Open skills vary from one attempt to the next. This is 

true, to a certain extent, of those performers who interchange 

^^Ibid., 358. 

93 
^•^Ibid., 359. 
94 
Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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instruments. "The performer is required to make rapid modifications 

in the plan of action in order to match the demands of the 

96 
situation." One can see how this rapid modification could be 

aggravated in the case of practicing harpsichord repertoire at the 

piano, especially immediately prior to the harpsichord lesson, or 

worse, the recital. Most newcomers are not that skilled at making 

rapid modifications. 

The implications for a pedagogue is that there is a need to set 

practice conditions for the student, such as practicing harpsichord 

repertoire at the harpsichord only, and piano repertoire at the piano 

only. This is especially crucial immediately preceding the lesson or 

recital. This is to allow stability in the stimuli between the 

practice situation and the test situation. If this is the case, the 

97 
degree of that which is remembered will be higher. In other words, 

the neuromuscular system will retain the memory of that movement 

without interference from different parameters. Interference induces 

98 forgetting. This is especially true of newcomers. Those 

experienced in interchanging instruments have acquired "a repertoire 

of motor patterns that match the possible responses that may be 

99 required," and the act of transferring has itself become the skill. 

Ibid. 

^^Ibid., 360. 

^^Ibid., 364. 

99 
"̂ "̂ Ibid., 361. 
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This is due to the "development of a strong recall schema which allows 

the player to more accurately select the appropriate response required 

to execute a novel movement." It is probably more difficult to 

acquire both piano and harpsichord skills than it is to have only one 

skill or the other. 

Survey statement number twenty-six reads, "Students who learn or 

practice harpsichord repertoire at the piano and then transfer the 

music back to harpsichord [in the test situation] tend to play it 

better at the harpsichord." A large percentage (62%) of 

respondents disagreed. Yet Delaplane agreed with the above statement 

saying, "Muscle memory is strengthened by high finger work at the 

piano which can't be used at the harpsichord, but helps the learning 

102 
process, not the interpretation." This is perhaps true when 

comparing the above to the situation of people who run with weights on 

their ankles, or work out on exercise machines so that by adding 

weight to the muscle which is being exercised, it will be 

strengthened. Delaplane does qualify her comment when she states that 

it may help the learning process, in terms of overall remembering, but 

not the interpretation, which is a question of interference in 

transfer, of forgetting, or of an inability to discriminate cues. 

Asked whether students should be encouraged to practice their 

100^.,., -,-
Ibid., 363. 

Martinez, 145-146. 

102,, ., 
Ibid. 
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harpsichord only at the harpsichord, 69% agreed. A larger percentage 

(77%) disagreed when asked if students should be encouraged to learn 

and practice their harpsichord literature at the piano. Birch prefers 

to practice on the instrument she will be using in performance; so do 

her students. She states that note learning, taken alone, can be done 

at any keyboard, but the aesthetic interpretation must be worked out 

on the performance instrument. Danes says that the alternate 

instrument may be used for practice only as a last resort, in 

103 
emergencies. 

Action Theories and a Commitment 
to Realism 

The contemporary action theories are those which see movement 

control in a coalitional model (shared control), whereas the 

traditional models typically have the executive in sole control. Wade 

speaks of the shared control as one functional unit, one coordinated 

structure. Figure 4 (on the following page) shows the three compo

nents of one functional unit: action, perception, and the conditions 

or natural constraints. All three elements occur simultaneously in 

this movement control model. 

The action is determined both by perception and the natural 

constraints (parameters); likewise, the conditions will determine the 

actions and the perceptions of those actions; and the perception will 

be determined by a combination of the actions executed within the 

103 
'•''•̂ Ibid., 146-151. 
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given conditions. Executive control is seen in the open- and 

closed-loop models presented earlier. One can see that in the 

contemporary view (for example, Schmidt and Bernstein) the organism 

reacts in a very immediate way to the environment. This is the role 

of sensory feedback, from all senses, occurring in various parts of 

the body, and interacting with the preconceived generalized schema, or 

plan of movement. Also, the mind may issue commands, not to each 

muscle and joint individually, but rather primary commands to muscle 

groups, which in turn command other muscle groups within their 

jurisdiction, i.e., the "coordinated structures theory" espoused by 

Bernstein. The commitment to realism indicates that all movement is 

not a result of merely putting preconceived ideas into motion from the 

executive, the brain. 

Figure 4. Diagram of a Coordinated Structure. 
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The author believes that there is something very significant 

about this action theory and its commitment to realism. It implies 

that the performer has entered into a level of playing that is highly 

alert and conscious of all cues; the performer is able to respond with 

novel responses at every moment despite the presence of automatic 

responses. This is perhaps the greatest vehicle for creativity to 

take place: the player is not merely dependent on preconceived 

responses, nor is he or she interested in simply duplicating what was 

learned previously by rote. The performer is consciously present to 

every moment of performance. 

One of the surprising sets of responses gathered from the survey 

was the set of statements having to do with awareness of the relation

ship between motor control theories and music performance. A combined 

percentage of those with no opinion or who gave no answer was 67%. 

Some respondents agreed that they know little or nothing about the 

research being conducted. Danes points out that he has seen little 

convincing evidence applicable to keyboard so far. The author 

believes that the research being presented at the Biology of Music 

Conferences (1984, 1987) points to the growing awareness on the part 

of scientists of the importance of doing research not so much to solve 

neurological problems, but to be able to explain human movement in a 

more comprehensive way. 

When asked to list principles from the field of motor learning/ 

control, several people, although not many, listed some of the 

concepts mentioned in this chapter such as mental imaging, practice, 

acute listening (which plays a role in sharpening differentiation 
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skills), concentration (attention) during both physical practice and 

mental practice. Some respondents gave more musically oriented 

examples, while one respondent listed Otto Ortmann as a reference for 

this statement. 

As much as 80% of the respondents admit that they have not read 

materials on the topic of motor behavior. The titles or authors of 

those materials cited by the respondents indicate a good knowledge of 

the writers within the music field who write about psychological and 

physiological principles, primarily in piano technique, and some in 

great detail, like Ortmann. Only Danes indicated a broader knowledge 

of motor control literature with names such as Klapp, Schmidt, Konzen, 

Peter, and Shaffer. Other suggestions include: George Kochevitsky, 

The Art of Piano Playing: A Scientific Approach; Seymour Bernstein, 

With Your Own Two Hands; Luigi Bonpensiere, New Pathways of Piano 

Technique; Barry Green with Timothy Gallwey, The Inner Game of Music; 

Josef Gat, Technique of Piano Playing; articles in Journal of Music 

104 
Therapy, Research in Music Behavior, and Journal of Psychology. 

Encouraging statistics gleaned from the survey indicate high 

percentages of pedagogues eager to learn more about the musical brain 

(74%), more about motor learning and motor control (65%), more about 

the central nervous system and the performer (72%), and new approaches 

to practicing and teaching both piano and harpsichord (83%). 

104 
Consult the bibliography for publication details for the 

titles mentioned here. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

The idea of a pianist becoming a good harpsichordist is one which 

creates a great deal of controversy. This is evident from the 

diversity of comments written by the survey respondents. For example, 

responding to statement number forty-one which reads, "Artistically, 

it is preferable for a performer to dedicate him- or herself to one or 

the other instrument," almost half (49%) agreed, about 22% disagreed, 

and 28% had no opinion. The comments accompanying statement forty-one 

are interesting because of their variety. Some respondents agree that 

it is preferable to dedicate oneself to as pleasing and authentic a 

performance as possible. Naturally, harpsichordists want to use 

historic instruments when they are available. Not all respondents 

were as steadfast in their response about preference, and some even 

said that a performer can be an artist at both instruments if he or 

she learns the art of listening first and responding accordingly. One 

respondent compared Horowitz not wanting to bother with a harpsichord 

any more than Leonhardt, Kipnis or Newman would want to bother with a 

modern piano. While it is true that such highly polished performers 

choose to dedicate themselves to only one instrument, one cannot deny 

that there are exceptions to that practice. In contrast, some 

pianists choose not to play the harpsichord because they choose not to 

dedicate such large amounts of time to learning it. One respondent 

stated that proficiency, which is often equated with technical 

97 
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fluidity does not necessarily equal musicality. One can agree that 

few harpsichordists have the luxury of specializing, and time is 

usually the determining factor, not technical barriers. 

The author clearly recognizes that harpsichord and piano 

techniques are distinct in many aspects. Harpsichord performance 

requires special study and attention. No keyboard performer 

should assume that piano technique is directly transferable to the 

harpsichord without refinements in responding to the mechanism. 

Nevertheless, the author agrees with those survey respondents who say 

that a pianist can become a successful harpsichord performer, 

acknowledging that time constraints may be the most limiting factor in 

this situation. 

Success in transferring has much to do with the instructional 

approach, including those who are self-taught. It is good for an 

instructor to periodically evaluate his/her approach. Based on the 

knowledge presented in the preceding chapter, a particular approach 

may be developed which incorporates the principles of movement control 

and practicing. While an instructor need not explain performance 

principles in an analytical manner to the student, a knowledge of 

psycho-physical principles which undergird the technique can be 

transmitted to the student by a more descriptive method, perhaps using 

visual images which will produce the desired results without ever 

having expressed the concept directly. 

^Martinez, 165-171. 
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Besides learning the notes, fingerings, phrasings, touches, and 

the proper use of weight, etc., the student should be taught how to 

sharpen the skill of discrimination, how to attend to meaningful cues, 

how to practice with focused attention, how to practice mentally, how 

2 
to image him- or herself playing a particular passage, to be actively 

aware of the mechanical properties of the instrument he/she is about 

to play, how to use the senses of sight and hearing in aiding the 

successful transfer, and how to be aware of his/her body in a more 

wholistic sense as well as in a specific sense. 

Because the state of tension and fatigue affects the amount of 

learning that can take place, a student needs to know when to practice 

for maximum benefit, and also methods of relaxation which can be used 

immediately prior to a practice session, such as Yoga techniques. 

The author recognizes that all individuals have different levels 

of ability. Perhaps not all piano performers are meant to be harpsi

chord performers, just as people have different abilities in the 

sciences, the arts, etc. For example, being a doctor does not 

automatically make one a great surgeon, despite the general surgical 

courses studied taken in medical school. 

2 
According to the Random House Dictionary of the English 

Language, second edition, the word "image" is defined as a transitive 
verb thusly: to picture or represent in the mind; imagine; conceive, a 
As a noun it is defined as: a mental representation of something 
previously perceived, in the absence of the original stimulus. 
"Imaging" is defined as: a technique in which on uses mental images to 
control bodily processes and thus ease pain or to succeed in some 
endeavor that one has visualized in advance. 
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Dr. Henry C. Ellis published The Transfer of Training in 1965. 

In the section titled "Teaching for Transfer" he makes some points 

which can be applied in the music studio. "Provide adequate experi-

ence with the original task," that is, spend time on the fundamentals 

of harpsichord technique without allowing difficult repertoire to be 

played too soon. This point is especially difficult, psychologically 

speaking, for the advanced pianist. There is a certain amount of 

emotional insecurity associated with the request to go back to basics. 

"Label or identify important features of the task," by giving the 

newcomer, especially in the beginning stages, very specific technical 

components to attend to, such as precise finger movement, or wrist 

position, or the use of arm weight. 

When a harpsichord instructor receives a transferring piano 

student, he should convince the student that going back to simpler 

repertoire is necessary for a short time until the student forms new 

playing habits. The ideal situation would be for the student to study 

the harpsichord exclusively for a designated period of time. Later, 

after appropriate habits have been formed, a return to the piano may 

be permitted, as well as continuous interchange. 

Instrumental pedagogy should have a component which helps the 

student in recognizing the difference between conscious choices made 

while performing and habitual, unconscious responses. This is 

^Magill, 352. 

Ibid., p. 353. 
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particularly true in cases where bad habits have become ingrained and 

have to be brought back to consciousness, analyzed, and modified, and 

subsequently returned to the unconscious level in order to allow 

broader interpretive creativity to guide the performance. 

The author suggests that future investigations might fall into 

three categories: (1) the analytical/scientific, (2) the wholistic/ 

integrative, and the (3) survey/statistical. 

In furthering the analytical/scientific studies, controlled 

experiments, or observations, could be set up so that a very large 

sampling of transferring students would be observed over an extended 

period of time. For example, entering college freshmen would be asked 

to study piano one semester, then harpsichord the succeeding semester; 

or, piano and harpsichord concurrently in the second year of study, 

with structured practice times, and specific, observable and somewhat 

measurable areas of technical/musical accomplishments. This project 

could be ongoing for the observer/recorder, for example, for a period 

of five years. 

A more scientific experiment could be set up where the piano and 

the harpsichord are wired to a computer so that the sounds produced 

would be analyzed by the computer, and all levels of transferring 

students could be recorded, at various levels of advancement in their 

positive transfer. Again, the researcher would have a specific set of 

criteria which are being measured at each trial. Observations could 

be made over a period of two years, for instance. 

Another experiment would involve study of muscular activity in 

the performer. This could be recorded in a number of ways: by heat 
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sensitive, infrared film; by wiring the player to an electromyograph 

and then have the performer play the same repertoire at the piano and 

then at the harpsichord. Working jointly with people who are highly 

knowledgeable of recording instriiments in the scientific fields, the 

music researcher could provide the specific examples to be used, and 

delineate the specific data being sought. 

The author found Magill's textbook, used as a reference in the 

previous chapter, to have an enormous amount of material which can be 

highly relevant to the musician as well as to the physical educator. 

An interesting project would include working closely with someone like 

Magill for the purpose of taking the concepts he presents and giving 

examples of musical performers instead of athletes. Many of the 

experiments which have been conducted on athlete-subjects could then 

be recast with musician-subjects. 

Adopting the wholistic/integrative approach would probably 

require a very open mind on the part of both student and teacher, 

since this particular approach could involve techniques heretofore 

considered unorthodox. The student would spend some time in the music 

studio, prior to the playing of any notes, engaging in such activities 

as bodily awareness through movement, such as that practiced in the 

Alexander technique; a few minutes of meditation to focus on becoming 

one with the instrument about to be played, and its mechanical 

requirements. The idea of focusing on mechanical requirements would 

eventually diminish, because, with practice, the idea of becoming one 

with the instrument would happen more readily. The student would 

spend a few minutes on psychological awareness of the two selves 
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within, and what role those inner voices will assume during the 

lesson. 

For the pedagogue, this concept has great implications for the 

approach he or she will take with students. If a prescriptive 

approach is taken, where the teacher has all the answers for the 

proper technique, the students will not achieve the ideal of self-

discovery in performance. These students will not learn such things 

as discriminative cues, etc., because they will always be waiting for 

the teacher to do their thinking for them. 

If the nonprescriptive approach is taken, students will be 

allowed, and in fact should be strongly encouraged, to discover the 

self through the music and through the instrument. Not only should 

we, as performers, be aware of bodily sensations so highly 

concentrated in the fingers, hands, arms, shoulders, and torso. 

Rather, we should be taught an awareness of our entire selves and the 

creativity which already resides within, and needs only to be 

unleashed and coaxed to its full expression. 

Finally, in the integrative model, the teacher could involve the 

student in such expressions as dance and art, such as drawing or 

painting, or some form of dramatic expression, particularly mime, 

since there is no verbal expression required here. 

These are the sorts of activities which will help us focus on 

awareness. This is how we will learn to trust nonverbal information, 

and know that there is a legitimacy in that form of information, a 

form not easily accepted by the statistician, the person interested in 

recording measurements of events. 
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The use of video-taping equipment in the music studio can be of 

great benefit to the student, and perhaps also to the teacher. After 

performing at the piano, the student could then be taped performing at 

the harpsichord, and the visible differences could be discussed in 

light of the feelings which the player can recall about that 

performance. 

For such a person as the statistician, besides the previously 

mentioned lab experiments, there is one more mode for future 

investigations of this subject. This mode involves conducting surveys 

over a longer period of time, of specific groups, such as the author 

has done with the harpsichord faculties of American colleges and 

universities. 

One method of investigation is made possible through conferences 

which would offer panel discussions among experts in these fields 

(music, and scientific), similar to the Biology of Music Making 

Conference but targeting a more specific group of musicians, and 

focusing on very carefully selected topics. 

Several survey respondents mentioned their interest in having the 

piano/organ or organ/harpsichord dialectic treated in this fashion. 

This is fertile ground for investigation, and the implications for 

future directions in pedagogical studies could be great. 

Music is an ancient art. The study of motor learning is in its 

infancy, comparatively speaking. There is much yet to be learned 

about the function of the brain, and movement control. With the 

technological advancements being made as we move into the twenty-first 
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century, answers to many of these questions will not be long in 

coming. 

It is important for the reader to understand that this topic 

remains an open question. It is hoped that the parallels drawn in 

this study promote further discussion and investigation between 

professionals in the fields of motor learning and music. 
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Following are the names of harpsichord instructors from colleges 

and universities in the United States who participated in the survey. 

These were obtained from the College Music Society directory. The 

names which are marked with asterisks are of those participants who 

requested that they not be quoted in this study. All others gave 

their consent to be quoted. 

Richard J. Agee, The Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colorado 

David Albee, Baylor University, Waco, Texas 

Marion R. Anderson, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine 

Elaine Becker, St. Norbert College, De Pere, Wisconsin 

Mary Beth Birch, Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, Michigan 

L. R. Bradbury, Louisiana Tech University, Ruston, Louisiana 

*John Brock, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 

J. Owen Burdick, California Institute of the Arts, 
Valencia, California 

Jeannine Cansler, University of Portland, Portland, Oregon 

Lois Case, Pacific Union College, Angwin, California 

Robert N. Cavarra, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 

*Gladys Christensen, Wheaton College, Conservatory of Music, 
Wheaton, Illinois 

*James David Christie, Boston Conservatory of Music, Boston, 

Massachusetts; College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Massachusetts 

Suzanne Cleverdon, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Massachusetts 

J. N. Collier, Lamar University, Beaumont, Texas 

Glenda W. Collins, East Texas State University, Marshall, Texas 

James Conely, Auburn University, Montgomery, Alabama 

Susan Cook, Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vermont 
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Frank Cooper, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida 

*Kenneth Cooper, Manhattan School of Music, and Columbia University, 
New York, New York; Montclair State College, Montclair, New Jersey; 
Peabody Conservatory, Baltimore, Maryland 

Timothy Corrao, Park College, Parkville, Missouri 

Vincent Corrigan, Bowling Green State University, 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 

Richard Crosby, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Kentucky 

Robert H. Danes, Washburn University, Topeka, Kansas 

William A. Davis, Northwestern State University of Louisiana, 
Natchitoches, Louisiana 

Marjorie Delaplane, O.P., Thornton Community College, and Sherwood 
Conservatory of Music, Chicago, Illinois 

George Eason, West Texas State University, Canyon, Texas 

*Margaret Fabrizio, Stanford University, San Francisco, California 

Linda Ferguson, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Indiana 

Frances Fitch, New England Conservatory of Music, 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Caroline S. Fruchtman, Memphis State University, Memphis, Tennessee 

Sylvia Ghiglieri, California State University-Stanislaus, 
Turlock, California 

John Gillespie, University of California, Santa Barbara, California 

Laurette Goldberg, San Francisco Conservatory of Music, San Francisco; 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

William M. Goode, Mansfield University, Mansfield, Pennsylvania 

Eugene A. Greco, Miami Dade Community College, Miami, Florida 

Arthur Haas, State University of New York (S.U.N.Y.), Stony Brook, 
New York; Eastman School of Music, Rochester, New York 

Frederick Hammond, University of California, Los Angeles, California 

Anita Mock Hanawalt, University of La Verne, La Verne, California 
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*Mary Ann Hanley, C.S.J., College of St. Catherine, 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Edward A. Hansen, University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington 

*C. D. Harris, Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa 

Marcia Hauff, Willamette University, Salem Oregon 

Clive Henery, Potsdam College, S.U.N.Y., Potsdam, New York 

Paul S. Hesselink, Longwood College, Farmville, Virginia 

Barbara Hill, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina 

Robert Hill, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 

Ruth Jane Holmes, Lubbock Christian University, Lubbock, Texas 

Jeffrey T. Hopper, Harding University, Searcy, Arkansas 

LeAnn House, College of St. Scholastica, Duluth, Minnesota 

*Barton Hudson, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia 

Judith Fanning Hunt, University of Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska 

Atarah Jablonsky, College of St. Joseph, Mount St. Joseph, Ohio 

Duke W. Jackson, Georgia Southwestern College, Americus, Georgia 

Boyd Jones, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 
Louisville, Kentucky 

Paul Jordan, S.U.N.Y., Binghamton, New York 

Winston Kaehler, Macalester College, College of St. Catherine, 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dean M. Karns, Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

Michael Keller, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, Wisconsin 

Eliza Kenney, B.V.M., Mundelein College, Chicago, Illinois 

*Sharon Kleinhuizen, Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois 

Susan Randall Klotzbach, Houghton College, Houghton, New York 

Joanne L. Kong, University of Texas, San Antonio, Texas 

James W. Kosnik, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia 
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Ernest Kramer, Northwest Missouri State University, 
Maryville, Missouri 

Mark Kroll, Boston University School of Music, Boston, Massachusetts 

Patricia Laliberte, University of Minnesota, Duluth, Minnesota 

Paul Langston, Stetson University, DeLand, Florida 

Harmon Lewis, Hartt School of Music, West Hartford, Connecticut 

Karyl Louwenaar, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 

*George Lucktenberg, Converse College, Spartanburg, South Carolina 

Nanette Gomory Lunde, University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, Wisconsin 

Robert Lynn, University of Houston School of Music, Houston, Texas 

Thomas Marshall, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 

^Randall Jay McCarty, Pacific Lutheran University, Seattle, Washington 

David W. McCormick, Presbyterian School of Christian Education, 
Richmond, Virginia 

'«Lenora McCroskey, North Texas State University, Denton, Texas 

^Elizabeth Metcalfe, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont 

Sandra G. Meyer, Oklahoma Baptist University, Shawnee, Oklahoma 

Ruth Million, Western Oregon State College, Monmouth, Oregon 

Grant Moss, Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts 

Alice Mumme, University of Maine, Orono, Maine 

Bruce Murray, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 

Timothy Nelson, Olivet Nazarene University, Kankakee, Illinois 

*Donald A. Nitz, University of Wisconsin, River Falls, Wisconsin 

Doris Ornstein, Cleveland Institute of Music, Cleveland, Ohio; 
Case Western Reserve University 

Rita P. Osborn, St. Petersburg Junior College, St. Petersburg, Florida 

Susan Patrick, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Robert Pattengale, Moorhead State University, Moorhead, Minnesota 
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John Paul, Sam Houston State University, Huntsville, Texas 

Linda Perry, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville, Illinois 

Dale Peters, North Texas State University, Denton, Texas 

Larry W. Peterson, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 

Ann Posey, William Jewell College, Liberty, Missouri 

Linton Powell, University of Texas, Arlington, Texas 

Dana Ragsdale, University of Southern Mississippi, 
Hattiesburg, Mississippi 

Lawrence R. Rast, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois 

Richard Rephann, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 

Joan Ringerwole, Dordt College, Sioux Center, Iowa 

*John Steele Ritter, Pomona College, Pasadena, California 

*Erma L. Rose, Ferriim College, Ferrxim, Virginia 

David R. Rothe, California State University, Chico, California 

Naomi Rowley, Elmhurst College, Elmhurst, Illinois 

Wolfgang RUbsam, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 

Laura Rhoades Rush, University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, Colorado 

Angeline Schmid, Mansfield University, Mansfield, Pennsylvania 

Timothy A. Schmidt, Waldorf College, Forest City, Iowa 

Sallie W. Schoen, Maryville College, Maryville, Tennessee 

David Schrader, Roosevelt University, and Chicago Musical College, 
Chicago, Illinois 

*Kraig Scott, Walla Walla College, College Place, Washington 

Ann Sears, Wheaton College, Norton, Massachusetts 

*W. Allen Shaffer, Norfolk State University, Norfolk, Virginia 

Susanne Shapiro, University of California, Riverside, California 

John S. Shelton, Southeast Missouri State University, 
Cape Girardeau, Missouri 
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Linda Skernick, Connecticut College, New London, Connecticut 

Sherryl Smith-Babbitt, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire 

Frank Speller, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 

Norma Stevlingson, University of Wisconsin, Superior, Wisconsin 

Sharon L. Stillwell, Lansing Community College, Lansing, Michigan 

Mary Ellen Sutton, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 

Samuel Swartz, University of Redlands, Redlands, California 

Marie H. Taylor, Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky 

Madelyn Trible, University of Southwestern Louisiana, 
Lafayette, Louisiana 

Janice Schmutzer Trilck, University of California, 
Santa Barbara, California 

Lory Wallfisch, Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts 

*Therese Weber, Silver Lake College, Manitowoc, Wisconsin 

James Welch, University of California, Santa Barbara, California 

William Wellborn, Humboldt Sate University, Eureka, California 

Patricia Whikehart, Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois 

Peter Williams, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 

Robert F. Wolfersteig, Georgia College, Milledgeville, Georgia 

Max H. Yount, Beloit College, Beloit, Wisconsin 

^Anonymous, returned completed but unsigned 
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The following criteria were used in preparing the final form of 

the survey results to facilitate their reading: (1) The percentages 

for the respondents' answers have been rounded off to the nearest 

quarter of a percent in order to account for 100% in the total divi

sion of responses. In some of the responses the percentages deviate 

by -1/4% although the actual number of responses (133) remains consis

tent throughout; (2) The original survey sent out had respondents 

indicate their answers on the Likert scale of 1 to 5, with these 

equivalents: 1 = "strongly disagree," 2 = "disagree," 3 = "neither 

agree nor disagree," 4 = "agree," and 5 = "strongly agree." Some 

respondents left some answers blank, so a category of 0 was added to 

indicate "no response." Also, the degrees of agreement or disagree

ment have been combined, so that respondents either agree or disagree 

without reference as to the degree, that is, "strongly agree" and 

"agree" now appear only as "agree"; (3) To facilitate and streamline 

typing of the answers, the following adjustments will be made: 

"Neither agree nor disagree" will simply appear as "neither," and "No 

answer" will appear as "N/A." Herewith are the survey results: 

1. There are obvious technical problems and/or physical tensions in 

my students which I attribute to the transfer from one instrument 

to the other. 

Agree: 73 (55%), Disagree: 20 (15%), Neither: 23 (17-1/4%), 

N/A: 17 (12-3/4%) 

Comments from those who agreed: 

David Albee: These, [technical problems] I feel, are essentially 

normal in the initial transfer and are basic to the transfer only. I 
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seek (and feel I succeed) in eliminating them as the student becomes 

acclimated to the harpsichord as his/her secondary instrument. 

Marion R. Anderson: I have for years required pianists to avoid 

completely playing piano for the first eight weeks of harpsichord 

study. 

L. R. Bradbury: Students react awkwardly to the lack of dynamic 

control. Awareness [of] the release of resistance at the time of 

"pluck"--no problem. 

Lois Case: Some are never able to adjust well. 

Frank Cooper: Hardest problem to overcome is arm-weight in students 

who have mostly played nineteenth-century literature. 

Robert H. Danes: I strongly believe this difficulty stems from faulty 

technical habits learned early at the piano rather than any intrinsic 

difficulty. A responsive technique in the eighteenth century shifted 

easily from organ to harpsichord, clavichord, etc., and these shifts 

were seldom if ever mentioned. The piano "problem" should, 

therefore, be another extension. I know too many players who handle 

all these shifts now without difficulty. Of course playing the 

modern grand requires a certain physical stamina of the technique 

which needs to be kept up or it begins to pale. 

George Eason: (a) excess tension, (b) lack of precision in sound[ing] 

notes together. 

Caroline S. Fruchtman: Physical tensions may not, in every case, be 

due to transfer from one instrument to the other, but from poor 

exercise habits. 
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Sylvia Ghiglieri: The two instruments have different techniques and 

therefore pose a problem when switching from one to the other. 

Laurette Goldberg: We begin our teaching by treating the harpsichord 

as a mechanical guitar or lute and even try the lute before touching 

the harpsichord on the first session. It helps a great deal. 

Arthur Haas: Transference of using arm and shoulder weight (piano) 

to a technique that is based on just hand and finger movement 

(harpsichord). 

Clive Henery: Primarily posture, related to problem of weight 

transfer between lower and upper manual. 

Robert Hill: I strongly believe that the techniques for harpsichord 

and modern piano are so fundamentally different that it is impossible 

to have a superior harpsichord technique, that is, one suited to 

antique fingering and expression, while continuing to play modern 

piano. All one can do is work out a compromise: harpsichord 

technique that usually lacks subtlety. 

Ruth Jane Holmes: With some students there are no problems, others 

have varying degrees of problems and tensions depending on skill 

level and technical proficiency at the piano. 

Judith Fanning Hunt: (1) Difference in arm weight--retention of 

weight in shoulder is hard for pianists--causes tension. (2) The 

releases on harpsichord (for expression) counter to "good" legato 

technique on the piano--produces tension. (3) Shifting to all the 

available tone colors on piano--both intellectually and kinestheti

cally different. 
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Atarah Jablonsky; I agree with the part about technical problems, 

but not tensions. 

Boyd Jones: I am more accustomed to organists studying harpsichord 

than pianists doing so. I suspect organ technique, especially that 

focused on mechanical-action instruments, is more easily transferable 

than piano technique. 

Ernest Kramer: Each instrument obviously requires a different 

approach. 

Susan Randall Klotzbach; Piano techniques such as arm weight, high 

finger action cause problems with touch on harpsichord. Note 

accuracy is also a problem. 

Mark Kroll: Most pianists rely on hand and arm weight and wrist 

rotation, and subsequently lack true independence and dexterity of 

fingers. 

Patricia Laliberte: Usually the piano student puts the harpsichord 

keys down too heavily--hits the bottom (key bed). 

Thomas Marshall: Having arrived to the harpsichord from the piano 

usually assumes an "automatic" approach to what is seen on the 

printed page--that is, tactile experience versus aural experience. 

Sandra G. Meyer: At the harpsichord, one of two things seems to 

happen--initially, the arm weight from the piano technique is still 

used, causing thumping of the keys; or a holding back takes place. 

Returning to the piano, the complete arm freedom necessary is 

sometimes not there as a consequence. 

Alice Mximme: My students develop physical tension in trying to 

minimize arm and shoulder weight and movement. 
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Timothy Nelson: These problems are often caused from a weak 

understanding of good, safe piano technique, not the harpsichord 

technique itself. 

Susan Patrick: Use of arm weight, having arm lead hand, playing into 

keyboard too hard, expecting repetition action, using wrist or elbow 

for attack and release--all surface when a pianist approaches the 

harpsichord. 

Lawrence R. Rast: These problems are always evident in the first 

months of harpsichord study but disappear quickly as the student 

assumes control on the harpsichord. 

Linda Skernick: The harpsichord and the piano are played in two 

completely different ways, both physically and psychologically. Most 

performers and students do not successfully switch gears going from 

one instrument to the other. 

Frank Speller: In going from piano to harpsichord, it takes students 

time to learn that the technique is primarily from the elbow to the 

hand and that they shouldn't use the upper arm. 

Norma Stevlingson: Although it varies with the individual student, I 

find pianists much more tense at the harpsichord than organists. I 

believe this stems from the approach to touch and articulation which 

is more similar between harpsichord and organ than between harpsi

chord and piano. 

Sharon L. Stillwell: Hand position (extremely curved fingers, high 

wrist [on] piano, to lowered wrist, [and] less curved fingers on 

harpsichord), and hand shifts rather than thumb under [in playing 

scale passages]. 
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Mary Ellen Sutton: Noise--strong attacks have been learned on piano 

but the length of notes and their appropriate releases have not. 

Robert F. Wolfersteig: Basic problem is use of finger pressure on 

harpsichord (key resistance). Piano students tend to use the whole 

arm when playing harpsichord. 

Max Yount: It varies from person to person. Harpsichord students 

who are still studying piano never truly penetrate the essence of 

harpsichord technique and production of sound. I had one serious 

harpsichord student who penetrated both successfully, although later 

in graduate school stopped playing piano and she had an extra-

sensitive piano teacher. Such sensitivity can be more sympathetic to 

harpsichord playing. For years I would not teach or play piano in 

order to truly learn harpsichord technique. Now I mix more freely. 

Comments from those who disagreed: 

Mary Beth Birch: I don't see tensions being created or exacerbated 

by switching instriiments. 

Marjorie Delaplane; On the contrary, I find the light touch on the 

harpsichord is relaxing! When one understands each instrument and 

the necessary technique involved, and if finger action is under 

control, no problem. 

LeAnn House; Many technical problems are more severe at one or the 

other of the instruments. 

Harmon Lewis: If there are ever such problems, it is only because 

the student has not taken the time to learn the technique of the 

instrument. Switching does not cause these problems. 
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Karyl Louwenaar: The technical problems and tensions are present at 

any keyboard instrument and are not directly attributed to the 

transfer. 

Richard Rephann: Technique can be taught in a way which avoids 

tension. The problem is a difficulty in maintaining a dual-purpose 

technique. I do not advise doing this, [switching] 

Joan Ringerwole: I have found that a student who had tension 

problems on piano was able to overcome them by studying organ and 

harpsichord. 

David Schrader; The two techniques are differentiated by sonic, 

rather than physical means. Going back to the piano from the other 

instruments does, however, require the reestablishment of endurance. 

Samuel Swartz: Tension is a product of the mind. It is not really 

related to instrument transfer, unless the student makes it so. 

Madelyn Trible: Students who have developed good finger technique at 

the piano have minimal problems. 

Comments from those who neither agreed nor disagreed: 

Marcia Hauff: Sitting too far from the keyboards could be a problem. 

Also, too much pressure in the hands and too much arm weight at 

first. 

Joanne L. Kong: It depends on the individual student's abilities. A 

potential problem is hand size in relation to the size of the harpsi

chord keys. 

Naomi Rowley: Depends on the student. I have them sit high at the 

harpsichord as I believe Rameau suggests to alleviate tension, etc. 

Also Alexander technique idea of rubber neck, or holding up the 
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ceiling helps as well; checking for tension by doing the "arm drop" 

routine; need also to eliminate arm weight and concentrate on just 

finger motion. 

Lory Wallfisch: It depends on the student's background, previous 

teaching, attitude, talent, and natural ability. 

Comments from those who gave no numerical answer: 

Ann Posey; Most of the technical problems I have seen were due to 

deficiencies in basic piano technique--especially in relation to 

tension. 

Sherryl Smith-Babbitt; Tensions carry over--if you are tense at the 

piano, you will be at the harpsichord or organ. Obviously, problems 

result on organ or harpsichord when trying to use a piano technique 

of weight in the keys. 

2. As a performer, I find that transferring between piano and harp

sichord is easy. 

Agree: 46 (34-3/4%), Disagree; 66 (49-1/2%), Neither: 13 (9-3/4%) 

N/A: 8 (6%) 

Comments from those who disagreed: 

Marjorie Delaplane: It takes thought and finger control. 

Peter Williams: Impossible [for him]. 

Coimnents from those who neither agreed nor disagreed: 

Marcia Hauff: This varies with the quality of the instrument. 

Ernest Kramer: It depends on the literature. 

Ann Posey: It depends on which piano/harpsichord I am transferring 

to/from. I deal with two totally different pianos and two totally 

different harpsichords. 
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3. In my students I generally observe that transferring between 

piano and harpsichord is easy. 

Agree: 18 (13-1/2%), Disagree: 80 (60-1/4%), 

Neither: 22 (16-1/2%), N/A: 13 (9-3/4%) 

Four respondents who neither agreed nor disagreed stated that it 

varies from student to student. One respondent who gave no numerical 

answer asked if the above statement is applicable to students when 

they first encounter the harpsichord, or in maintaining both 

techniques later. [This is a valid point, since ease in transferring 

may augment as experience lengthens.] 

4. When going from piano to harpsichord, a person has fewer 

technical problems than going from harpsichord to piano. 

Agree: 29 (22%), Disagree: 57 (42-3/4%), Neither: 42 (31-1/2%), 

N/A: 5 (3-3/4%) 

5. A person has fewer technical problems going from harpsichord to 

piano. 

Agree: 36 (27%), Disagree: 47 (35-1/4%), Neither: 45 (34%), 

N/A: 5 (3-3/4%) 

6. In the initial stages of transferring from piano to harpsichord, 

pianists tend to play with too much arm weight. 

Agree; 121 (91%), Disagree: 3 (2-1/4%), Neither: 9 (6-3/4%) 

Comments from those who disagreed: 

David Schrader: A surprise to me, I might say--in thinking of the 

way in which the harpsichord actually makes sounds, however, the 
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matter of touch is so isolated from piano that there is little 

transfer of one instrument's touch to the other. 

7. Inappropriate arm weight leads to loss of control in passage-work 

at the harpsichord. 

Agree: 106 (79-3/4%), Disagree; 7 (5-1/4%), 

Neither: 15 (11-1/4%), N/A; 5 (3-3/4%) 

Comments from those who agreed: 

Frank Cooper: Inappropriate arm weight introduces noise into the 

instrument's tone. 

Comments from those who neither agreed nor disagreed: 

Ruth Million; It's not the arm weight, I think, but the piano finger 

technique that is the problem. 

Comment from one person who gave no numerical answer: 

Marcia Hauff: Not exactly loss of control. It depends on whether you 

mean starting out in control and losing it, or not having optimum 

control in the first place. I don't think one loses it, just lacks 

it. 

8. Passage-work at the two instruments has an intrinsically 

different feel. 

Agree: 119 (89-1/2%), Disagree; 8 (6%), Neither: 4 (3%), 

N/A: 2 (1-1/2%) 

Comment from one who agreed: 

Robert H. Danes: But not because of arm weight--because, rather, 

the whole use of early fingerings requires an entirely different 

approach. 
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Comment from one who disagreed: 

Joanne L. Kong: The "means" are adjusted, but the basics remain 

similar. 

9. Maintaining contact with the key bed is very valid to technical 

control in passage work at the piano. 

Agree: 88 (66-1/4%), Disagree; 9 (6-3/4%), Neither: 29 (21-3/4%), 

N/A: 7 (5-1/4%) 

Comment from one who agreed: 

William A. Davis; Maintaining contact is important in achieving 

technical control in passage work at the piano. 

Comment from one who neither agreed nor disagreed: 

Joanne L. Kong: Rather, one plays into the keybed but doesn't 

necessarily maintain contact. Firm contact can lead to excess 

tension. 

10. A firm contact with the keybed is inappropriate to harpsichord 

playing. 

Agree; 81 (61%), Disagree: 30 (22-1/2%), Neither: 18 (13-1/2%), 

N/A: 4 (3%) 

Comment from one who agreed: 

Atarah Jablonsky: But, the emphasis is on a swift finger attack. 

Comments from those who disagreed; 

Ruth Jane Holmes: Depends on the action of the instrument. With an 

uneven action and/or coupling of stops, greater contact with the key 

bed is essential. I believe too much humidity also necessitates more 

weight. 
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Joanne L. Kong: At either instrument, pressure on the keybed is 

inappropriate after the key is played (except what is needed to hold 

down the key). Sometimes firm contact with the keybed is the result 

of natural follow-through motions (like in Scarlatti leaps, for 

example). Also rhythmic pulsing can be enhanced by relative degrees 

of firm contact with the keybed. (The sense of rhythmic flow comes 

from the inside--through torso to upper arm and to fingers. This 

applies to both instruments, though at a different scale.) 

Max Yount: The key and the pluck, yes. The keybed, no. 

Comment from one who neither agreed nor disagreed: 

James Conely; The key bed is not the point of ultimate resistance. 

11. When performing on an historic harpsichord, one can sense a 

difference in the size of the intervals between the harpsichord 

and the piano. 

Agree: 119 (89-1/2%), Disagree: 2 (1-1/2%), Neither: 9 (6-3/4%), 

N/A: 3 (2-1/4%) 

Among those in agreement, there were two major comments: 

(a) The question was raised about whether or not the statement 

refers to smaller topographical intervals due to a smaller key 

width on the harpsichord as compared to key dimensions on the 

modern piano which are wider and create bigger intervals topo

graphically (although the notation of a major third is a 

constant, for example.) (b) For some, this is a problem either 

initially, for a short time or never, if you are a good player. 
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12. The difference in the feel of the size of the intervals can be a 

source of accuracy problems at the harpsichord. 

Agree: 109 (82%), Disagree: 10 (7-1/2%), Neither: 13 (9-3/4%), 

N/A: 1 (3/4%) 

13. Other factors which may lead to accuracy problems include the 

shorter, narrower keys as well as the black and white keys being 

reversed. 

Agree: 84 (63-1/4%), Disagree: 14 (10-1/2%), Neither: 20 (15%) 

There were 15 (11-1/4%) who agreed with the part about the key 

dimension (shorter and narrower) but who disagreed with the color 

reversal, so they split their answers. 

Comment from one who disagreed: 

Mary Ellen Sutton; Pianists initially have difficulty with two 

keyboards, new spatial relationships as well as keyboard geography. 

Organists have already adjusted to two or more keyboards when 

beginning [harpsichord study]. 

14. One's physical sense of a keyboard becomes second nature after a 

certain level of advancement. 

Agree: 122 (91-3/4%), Disagree: 4 (3%), Neither: 5 (3-3/4%), 

N/A; 2 (1-1/2%) 

15. About how much time within a specific practice session does it 

take you to adjust to the feel of the new instrument when going 

from harpsichord to piano (in minutes?) 
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0 minutes = 13 (9-3/4%), I to 4 minutes = 16 (12%), 

5 to 10 minutes = 35 (26-1/4%), 15 minutes = 14 (10-1/2%), 

20 minutes = 4 (3%), 30 minutes = 12 (9%), 40 minutes = 1 (3/4%), 

15 to 45 minutes = 1 (3/4Z0, 60 minutes = 6 (4-1/2%), 

very little time = 2 (1-1/2%), I rarely do it = 1 (3/4%), 

several days - 1 (3/4%), N/A - 27 (20-1/4%) 

Comments: 

The amount of time it takes depends on the action of the piano as 

well as the repertoire to be played; also, the harpsichord voicing. 

One respondent said her ears have to adjust too. 

One specific comment: 

LeAnn House: But note that a certain adjustment also takes place 

between [different] pianos or different harpsichords! 

16. About how much time within a specific practice session does it 

take you to adjust to the feel of the new instrument when going 

from piano to harpsichord (in minutes)? 

0 minutes = 7 (5-1/4%), 1 to 5 minutes = 34 (25-1/:"), 

6 to 10 minutes = 23 (17-1/4%), 15 minutes = 9 (6-3/4%), 

20 minutes = 4 (3%), 30 minutes = 10 (7-1/2%), 

40 minutes = 1 (3/4%), 15 to 45 minutes = 2 (1-1/2%), 

60 minutes = 11 (8-1/4%), 2 hours = 1 (3/4%), 

very little time = 1 (3/4%), I rarely do it = 1 (3/4%), 

several days - 1 (3/4%) N/A = 28 (21%) 

17. The amount of time which elapses between sessions at the harpsi

chord and the piano has a direct relationship to the amount of 

time which it takes to adjust to the feel of the new instrument. 
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Agree: 69 (52%), Disagree; 21 (15-3/4%), Neither: 27 (20-1/4%), 

N/A: 16 (12%) 

18. How frequently do you switch instruments? 

very frequently (i.e., several times a day) = 16 (12%) 

frequently (i.e., several times a week) = 40 (30%) 

occasionally (i.e., several times a month) = 26 (19-1/2%) 

seldom (i.e., several times a year) = 30 (22-1/2%) 

never = 9 (6-3/4%) 

N/A = 6 (4-1/2%) 

Six people (4-1/2%) split their answers, depending on the season 

of the year, they might do more switching or less switching. 

19. Comments; 

Marion R. Anderson; Although I do not perform as a piano soloist, I 

do accompany and frequently illustrate for students. I arrange my 

harpsichord teaching day for little or no piano playing. 

Mary Beth Birch; As a teacher, I'm constantly switching instruments. 

I've found that switching from piano to fortepiano and back is a more 

difficult adjustment at first than switching from piano to harpsi

chord. 

Lois Case; It takes my students from three to six weeks to adjust 

from piano to harpsichord. I discourage the study of both instru

ments when beginning harpsichord. 

Robert N. Cavarra; I play very sensitive and responsive mechanical 

action organs--which are much more akin to the harpsichord than is 

the piano--so adaptation from any of these instriiments, one to the 
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other, is very easy for me. I do not observe the same facility in 

piano students who study harpsichord. 

Susan Cook; I have problems adjusting between different harpsichords 

and as an undergraduate had enormous problems studying both piano and 

harpsichord. 

Robert H. Danes; A good technique shifts without conscious thought 

because it works directly with the ear to produce desired effects. A 

really fine keyboard player who has learned early fingering, etc., 

(performance practice) and internalized "it" will move easily between 

instruments. 

Laurette Goldberg: The shift between harpsichord and fortepiano is 

less difficult than between harpsichord and modem piano. 

Anita Mock Hanawalt; I would often perform organ, piano, and 

harpsichord all in the course of one church service and never gave a 

thought to making adjustments. As in question fourteen, I think it 

all becomes second nature. 

Clive Henery; It is virtually impossible to identify oneself 

technically with both instruments. 

Robert Hill; Accuracy at the harpsichord is easy if the musicality 

is inflexible. If the player is doing subtle things, accuracy is 

possible only if the hand is extremely relaxed and all positions 

well-prepared and the finger motion as efficient as possible. It all 

depends on how expressive a player wants to be--the more expressive, 

the better the technique has to be, the less compatible it will be 

with piano technique. A good harpsichord technique involves almost 

no weight or energy output at least in the technical foundation. 
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Judith Fanning Hunt: I find placing harpsichord work before piano 

to be best. The reverse gives too much time necessary for 

acclimatization of my physique and mind to the harpsichord. Also of 

interest; adapting to the English harpsichord is quicker than to the 

German. The least easily adapted to is the French. 

Joanne L. Kong; I have performed without any problems of adjustment 

recital programs of half piano and half harpsichord. 

Nanette Gomory Lunde: I do not believe that anyone can perform at a 

high professional level well on both instruments. Hardly anyone 

does, who plays either instriiment brilliantly well. 

Thomas Marshall; It has rarely been a difficult task to switch from 

instrument to instrument--provided the instrument is in reasonabl[y 

good] mechanical condition, the inner musical intention is usually 

possible on whatever instrument. Many others do not agree this is 

easy. 

David McCormick; When I was studying harpsichord most intensely, I 

had to do much of the work of note learning on piano, and did not 

consider it.a disadvantage. Even now I sometimes prefer to learn the 

notes on the piano because it requires a different kind of strength 

which for me makes the harpsichord easier. (Major instrioment is 

organ.) 

Ruth Million; When I first started seriously studying harpsichord, I 

found I had to stop playing the piano entirely for a few months until 

I could get the feel and touch that was right for the harpsichord--

as well as all of the problems involved in articulation, etc. Now it 

is easy to switch back and forth. 
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Grant Moss: The two instruments are so different that it takes a few 

minutes to adopt a new "mind-set" and approach to the instrument. 

Larry W. Peterson; I find pianists think they are fully capable of 

playing the harpsichord, which they are not. Difference between 

organ, piano, and harpsichord today is often overlooked, 

unfortunately. 

Lawrence R. Rast: As I teach both instruments, I have learned 

efficiency in quicker adjusting to either instrument. 

Linda Skernick: I hear very few performers who successfully make 

this switch. My students rarely do. I will not play piano or 

harpsichord in a public performance if I don't have a few days to 

switch completely. I do notice that I begin to adjust after an hour 

or so. 

Frank Speller: I haven't played the piano in years. I'm afraid it 

might hurt my touch at the organ and harpsichord! 

Marie H. Taylor; I have mixed feelings about adjustment time between 

instruments. Certainly, I need more time to re-orient my technique 

when going back to the piano. 

20. Highly skilled pianists generally think in terms of dynamics 

while performing at the piano. 

Agree: 117 (88%), Disagree; 3 (2-1/4%), Neither: 10 (7-1/2%), 

N/A; 3 (2-1/4%) 

21. Even though the harpsichord mechanism will not respond to dynamic 

interpretation [in the same way the piano does], pianists tend to 

continue thinking dynamically while playing harpsichord. 
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Agree: 99 (74-1/2%), Disagree: 7 (5-1/4%), Neither; 19 (14-1/4%), 

N/A; 8 (6%) 

Comments from those who agreed: 

Mary Beth Birch: Terrace dynamics are still dynamics. 

Susan Cook: I think in new terms [besides piano dynamics] but 

they're related. 

John Steele Ritter: I should hope that even harpsichordists should 

think about dynamic interpretation. 

David Schrader: The dynamic nuances of the piano transmit to 

harpsichord playing in terms of articulation and timing. 

Comments from those who gave no numerical answer; 

Thomas Marshall; I don't believe this (that the harpsichord 

mechanism will not respond to dynamic interpretation) completely now. 

Marjorie Delaplane; As all good musicians should. But the 

harpsichordist knows how to be expressive--as Couperin describes 

expressivity. 

Max Yount: But the harpsichord does have some dynamic variation and, 

even when one is creating only an illusion, one has to think 

dynamics. 

22. It is not necessary to think in terms of creating subtle dynamic 

nuances while playing harpsichord. 

Agree: 16 (12%), Disagree: 108 (81-1/4%), Neither: 5 (3-3/4%), 

N/A: 4 (3%) 

Comment from one who agreed: 

Linda Skernick: Dynamic nuances engineered with arm weight [that 

is.] One does think of dynamic nuances at the harpsichord. 
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Comments from those who disagreed: 

Judith Fanning Hunt: One does it with subtle rhythmic and articula

tion changes. 

Atarah Jablonsky; This is possible in other ways than pressure 

(weight). 

Joanne L. Kong; Different ways of rolling chords, overlap legato, 

and degree of ornamentation all create subtle dynamic nuances. 

Thomas Marshall; There are infinite possibilities in tone 

production, including releases in harpsichord actions. 

Sandra G. Meyer; It may be done more through articulation or voicing 

than through physical weight, but it certainly should be thought of. 

Timothy A. Schmidt: Dynamic and rhythmic nuance is intertwined. 

Comment from one who gave no numerical answer: 

Naomi Rowley: Touch becomes a very important nuance at a harpsichord 

which can be played very expressively, also the need for under

standing of the early repertoire as dances, ornamentation, etc. 

23. When harpsichordists play piano they tend to play with few 

dynamic nuances. 

Agree: 32 (24%), Disagree; 34 (25-1/2%), Neither: 58 (43-1/2%), 

N/A: 9 (6-3/4%) 

Most comments made in reference to this statement include: 

"It depends on the individual"; 4 people 

Training, adaptability, skill development, experience, expressive 

ability: 4 people 
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24. Other musical elements are more important than dynamics in 

harpsichord performance. 

Agree: 106 (79-3/4%), Disagree: 8 (6%), Neither: 15 (11-1/4%) 

N/A; 4 (3%) 

Comments from those in agreement; 

Robert H. Danes; Timing! of attack and release which are far less 

incisive on the piano. Again, controlled by the ear--the fingers do 

not think. 

Laurette Goldberg: Articulation and rhythmic alterations as well as 

touch are the principal expressive measures. 

Arthur Haas; Articulation, timing, attack and release, types of 

arpeggiation, for example. 

Barbara Hill: Articulation, overholding, subtle nuances. 

Dean M. Karns; Dynamics can be suggested by rhythm and touch; though 

I can't verbalize rules. A sensitive harpsichord player must be 

light, fluid, and flexible in playing legato, detache, and staccato. 

Michael Keller: Articulation and timing create musical effects at 

the harpsichord. 

Eliza Kenney: Articulation and illusion are the biggies. 

Mark Kroll: Rather than technical and physical matters, a greater 

concern is the musical approach to playing keyboard instruments 

(that is, how to achieve the maximum expressivity and color on each 

instriiment). 

Nanette Gomory Lunde: "Dynamic" understanding of musical structures 

is of course necessary to intelligent, musically expressive perform

ance on the harpsichord. In practice, however, agogic accent and 
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timing are the most important elements needed to convey expressive 

elements, including implied dynamics. 

Lawrence R. Rast: Subtle nuances in articulation, phrasing, and 

fingering are sine qua non. 

Timothy A. Schmidt; Tempo, rhythm are paramount. 

John S. Shelton; Phrasing and articulation are important. 

Sherryl Smith-Babbitt; Articulation, ornamentation, and registration. 

Mary Ellen Sutton; Light, quick finger action, and performance 

practice: ornaments, articulation, rhythmic energy, agogic accents. 

Patricia Whikehart: Articulation gives dynamic effects and 

variations of touch (detached, legato, etc.) do too. 

Those who disagreed numerically, or had no opinion or gave no answer, 

did so on the basis of the semantics of the statement. Their comments 

are aligned to the above comments of those who agreed in their 

numerical answer. 

25. Comments on the above set of statements: 

David Albee: Difficult to agree with this statement if "dynamics" 

refers to all aspects of dynamic handling, notably terraced dynamics, 

echo dynamics, and general registration. Beyond the confusion 

surrounding this question, I must say dynamics are very important, 

yet it is hard to determine if more so than, say, finger control, 

tempo applications, and rhythmic precision. 

Marion R. Anderson; This is difficult to put into words. I think we 

harpsichordists often use the language of dynamics because of the 
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lack of terminology to describe the color and feel of articulation 

and rhythmic nuance. 

Mary Beth Birch: Dynamics, phrasing, accents, style, ornamentation, 

arpeggiation, are all important. I have a Dowd French double with a 

peau and a buff in my studio. Its dynamic range is quite wide with 

two eight-foot stops and a four-foot stop. 

L. R. Bradbury; Period music for harpsichord concerns itself with 

the establishment of beat (regular or irregular accents) or beat 

manipulation rather than melodies or harmonic variations responding 

to linear considerations. 

J. Owen Burdick; Articulation—it's the only thing we've got!!! 

Robert N. Cavarra; Musical styles between the two instruments are 

vast. Musicianship, however, quickly dictates to the experienced 

fingers just what needs to be done to achieve the desired musical 

results. 

Susan Cock; Use of silence, spacing and articulation. 

Frank Cooper: Meter, phrase articulations, agogics, ornaments. 

Timothy Corrao; Nuances of touch, agogic accent, timing of 

ornaments, subtle use of rubato, etc., are essential. 

Marjorie Delaplane; Dynamics are intimated by what Couperin calls 

"agremens": "These two agreinens (aspiration and suspension) by their 

contrast, leave the ear in suspense, so that in such cases where 

stringed instruments would increase their volume of sound, the 

suspension (slight retardation) of the sounds on the harpsichord 

seems (by a contrary effect) to produce the result expected" (from 
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L'Art de Toucher le Clavecin, by Francois Couperin, Breitkopf and 

Hartel, Wiesbaden). 

George Eason: Articulation and rhythm are very important, but so are 

the dynamics inherent in the music itself and the contrasts one can 

make by changing manuals and stops. 

Frances Fitch; Dynamics are important, as well as articulation, 

phrasing etc. 

Sylvia Ghiglieri; Proper articulation is more important in 

harpsichord playing, and more variety is needed, ranging from 

overlegato to crisp staccato. In lyrical passages, subtle rubato is 

essential and phrasing is all-important to make the playing musical. 

Harpsichord playing is much more subtle than piano playing. 

Anita Mock Hanawalt: Highly skilled performers approach these things 

differently--it depends upon the person and with whom they have 

studied. 

Marcia Hauff: Articulation, agogic accent, registration, and manual 

changes. 

Clive Henery; Articulation, timing, nuance, constantly. 

Robert Hill; Touch on a good, sensitive, reliable harpsichord can 

create a great variety of dynamic inflections, but only if the hand 

is relaxed and the finger motion extremely efficient. 

Ruth Jane Holmes: Organist/harpsichordists tend to be less 

expressive performers--hence their choice of instrument--perhaps 

the instrument encourages less expressiveness. (I'm sure there are 

exceptions.) 
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LeAnn House: A person whose technique is "sound" sensitive--that is, 

varies with the sound of the instrument--can transfer more readily 

than one whose technique is primarily kinetic memory. 

Boyd Jones; It is a continual need in playing and teaching 

harpsichord and organ to recognize that rhythmic nuances that may 

seem appropriate to the player may only seem so because of imagined 

dynamic inflection. Often a student will play a phrase that seems 

simply arhytmic. When asked to sing it, the accompanying dynamics 

make sense of the rhythmic alteration. Without dynamic 

possibilities, agogic emphases are different. 

Winston Kaehler: I think of dynamics in its broadest sense--changes. 

One achieves these changes or differences in emphasis on harpsichord 

as surely as on piano, perhaps less directly, but they can be 

accomplished through articulation, rhythm, etc. The performer may be 

more aware of them than the listener, but they are important even if 

only psychological rather than tangible. 

Joanne L. Kong: Rhythmic inflection and articulation are of vital 

importance. 

Ernest Kramer: This depends entirely on the piece in question. A 

Couperin piece which is highly ornamented has different aspects to 

contend with than Bach's Italian Concerto. 

Patricia Laliberte; Articulation. 

Paul Langston; Dynamics are of equal importance in both instruments, 

but achieved differently. 

Harmon Lewis: The same musical elements are equally important in all 

musical performances. The illusion of dynamics is one device used 
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often in harpsichord (instead of actual dynamics but it can be used 

on the piano as well). 

Karyl Louwenaar; Dynamic thinking is basic to musical imagination. 

Obviously at the harpsichord, intended stress is achieved through 

rhythmic and articulation nuance, rather than dynamic nuance in the 

usual sense [piano sense], although a good harpsichord is capable of 

alot of dynamics. 

Thomas Marshall: In teaching a new student harpsichord, it is most 

important to deal with other expressive elements (overholding, agogic 

accent, spatial elements, etc.) at first rather than actual dynamics. 

These are too subtle at first to be appreciated by the beginner. 

Ruth Million; The illusion of dynamic nuance can be created through 

the way one plays the music. Of primary importance are articulation 

and the use of overlapping tones to create and perpetuate resonance. 

This often makes it sound like dynamic change. Also, the skillful 

composer builds this into his/her music. 

Grant Moss; One must create different illusions at the harpsichord--

varying shades of "legato" and "non-legato" touches, slurring speed 

and pacing of ornaments, etc. It is a totally different instrument 

with different problems. 

Alice Mumme: Other musical elements tend to contribute to dynamic 

nuances at the harpsichord; changing articulation, agogic accents, 

rhythmic alterations, use of legatissimo, change of texture, and the 

type of key release (abrupt or gradual). 
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Susan Patrick; One "fakes" dynamics on the harpsichord--the problem 

is thinking in terms of weight at the harpsichord (as one does on 

piano) where it is meaningless and does not work. 

Dale Peters: Articulation, agogic accent. 

Larry W. Peterson; How one uses the concept "dynamics" will 

influence how one answers question twenty-four. The shaping of the 

phrases through touch-articulation creates phrase shape that is as 

interesting and musically satisfying as does touch-dynamics on the 

piano. 

Linton Powell; Touch, phrasing, and especially the proper fingers to 

project the phrase. 

Dana Ragsdale; Touch, proper release of keys, articulation, phrasing. 

Richard Rephann: "Dynamics" in a pianistic sense are not possible. 

However, it is possible to suggest dynamics, as for example, as an 

engraving may "suggest" colors. All art is illusion--the 

harpsichord is a superb illusion machine. 

Laura Rhodes Rush: Rhythmic nuance replaces dynamic nuance in 

harpsichord playing. 

Joan Ringerwole; Dynamics are achieved in other ways--changing 

keyboards, articulation, etc. 

Wolfgang Riibsam: Flexibility of rhythm, knowledge of performance 

practices relating to fingerings and the "musical note values." 

Angeline Schmid; Accurate phrasing and articulation specifically. 

David Schrader: There is a certain value in thinking of dynamics at 

the harpsichord--it encourages control of touch greatly. 
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Linda Skernick: I'm not sure how you use the word "dynamics." 

Nuances in volume change are difficult, but not impossible; dynamics, 

however, in terms of highs and lows of energy, are terribly important 

to harpsichord performance. 

Frank Speller: Agogic accents, articulation, and ornamentation are 

primary means of expression. 

Sharon L. Stillwell: I believe "dynamics" come about on the 

harpsichord as a result of other elements--to enhance a dissonance, 

for example, one might play a "solid" chord as opposed to slightly 

rolled--this accents the dissonance and creates a "louder" sound. 

Marie H. Taylor; Articulation, length of note values are two primary 

considerations. 

Janice Schmutzer Trilck: I believe that I create tension and 

relaxation (or shape the line) at the harpsichord through the timing 

and spacing of the notes. I also believe that I am guided in this 

process by some sort of dynamic image in my mind. 

Lory Wallfisch: Greatest care for a variety of articulation. A 

strong feel for subtle "rubato" must be developed. "Declamation" 

must be emphasized. Absence of dynamics does not mean lack of 

expression! 

Max Yount: Articulation, sustaining, feeling of the meter are means 

of producing a musical feeling, and are therefore more important in 

trying to produce great dynamic change than by change of force. 

26. Students who learn or practice harpsichord repertoire at the 

piano and then transfer the music back to the harpsichord tend to 

play it better at the harpsichord. 
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Agree; 15 (11-1/4%), Disagree: 82 (61-3/4%), 

Neither: 31 (23-1/4%), N/A: 5 (3-3/4%) 

Comment from one who agreed: 

Marjorie Delaplane: Muscle memory is strengthened by high finger 

work at the piano which can't be used at the harpsichord but helps 

the learning process, not the interpretation. 

Comment from one who disagreed; 

Sherryl Smith-Babbitt; Sometimes true with learning organ music, but 

not harpsichord--it is not helpful for those already accomplished at 

the piano. 

27. Students should be-encouraged to learn and practice their 

harpsichord repertoire only at the harpsichord. 

Agree; 91 (68-1/2%), Disagree: 20 (15%), Neither: 18 (13-1/2%), 

N/A: 4 (3%) 

28. Students should be encouraged to learn and practice their 

harpsichord repertoire at the piano. 

Agree: 12 (9%), Disagree: 102 (76-3/4%), Neither: 12 (9%), 

N/A: 7 (5-1/4%) 

29. When the piano is used as a practice keyboard for another 

instrument, this situation can make a player insensitive to the 

piano's own aesthetic requirements and possibilities. 

Agree: 54 (40-1/2%), Disagree: 26 (19-1/2%), 

Neither: 46 (34-1/2%), N/A; 7 (5-1/4%) 
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Comments: 

Marion R. Anderson: Much depends on the intelligence of the player. 

My personal feeling is that each experience affords opportunities for 

musical growth. I encourage students to sing lines of harpsichord 

music, to play the lines on cello or flute. Why not piano as well? 

It must be done thoughtfully, however. 

Mary Beth Birch: Several of my students and I play three keyboard 

instruments--some four (organ). I personally want to practice on 

the instrument I'll be using in performance. So do the students. 

That's not always possible. I think a certain amount of note-

learning practice can be done on any keyboard, but the aesthetics of 

each instrument are so different, as are the touches, that the bulk 

of the practice must be done on the performance instrument. Each of 

the instriiments has its own demands and joys, its own life. I think 

it's not difficult to keep each separate in our minds, and to not 

forget the unique qualities of each. 

J. Owen Burdick: I think playing a good, stiff piano builds strength 

and independence for harpsichordists the same way that doing leg 

raises with weights helps the runner. 

Lois Case: I sometimes learn notes at the piano if a good 

harpsichord is not available. 

Susan Cook: I forbid students to practice on the piano for 

harpsichord. 

Robert H. Danes; Practice is learning to produce sounds and silences 

and training the physical mechanism to respond to the ear's sound 

ideal. Surely no one values purely motor-learning of "hitting the 
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keys" which the above questions imply. How can you practice getting 

sounds from an instrximent whose whole process is so totally 

different? [Students should practice harpsichord repertoire on 

piano] only as a last resort for emergencies. 

Marjorie Delaplane; It depends on what stage of learning. In the 

beginning stage, I found that high finger action at the piano can 

facilitate muscle learning. After that, of course, interpretation 

can only be practiced on the instrtmient used for performance--

and an artistic approach will consider aesthetic requirements. 

Caroline S. Fruchtman; When I first studied harpsichord, I had no 

instrument to use regularly for practice. So I worked out fingering 

and learned the music away from keyboard. Type of practice 

instrument is minor deterrent for beginning period (three months) of 

study. This prevents students from taking for granted the 

relationship with the harpsichord. 

Sylvia Ghiglieri; This can happen if the performer does not 

consciously concentrate on the requirements of the piano and plays it 

like a harpsichord. It is important to keep the diverse techniques 

of the two instruments clearly in mind. Also, the piano used as a 

practice keyboard for harpsichord tends to make one play too heavily 

on the harpsichord since the touch is heavier [on the piano]. No arm 

weight must be used [on the harpsichord]. 

Anita Mock Hanawalt: I feel very strongly that students should 

practice on an instrument which in the one the literature was written 

for. Baroque organ and harpsichord music are quite often inter

changeable, but Baroque music should always be learned on the 
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harpsichord as opposed to the piano. If a fortepiano is available, 

it should be used for the appropriate literature as well. 

Marcia Hauff: I believe one's piano playing is enhanced. 

Invariably, a piano student who begins organ study struggles to learn 

the nuances of attack and (more difficult to master) release, legato, 

substitution, early fingerings, and the playing of contrapuntal 

lines. After several weeks, they comment that they never realized 

these things were possible and that they have become much more aware 

in their piano playing. 

Ruth Jane Holmes; Depends on the individual's natural expressive 

ability--a sensitive, mature performer will not let this happen, 

[become insensitive to the piano's own aesthetic requirements...] 

Joanne L. Kong: If one practices harpsichord music at the piano, he 

or she won't want to take advantage of purely pianistic resources 

(pedals, dynamics, etc.). 

Patricia Laliberte: It makes a player insensitive about the 

instrument she or he should be playing on. 

Harmon Lewis; It makes a player insensitive to everything. Neither 

instrument should be used as a practice keyboard for the other. 

Karyl Louwenaar; Can also make the player insensitive to the other 

instr\iment's characteristics. 

Nanette Gomory Lunde; The piano may be used in this way, but a 

player should be sensitive to its special requirements. If a harpsi

chordist is forced to use a piano when a harpsichord is not 

available, I see no reason for him to play "pianistically"--this will 
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only encourage the wrong technique when one returns to the 

harpsichord. 

Thomas Marshall: It is impossible to practice harpsichord at the 

piano--only possible to learn the notes there. Ideally, all this 

should be worked out on a harpsichord, not a piano. 

Ruth Million; I feel the familiarity of oneself with notes and 

passage-work at the piano can help one at the harpsichord--

especially if no harpsichord is available for regular practicing. 

Sensitivity to the piano is not at issue here--it is only digital 

knowledge and passage-work that are being drilled into the brain. 

Grant Moss; There is a tendency to play (for instance) Bach preludes 

and fugues with too much pedal, covering up bad voice-leading or 

sloppy trills, etc., which are obvious then on the harpsichord. 

Alice Mumme: From the very beginning a performer must conceptualize 

the style of a piece for the instrument it is to be played upon. An 

advanced performer can probably make the change easily, but not a 

student. 

Susan Patrick: I can always tell if a student has practiced 

harpsichord materials on the piano! 

Larry W. Peterson; It can make the performer insensitive. Does not 

have to make the performer insensitive. I used to practice organ 

repertory on the piano to develop "clean" playing (suggestion of E. 

Power Biggs), but the organs were electro-pneumatic, not tracker. 

Lawrence R. Rast: I'm certain that sensitivity is not detemined by 

the instr\ament, but rather by the musical maturity and insightfulness 

of the performer. 
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Richard Rephann: One ought to play an instrument as idiomatically as 

is possible. Therefore, it makes no sense to [use the piano as a 

practice keyboard for other keyboard instriiments.] 

John S. Shelton: I find harpsichord students slipping in their 

attention to a legato line, and to good tone control on the piano. 

Linda Skernick; Responding to the repertoire idiomatic to each 

instriiment, to the musical demands of each instrument's own 

repertoire, is the best way to both understand and appreciate the 

music and the aesthetics and capabilities and requirements of each 

instrument. 

Sherryl Smith-Babbitt: Depends on the player, but piano practice is 

invaluable to organists and harpsichordists who need to develop 

finger strength and relaxation. 

Norma Stevlingson: Since time on the harpsichord may be limited, I 

would rather see students practice their music on piano than not at 

all. Practicing harpsichord music only on the harpsichord would be 

ideal, but it is not practical in many situations. 

Mary Ellen Sutton; Depending on the complexity of the music, the 

facility called for in harpsichord (such as trills) are so much more 

difficult on the piano's heavier action that time spent at the piano 

causes more frustration than positive reinforcement. 

Madelyn Trible; Possibly, but this is less likely to happen if the 

appropriate instrument for the historical time period of the music 

under consideration is generally used. 

Lory Wallfisch: Ideally, one should practice on the appropriate 

instrument for the respective music. However, as people in the past 
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had to perform on whichever keyboard was available, so must we 

compromise sometimes, keeping in mind that the content of the music 

is essential and not the instrument! 

30. Both harpsichord and piano playing involve the entire body. 

Agree; 73 (54-3/4%), Disagree: 40 (30%), Neither; 19 (14-1/4%), 

N/A: 1 (3/4%) 

Comments: 

Mary Beth Birch; They involve the body to different extents. 

Linda Ferguson: But involvement is quite different. 

Edward A. Hansen; But in very different ways! 

Winston Kaehler: To a greater or lesser extent on either instrument. 

Janice Schmutzer Trilck: The involvement of the body is much more 

subtle in harpsichord. 

Mary Ellen Sutton: All instruments involve knowing what your whole 

body does. 

31. There is a wider range of motion in muscular activity when 

playing the piano than there is when playing harpsichord. 

Agree; 118 (88-3/4%), Disagree; 4 (3%), Neither: 9 (6-3/4%), 

N/A: 2 (1-1/2%) 

Comments: 

Atarah Jablonsky: true for large octaves, chords, etc. using more 

back muscles requires a different kind of strength. 

David Schrader: Not necessarily--the control of the harpsichord 

requires much greater subtlety so the range of muscular activity is 

just as great, merely different from that employed at the piano. 
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Laura Rhodes Rush: larger muscles are used. 

32. Switching between piano and harpsichord creates physical 

discomfort/inappropriate level of physical tension for me. 

Agree; 22 (16-1/2%), Disagree: 78 (58-3/4%), 

Neither: 23 (17-1/4%), N/A: 10 (7-1/2%) 

33. Switching between piano and harpsichord creates mental 

discomfort/inappropriate level of mental tension for me. 

Agree; 25 (18-3/4%), Disagree: 76 (57-1/4%), 

Neither: 25 (18-3/4%), N/A: 7 (5-1/4%) 

Comments from those who agreed; 

Marcia Hauff; Am a little worried about notes playing together on 

the harpsichord. 

Judith Fanning Hunt; Need to keep desired sound in ear, then this 

tension disappears. 

Ann Sears: Underline "tension." 

34. I know of specific techniques to overcome both physical and 

mental tension when switching between piano and harpsichord. 

Agree: 56 (42%), Disagree: 12 (9%), Neither: 45 (34%), 

N/A; 20 (15%) 

35. The following are comments on the above set of statements: 

David Albee: Numbers thirty-three and thirty-four are answered 

differently depending on (a) if reference is being made to the 

initial switch before and during warmup versus (b) when the switch 

has been made with some warmup. 
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Mary Beth Birch; I think it's important to remember that each 

instrument has its own "bag of tricks." Wind players switch 

instruments within concerts without difficulty. I think there's a 

parallel. My personal opinions on tensions is that they are 

general--not increased or decreased necessarily by switching 

instruments. 

The principles set forth in Gallwey's The Inner Game of Tennis, 

Eloise Ristad's A Soprano On Her Head and more recently in Gallwey 

and Green's The Inner Game of Music has been very helpful to me and 

to my students. 

Marion R. Anderson; Not unlike the singer who must transfer--

technically and spiritually--when singing early repertory and later 

repertory, the keyboard player must prepare before playing. 

Frank Cooper: The more a player has mastered the difference between 

the two media, the less similar they are for him; therefore, the 

easier the shifting becomes. 

Marjorie Delaplane; Understanding clearly the nature of each 

instrument and the techniques necessary to interpret each instru

ment's literature obviates [does away with] any physical or mental 

tension--Just shift gears! 

George Eason; Perhaps most important is being aware that less weight 

and motion are needed in producing tones on the harpsichord, but that 

the control needs to be very precise. 

Frances Fitch: Alexander technique. 

Caroline S. Fruchtman; Tension may result, and usually does, for any 

keyboard player. "Switching" may be a cause. The reason is more 
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likely wrong "mental" approach to playing, and incorrect practice 

methods. 

Edward A. Hansen; A consideration of the style of the music and the 

nature of the tone to be produced leads to the proper physical 

approach. 

Marcia Hauff; I wish I did know of specific techniques. Right now 

my best solution is practice. In the case of students, sometimes I 

can help with the physical tension by correcting poor posture or 

positioning at the instriiment, for example, bench height or distance 

from keys, or where to rest feet. 

Ruth Jane Holmes: A lot of the discomfort depends on the action of 

the instrument--general relaxation techniques help. 

Judith Fanning Hunt; (1) Keep desired sound in ear. (2) Don't come 

to either keyboard tense: breathe, move, stretch, then play. 

(3) warm up slowly, increase speed as keyboard feels like integral 

part of body. (4) Include materials specific to the instrument in 

warm-ups. Example; on harpsichord: duplets and triplets in articu

lated groups; on piano; chord voicings, pedal effects. 

Winston Kaehler: Some of this starts to sound a little like talking 

about problems of switching between playing tennis and playing golf, 

for example. One does what needs to be done for the job at hand. 

Dean M. Karns: Body awareness is a desirable trait in any human 

activity. Those who say no or disagree are simply anesthetized to 

the signals their bodies send them. 

Eliza Kenney: Chiefly attitude and mental control of the body. It's 

not easy, but mental control of the body's relaxation is possible. 
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Joanne L. Kong; It's more or less gradual adjustment dependent on 

mental awareness. 

Paul Langston: One technique involves the knowledge that the 

keyboard is the only thing the two instruments have in common. 

Karyl Louwenaar; Sometimes it's helpful for a pianist at the harpsi

chord to imagine the arm weight hanging down from the elbow, rather 

than centering it forward into the keyboard via the forearm and hand. 

Thomas Marshall; I often deal with students who must play both and 

they should--I work in the shoulder/lower neck area to improve 

quick adjustment time from piano to harpsichord. 

Sandra G. Meyer; I have definite techniques that I use at the piano 

to overcome physical and mental tension; I can't say that I 

[have] discovered those for the harpsichord. 

Ruth Million: The precise but light touch that is needed for the 

harpsichord does not seem to me to be a producer of tension. 

Grant Moss: They are so different that they require two radically 

different approaches. 

Timothy Nelson: Proper early fingering on the harpsichord alleviates 

all sorts of tension. The instriiments to me are not even second 

cousins. An entirely different technique of fingering, and attack 

and release should be used for harpsichord. 

Dale Peters; Initial total relaxation, focus on how much/how little 

arm weight, focus on degree of finger activity. 

Lawrence R. Rast: (1) I tend to have a more "structured" posture when 

playing harpsichord with little "body motion."* (* I generally begin 

by thinking "light, no weight," then running a few fast scales and 
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arpeggios.) (2) My piano posture allows for use of arm and shoulder 

weight. I generally begin by practicing some full chords with 

different voicings. As the two constitute learned behaviors, I do 

not experience any difficulty switching, as the maturation process 

requires instinctive response. 

Richard Rephann; I have trained many pianists and organists without 

any of the associated problems. However, one does not reach a 

plateau, and if one is going to improve as a harpsichordist it is 

mandatory that one abandon a second instrument. I have yet to meet 

the person who has an acceptable dual-purpose technique. 

Wolfgang Riibsam; The only "technique" to suggest is; to be fully 

aware of different fingering patterns for harpsichord playing which 

will ease technical requirements and thus ease physical and mental 

tension. 

Angeline Schmid: If one has "tension" in one form or another, 

playing either instriiment could be a problem. Harpsichord action is 

much easier to play and should cause less tension unless one uses too 

much forearm weight. 

Ann Sears; Preparation time is the key to successful switching. 

Linda Skernick; Slow, thoughtful exercises help--I don't do the 

same exercises on both instruments--as well as quickly reworking a 

specific piece already learned and performed on the instrument to 

which one is switching. 

Sherryl Smith-Babbitt; Any exercises practiced correctly: with no 

tension and a free mind. 
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Norma Stevlingson; Some players on both instrtoments engage in more 

physical motion than I deem necessary. This appears to be especially 

true of pianists. Harpsichordists tend to make fewer "dramatic" 

gestures when playing. 

Mary Ellen Sutton; Listen to the music and perform according to the 

music's demands. This requires a solid technical vocabulary of 

finger strength, relaxed arm and back but most importantly, the ear. 

Madelyn Trible; I avoid thinking of it as "switching," and try to 

approach the new instrioment "from scratch," much as a multi-lingual 

person would approach a different language, or a flutist/pianist 

would change instruments. 

Lory Wallfisch; If a great deal of concentration is present, one can 

switch instruments without too much discomfort or tension. 

Practicing some simple skills (ornaments with various fingerings) can 

quickly help adjusting from one instrument to another. 

36. I consciously think about the transfer form one instrument to the 

other when called upon to do it. 

Agree; 70 (52-3/4%), Disagree; 35 (26-1/4%), 

Neither; 18 (13-1/2%), N/A: 10 (7-1/2%) 

Comments from those who agreed; 

Larry W. Peterson: Especially initially. 

Dana Ragsdale: A combination of both conscious thought and tactile 

sense, I think. 

Linda Skernick; For the first hour or so. 

Patricia Whikehart; In the first stages of learning. 
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Coimnents from those who disagreed; 

Frank Cooper; No, it is now relatively a matter of bringing into 

play another set of responses. 

Robert H. Danes; Not any more, but I did at first. 

Karyl Louwenaar: I do think about what's involved, but generally not 

when I'm actually playing. 

37. I prefer to respond to whichever keyboard I am playing by sensing 

and feeling, not by conscious thought or intellectualizing. 

Agree; 73 (54-3/4%), Disagree; 27 (20-1/4%), 

Neither; 25 (18-3/4%), N/A; 7 (5-1/4%), 

1 (3/4%) person split the answer two ways 

Comments from one who agreed; 

Linda Skernick; Eventually--after a few hours of adjustment. 

Comments from those who disagreed: 

Larry W. Peterson (who split his answer two ways): Initially, I 

would put disagree with sensing and feeling, but after practice a day 

or two, I would agree more with sensing and feeling than conscious 

thought, etc. 

John S. Shelton; There must be both thought and feeling. 

Comments from those who neither agreed nor disagreed; 

Marjorie Delaplane; I use all three: sensing, feeling and conscious 

thought. 

Judith Fanning Hunt; I do both. 

Atarah Jablonsky: This may be individual depending on the level of 

the student. A teacher of both instruments needs to be flexible and 

use all techniques to help the transfer "problem." 
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Harmon Lewis; Everyone should do some of both all the time. 

Grant Moss; A little of both. 

Laura Rhodes Rush; I do both: sense and feel, and conscious thought. 

Sherryl Smith-Babbitt; Both. 

38. My body instinctively responds to the new conditions at each 

instrximent. 

Agree; 82 (61-3/4%), Disagree: 20 (15%), Neither: 24 (18%), 

N/A; 7 (5-1/4%) 

Comments from those who agreed; 

Anita Mock Hanawalt; If the sound one desires is in the "mind's ear" 

before one begins to play, the body will carry out the desired or 

necessary technique to accomplish that sound. 

Barbara Hill: After a while, after my ear adjusts. 

Joanne L. Kong: Yes, due to experience. 

Grant Moss; After a minute or two. 

David Schrader; Yes! It all has to do with sound, and how each 

instrioment's characteristics require different hearing, therefore 

different approaches. 

Linda Skernick; Eventually, after the first few hours. 

Patricia Whikehart; From a great deal of practice and experience. 

Comments from those who disagreed: 

Marcia Hauff; I'm sure that if I were doing more harpsichord 

playing, that switch would become instinctive too. 

Judith Fanning Hunt: Somewhat, but conscious effort helps it happen 

more quickly and thoroughly. 
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Comments from those who neither agreed nor disagreed: 

Madelyn Trible: It responds very rapidly, but it is a programmed and 

conscious response. 

Lory Wallfisch: The instinct must be backed by the right mental 

approach and vice versa. 

39. Comments on the above set of statements; 

Mary Beth Birch; The correct instrument always feels so right for 

the music that it's a vary natural transition. 

Timothy Corrao: By practicing a given repertoire on the appropriate 

instrument, I think the body learns what technique is appropriate as 

part of the piece. 

George Eason: This is true if I have been practicing on both 

instruments daily, or at least frequently. 

Frances Fitch: I use both thought and instinct. 

Sylvia Ghiglieri; I consciously think about the transfer from one 

instrument to another when I first begin playing. After a short 

while, I will play by sensing and feeling rather than by conscious 

thought. 

Laurette Goldberg; This "instinctive" response is really learned but 

becomes nearly automatic with experience and training. 

Ruth Jane Holmes; I seldom play on an action (harpsichord) that does 

not require conscious effort. 

Paul Langston; Some instinct, some thought. 

Harmon Lewis; [Operating from instinct is true] after a reasonable 

amount of time at an instrument. But outside factors (how well you 
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know the piece, how many cups of coffee you've had, etc.) can negate 

any instinctual response. 

Nanette Gomory Lunde: After many years, one does adapt rather 

quickly when switching instruments. However, I do not consider it 

desirable in a recital situation. 

Ruth Million; I believe a thorough piano keyboard foundation is of 

enormous value in making it easy. 

Naomi Rowley; This was not instantly so for me when first learning 

the harpsichord. 

Janice Schmutzer Trilck; This is true now, but was not true 

initially. 

Linda Skernick; It takes an hour or two of thought plus sensing and 

feeling. 

Samuel Swartz; "Technique" and "instinct" are mutually exclusive. 

Max Yount: There is such a thing as needing practice, even on my 

chosen harpsichord. With the piano, I respond naturally if the music 

is not too difficult. Extremely difficult music requires tedious 

repracticing of rusty piano technique. 

40. A person can be a successful highly skilled pianist and at the 

same time be a successful highly skilled harpsichordist. 

Agree: 84 (63-1/4%), Disagree: 31 (23-1/4%), 

Neither; 18 (13-1/2%) 

Comments from those who agreed: 

James Conely; Can be, probably not, but it's possible. 

Marjorie Delaplane; I'm still working toward this goal. 
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Linda Ferguson; Have known such people, but I am not one of them. 

William M. Goode; Not me, but somebody. 

Joanne L. Kong; One of my teachers, James Bonn (at the University of 

Southern California) does both very well. 

Ernest Kramer; Yes, but it's very rare. 

Comments from those who disagreed: 

Sherryl Smith-Babbitt: I don't know of many who are both. 

Max Yount: Usually, the harpsichord suffers, simply because a 

technically facile pianist considers it not important and plays the 

Fifth Brandenburg without learning the harpsichord as an instrument. 

Comments from those who neither agreed nor disagreed: 

Robert Pattengale: Unlikely, but not impossible. 

Naomi Rowley: Don't know, there are harpsichordists who play it [the 

harpsichord] like a piano. 

Patricia Whikehart: Some can. 

41. Artistically, it is preferable for a performer to dedicate him-

or herself to one or the other instrximent. 

Agree: 65 (49%), Disagree; 30 (22-1/2%), Neither; 34 (25-1/2%) 

N/A; 4 (3%) 

Comment from one who neither agreed nor disagreed: 

Dana Ragsdale; Dependent upon amount of time a performer can devote 

daily to both instruments. For most of us it is really not possible 

to maintain a high caliber of playing on both. 
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42. Comments on the above set of statements: 

Marion R. Anderson: I [agree] only because of the evidence before 

us. 

Mary Beth Birch; Artistically, it's preferable to dedicate oneself 

to as pleasing and authentic a performance as possible. If historic 

instruments are available, I want to use them. 

L. R. Bradbury; In some cases I'm sure an individual can be an 

artist at both instruments. One should learn the art of listening to 

himself and respond accordingly. 

J. Owen Burdick; I agree. I don't think Horowitz would bother with 

a harpsichord any more than Leonhardt or Kipnis or Newman would with 

a modern piano. 

James Conely: Most pianists are not effective harpsichordists--or 

they choose not to play the harpsichord--the closer keyboard 

corollary is organ. Hence, where harpsichord is offered, it is often 

(sometimes always) taught by someone who plays organ and rarely, or 

much less often, by a pianist. 

Susan Cook; I've yet to hear a good pianist who was as good a 

harpsichordist--they might think they're proficient, but 

technicality does not equal musicality. 

Frank Cooper; It might be during the period in which one is being 

mastered. 

Timothy Corrao; Probably, but relatively few harpsichordists are in 

a position that gives them the luxury of specializing. 

Richard Crosby; Mastering one totally is enough of a career endeavor 

for most people. 
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Robert H. Danes: Most of us make a choice at some point. I do and 

have done much accompanying and ensemble piano work but have left 

behind "heavy" solo piano playing as I moved toward harpsichord and 

tracker organ. More because of time, not technical barriers. 

Marjorie Delaplane; Depends on the person. The following have 

accomplished this; Wanda Landowska, Mary Zorn (Indiana University), 

and David Schrader (Indiana University Graduate and Roosevelt 

University Faculty). 

George Eason; I believe working on both instruments is beneficial. 

Frances Fitch; I've never heard anyone accomplish this, but it is 

theoretically possible. 

Caroline S. Fruchtman; I strongly disagree unless there are limita

tions of time and talent. Excellent musicians tend to adjust quickly 

to the demands of the instrument and the style of the music. 

Sylvia Ghiglieri; I think that although it is possible for a person 

to be successful both on the piano and harpsichord, it is preferable 

to concentrate on one or the other instriiment due to the great 

demands made on him or her. 

Laurette Goldberg; Although this is often true, it is not intrinsi

cally, necessarily true. 

William M. Goode; Depends on the performer's (1) mind set, 

(2) training, (3) intelligence. 

Anita Mock Hanawalt; Dedicating oneself to one instrument seems 

limiting. I find a lot of joy in being versatile. It may be easier 

to attain technical perfection if one limits oneself to one 

instrument, but I'm not convinced that perfection is artistry. 
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Edward A. Hansen; There is not enough time in the day to do both. 

Marcia Hauff: Although I think one can be skilled on all the 

keyboard instruments, ultimately there is a primary one to which one 

is devoted. I play piano well and harpsichord adequately, but I love 

the organ and have a greater devotion to it. A musician should try 

many different instruments, of all kinds, not just keyboard, and it 

is possible to become very good at several. However, there is one 

which will stand out, which the person will have a special feeling 

for and be able to put in the long hours of near-fanatical attention. 

The trick is to find out which instrument that is. Some of my 

converts from piano to organ or harpsichord simply enjoy the novelty 

of something new, but essentially remain pianists at heart. 

Occasionally, one of them, however, will say it was like finding the 

right instrument at last; they love the tone, the intricacies of the 

technique and the literature. I like to compare this to being 

multi-lingual. One can be fluent in several languages, but usually 

only one of those is one's native tongue. Organ is where I am 

fluent, piano is my foreign language. 

LeAnn House; Bach (and most of his contemporaries) played organ, 

harpsichord, and clavichord. Mozart (and his contemporaries) grew up 

at the harpsichord and switched to the piano. The switches were 

considered essential. In the twentieth century, we're very hung up 

on specialization. This is not to imply that earlier keyboard 

players always made the switch with artistic success, but neither 

should we today automatically conclude the opposite. Not all 

specialization is bad, but all specialization is limiting, and often 
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one's perspective needs to be broadened instead of so narrowly 

focused. After all, Mozart also played the violin, composed, 

conducted, etc., and the average Baroque composer also performed, 

conducted, taught, published, etc. 

Boyd Jones; I have not had occasion to know a pianist/harpsichordist 

where the interest or skill level was anywhere near equivalent. 

Susan Randall Klotzbach: Realistically, it is tough. Due to time 

demands and [perhaps doing] research in [our] fields, it is really 

impossible to feel adequate performing on two instruments. 

Joanne L. Kong; I have no problem in this regard though I suppose 

many performers aren't so flexible. Maybe it's more mental than 

physical. 

Ernest Kramer: Sadly, this is the case today. But what about the 

great masters (Bach, Handel, Mozart) who could play organ, harpsi

chord, and violin (and sing!). 

Mark Kroll: One should always remind oneself that the only 

similarity between the harpsichord and piano is that each has a 

keyboard. 

Paul Langston: Preferable, yes. 

Harmon Lewis; Any study and understanding of a second or third 

keyboard instrument only serves to make one a better performer at the 

other if one takes the time to seriously learn. 

Nanette Gomory Lunde: As in any other endeavor, specialization 

allows one to concentrate one's efforts in one area with greater 

concentration on just one instrimient. 
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Robert Lynn; Organ and harpsichord are more compatible than piano 

and harpsichord. 

Thomas Marshall; Unless six to ten hours of practice per day is 

allowed, it seems unrealistic that a solid technical control or 

thorough learning of literature is possible. 

Sandra G. Meyer: I think it's very difficult to have total mastery 

of both piano and harpsichord. I should think it more possible for 

organ and harpsichord--! feel that the technique involved for these 

two instruments is similar. 

Ruth Million; If one is not really an artist, I do think 

concentrating on one is better than trying to do both. 

Grant Moss: It depends on the amount of time one has and the desire 

to play the literature of both instruments. Also, there is a differ

ence between solo literature and accompanying or continue playing. 

Alice Mumme; It is probably possible to be highly skilled in both 

instruments, but it is my feeling that very few people actually 

become so. 

Timothy Nelson: What is the purpose of studying Bach on the piano? 

Finger independence, performance, mental ascent? Artistically, style 

should be the first consideration in music. If harpsichord study is 

possible, study the early works there and don't go romantic with 

them. 

Susan Patrick: If one confines one's piano-playing to the shallow-

action, lightly strung fortepiano, perhaps there's greater possi

bility of success (of being good at both instruments simultaneously). 
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Lawrence R. Rast: There are many gifted performers who could rightly 

be labeled "keyboardists," i.e., Kipnis, Leonhardt, Pinkham, to name 

a few. 

Dana Ragsdale: I know of at least two exceptionally fine keyboard

ists who play both very well. However, they limit their piano 

repertoire to Baroque, Classical [periods]. One plays Romantic 

repertoire, but only the chamber works. 

Richard Rephann: In my opinion, the two instruments in question are 

not compatible. The organ must be somewhat closer to the harpsi

chord, however organists present other problems which are not 

relevant here. 

Wolfgang RUbsam; Isn't it all a matter of time available to keep 

such high skills on a high level? Or is it possibly a problem of 

"marketing," being accepted in the "music business" on both 

instruments? 

Angeline Schmid: It is difficult to devote yourself to two 

"masters," no matter what the medium. Harpsichord playing requires a 

thorough knowledge of performance practices which in itself can be 

very confusing. Unless you can study with a teacher who is up-to-

date on performance practices/styles, one has to be a musicologist as 

well. 

David Schrader: Concentration on one thing or another benefits one's 

aesthetic really more than one's technique. 

Comments; 

Norma Stevlingson: I do not feel that highly skilled pianists 

necessarily make the best harpsichordists. Gustav Leonhardt and 
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Larry Palmer (to name two highly skilled harpsichordists) are also 

organists, not pianists. 

Linda Skernick: I only know one example, out of hundreds of 

possibilities; past and present professionals, amateurs, and 

students, who was truly proficient at both. 

Sharon L. Stillwell; This is probably true. However, there are many 

fine performers who excel on both instruments. 

Mary Ellen Sutton; The primary focus of the literatures is less 

compatible. The commitment to the repertoire and its artistic 

performance is more significant than the choice of instruments. 

Madelyn Trible; This is a decision dictated by time considerations 

rather than technique, if the dual techniques have been equally 

developed. Preference of literature is also a factor. 

Lory Wallfisch; I know several wonderful musicians who perform on 

both instruments. To name two; Edith Picht-Axenfeld (West Germany), 

George Malcolm (England). The question of "preference" is a very 

personal one. 

Therese Weber: A person could be highly skilled at one or the other, 

but not at both. The second instrument would always be second, I 

think. 

43. I find that there is a close relationship between the type of 

research done in motor learning/motor control (kinesiology, 

physiology) and playing piano and harpsichord. 

Agree: 39 (29-1/4%), Disagree: 5 (3-3/4%), Neither; 63 (47-1/4%), 

N/A: 26 (19-1/2%) 
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Comments from those who neither agreed nor disagreed: 

Robert H. Danes: Have seen little very convincing evidence 

applicable to keyboard so far. 

Robert Pattengale; I don't know; I suspect there is. 

Comments from those who gave no numerical answer: 

Linda Ferguson: Don't know anything about this research. 

Marcia Hauff; I don't know anything about what research has been 

done. I imagine there should be a close relationship. 

44. Principles from the field of motor learning/motor control can be 

applied to switching between piano and harpsichord performance. 

Agree; 42 (31-1/2%), Disagree: 2 (1-1/2%), Neither: 64 (48%), 

N/A; 25 (19%) 

45. Please list several [principles] and how they are applied; 

David Albee; (1) Use of arm weight, essential to pianoforte, 

secondary to harpsichord; (2) On harpsichord, importance of 

precision, concentration of finger, digital dexterity and control; 

(3) Control of physical speed--great physical mass at piano, less 

at harpsichord; (4) Great amount of finger legato at harpsichord; 

(5) Use of pedal at piano affecting legato control as well as 

dynamics. 

Frank Cooper: I recommend the Ortmann Book. 

Robert H. Danes; The problems are with the ears, not the fingers. 

This is a basic "trap" for the unwary. 

Marjorie Delaplane; Muscle control of fingers is strengthened by 

high finger work (after which the fingers can be brought closer to 
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the keys--as is required for harpsichord.) This kind of learning 

at the piano can speed up note learning for harpsichord. 

Marcia Hauff; Lots of practice and sensitive listening seem 

important to me. 

Ruth Jane Holmes: Mental imaging. 

Judith Fanning Hunt; (1) Mental imaging of either instrument's feel 

while away from the keyboard. (2) Practicing the physical patterns 

slowly, concentrating on each motion necessary to a passage (at the 

keyboard or away from the keyboard). 

Joanne L. Kong: The control is primarily and consciously mental, 

i.e., it has to be made concrete. 

James Kosnik: digital independence, relaxation. 

Paul Langston; Technique exercises for fingerings, e.g., the effort 

to avoid the thumb in harpsichord is a motor response, just as is the 

effort to use it properly in piano. 

Thomas Marshall: Learning voluntary (later to become involuntary) 

control of gross and fine muscles--when relaxing and tensions are 

required for specific musical results. 

Grant Moss: I do not encourage students to study both [instruments] 

at the same time. There is too much to learn especially at the 

undergraduate level, and not enough time to learn for one instrument, 

let alone two. 

Timothy Nelson: Fingering patterns, new uses for the thumb, 

rethinking musical gestures, (motives) as far as fingering and 

articulation work together. 
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Madelyn Trible: Just as pianists must train themselves to feel the 

piano escapement, harpsichordists must train to feel the pluck. 

Fine-line training in speed and depth of stroke, attack and release, 

etc., is essential. 

Lory Wallfisch; I suppose you must consciously learn to adjust the 

respective motion (economy of motion!) to adapt to each instrument. 

46. Have you read any materials in the are of motor behavior 

research? 

Yes; 27 (20-1/4%), No: 106 (79-3/4%) 

47. If yes, please list some [materials]. 

David Albee; Ortmann, Dorothy Taubmann, Kochevitsky. 

J. Owen Burdick; Seymour Bernstein, With Your Own Two Hands 

(Schirmer Books). 

Jeannine Cansler; Frank Wilson, "Tone Deaf and All Thumbs." 

Frank Cooper; Luigi Bonpensiere, New Pathways of Piano Technique. 

Robert H. Danes; Klapp (several); Schmidt, R.A.; Konzen (I'm working 

with her now); Peter, M. (in bi-manual skills); Shaffer, L.H. 

Marjorie Delaplane: George Kochevitsky, The Art of Piano Playing: 

A Scientific Approach. (Also mentioned by George Eason) 

Ruth Jane Holmes: Maxwell Maltz, Psycho-cybernetics; and Gallwey, 

The Inner Game of Tennis; and Green and Gallwey, The Inner Game of 

Music. 

Thomas Marshall: Ph.D. diss.. University of Southern California by 

Dr. Marion Perkins (formerly my piano instructor at James Madison 

University)--some work in physiology of keyboard performance. 
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John Paul; Gat, and Kochevitsky 

Robert Pattengale; Gallwey, Inner Game of Tennis: and Zen/detachment. 

Larry W. Peterson; I was coached by C. Grunden, a British specialist 

on arm tension--weight and relaxed playing. 

Lawrence R. Rast; Journal articles in Journal of Music Therapy, 

Research in Music Behavior, and Journal of Psychology. 

Angeline Schmid; All teachers who teach beginners and intermediate 

keyboard students should and do relate kinesthetic elements to the 

visual and aural. In recent years, neurologists, like Dr. Frank 

Wilson, have done research to actually begin to understand what goes 

on in the brain while all this is happening! 

Timothy A. Schmidt; The Riddle of the Pianist's Finger, by Arnold 

Schultz, and the Neumann and Taubmann debate in Piano Quarterly. 

48. I am interested in learning more about the following topics as 

they relate to the keyboard performer: 

How the mind learns music/ the musical brain: Yes; 98 (73-3/4%) 

No: 35 (26-1/4%) 

Motor learning/motor control research, i.e., 

spatial-temporal aspects of serial movements; Yes: 86 (64-3/4%) 

No: 47 (35-1/4%) 

The nervous system and the performer: Yes: 95 (71-1/2%) 

No: 38 (28-1/2%) 
New approaches to practice and teaching 
methods for students of both piano and 
harpsichord: Yes: UO (82-3/4%) 

No: 23 (17-1/4%) 
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49. Final observations, comments, questions, regarding the transfer 

of piano skills to harpsichord and vice versa. 

David Albee: Be sure to include attention to (1) points cited in 

number forty-six; (2) motor movement involved in use of two manuals--

back and forth as well as divided manuals; (3) motor movement with 

hand crossings (high degree of this kind of playing in harpsichord 

writing); (4) factors surrounding ornamentation and articulation; 

(5) posture and especially sitting positions at the harpsichord 

(especially a two-manual instrument); (6) Questions seem to show 

quite a limited regard for piano--i.e., reference to keybed seemed 

isolated and yet implied that this was the only aspect, particularly 

of finger execution at the piano. 

Mary Beth Birch; [The opportunity to participate in your study has] 

given me the opportunity to organize alot of observations I've been 

collecting through these years of performing and teaching. I find 

transferring from one harpsichord to another, one piano to another, 

and from modern piano to fortepiano, often more problematic then 

transferring from piano to harpsichord. I think it depends alot on 

"which piano to which harpsichord." While I don't usually play 

three instruments on the same recital, I often play two and have 

since I began playing the harpsichord. It's possible here at Kalama

zoo College for students at all levels to experience practicing and 

performing on historic instruments. Maybe that has alot to do with 

ease of transfer. I've rarely seen any major troubles associated 

with switching keyboards. The instriiments themselves almost dictate 

the style and the technique, and the joys and pleasures of having the 
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instrument at hand for which the music was intended far outweigh 

slight discomforts of transferring (Dowd French Double, two eight-

foot stops, one four-foot stop, peau, and buff [transposing]). 

L.R. Bradbury: It's interesting that you approached the subject from 

only a physical/mental perspective. Perhaps that's the only way to 

succinctly cover the topic. I wonder, however, why no mention was 

made of the literature each instrument historically was called upon 

to play. Certainly the demands of primarily Baroque (harpsichord) 

and Romantic (piano) stylistic considerations have a direct and 

strong bearing on the physical and mental preparation. 

J. Owen Burdick: I've never had a problem going from harpsichord to 

piano. I think if your fingers are strong and independent then there 

isn't a problem. Sure, you have to know how to use arm weight at a 

piano, etc.. You have to be especially knowledgeable about articula

tion at a harpsichord. But I think largely it's just a myth. A 

knowledge of both instruments and comfort at both instruments is 

indispensable to making a living for most pianists and harpsichord

ists. 

Lois Case; I find that students who are sensitive to touch control 

and subtle dynamic nuances at the piano adapt quite easily to the 

harpsichord. Those who play the piano with a great deal of force in 

forearm thrust have a much harder time. I feel that the study of 

harpsichord helps all pianists to become much more aware of how hand 

movement affects sound. It ultimately trains them to be better 

listeners. 
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Robert N. Cavarra: The mechanical organ and the harpsichord are the 

twins, the modern grand piano is the odd-man-out! For several 

centuries all keyboardists played the organ and the harpsichord. The 

"touch" was the same, i.e., the "pluck" of the harpsichord keys, with 

resistance all at the surface; the best organ keyboards respond and 

feel the same. As for the musical effect, they too were the same: 

the "bite," the "chiff" of pipe speech (or the absence of same with 

more of a "squeezed" touch) as compared with the crisp, articulate 

"bite" of the plucked string--when played with greater velocity 

versus the more lyrical, legato, singing sound of the "squeezed" 

touch. The physical demands to the fingers are the same; the musical 

response is absolutely parallel. 

James Conely; Each instriiment provides understanding of the other. 

Therefore, study on both is useful--especially for pianists playing 

music originally written for harpsichord. For touch and phrasing 

technique, keyboard proficiency at the harpsichord is better matched 

with organ than piano, so this study might well benefit from 

including organ as well as piano. The most suitable kind of organ 

for this is tracker, but at least a pipe organ is assumed. 

Susan Cook: I think this is an important topic. I remember the 

difficulty of my own undergraduate experience, and I believe that I 

only became a better harpsichordist when I stopped playing the piano 

regularly. 

Robert H. Danes; The problem of changing instruments is not so much 

one of program as it is of force modulation, which is an independent 

parameter. 
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Marjorie Delaplane: My experience has shown me that the sensitivity 

of fingertips which harpsichord playing demands improves piano 

technique, and aids relaxation. The clarity of sound which the 

harpsichord gives also helps the pianist to listen better, thus 

improving his piano technique. Ed Parmentier (University of 

Michigan at Ann Arbor) teaches arm control of fingers--especially 

many lateral movements. This helps to interpret the Baroque style of 

many short motives played by shifting hand positions. I have found 

that thinking of a floating arm with active fingertips has given me a 

better harpsichord technique, and actually this same technique is 

used at the piano except one adds the factor of weight--more or 

less--depending on the dynamics needed. My experience with both 

instruments is really the exact opposite of yours. When I was 

working on my doctorate in Piano Pedagogy, I discovered that playing 

Bach's Italian Concerto at the harpsichord cleaned up my performance 

of this work at the piano--my trills were crystal clear--and some 

of them are a bit difficult at the piano. I was so excited about 

this discovery that I was considering writing my dissertation on how 

harpsichord playing helps piano technique. I'm still convinced that 

the lightness of touch and clarity of sound of the harpsichord 

somehow--perhaps through heightened aural and muscular awareness--

improve piano technique. Trills blossom magically by doing them 

first at the harpsichord and then at the piano. 

Frances Fitch: I am surprised by how many pianists come to the 

harpsichord without much awareness or control of articulations. 

Those who do have such control make a fairly easy transfer, and can 
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understand how to make dynamics through articulation and subtle 

timing effects. 

Caroline S. Fruchtman; Perhaps your concept that problems of tension 

or technique in playing harpsichord arise from transfer of piano 

skills to harpsichord (and the reverse) is too limited a premise. 

Performers who have physical tensions at one tend also to have them 

at both instruments. The mental approach seems to be important in 

practice-methods: (1) warm-up; (2) conscious and continuous thought 

process of muscle relaxation; (3) rhythmic movement at all times; 

(4) deliberate but unforced movement (controlled speed) including 

speed control of ornaments. These principles apply to practice in 

general. I tell my students they are taught to be "masters" when 

playing piano: like riding a horse, to establish who's boss. In 

playing harpsichord one "draws from," "coaxes from," but never forces 

one's desires upon. The instrument will respond to partnership only. 

Speed (tempo) control is necessary to learn dynamic gradations, 

articulation, and tone duration on harpsichord. 

Laurette Goldberg: I don't know whether you have intentionally 

omitted the organ/harpsichord duality but I think it would be 

valuable to include at some point. The problems are different, but 

practically speaking, it is most relevant to many keyboard players. 

I believe that the ideal arrangement pedagogically is a keyboard 

major in which a harpsichord or piano or organ or fortepiano major 

would be required to take one year of at least two of the other 

keyboards as second study for degree completion. We have been 
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teaching a class called harpsichord for pianists and organists with 

excellent results for seventeen years at the San Francisco 

Conservatory. 

Anita Mock Hanawalt; This is an area I had not given much thought to 

because I make changes between instruments so "naturally." I can 

see, however, that this may not be the case with future students of 

mine. Ours is a very small music department, but I am trying to 

introduce Baroque performance practice to my few piano students. 

I feel strongly about learning literature on an appropriate 

instrument, so I'm somewhat of a "maverick." I learned harpsichord 

technique rather indirectly because of my work on "flexible legato," 

"Baroque articulation," (or whatever one chooses to call it) on the 

organ. That probably made it easier for me to bridge the gap 

between piano and harpsichord. You've certainly raised some 

interesting issues and questions. 

Marcia Hauff; I have a number of questions I puzzle about regarding 

music learning/keyboard skill in general: aspects of how people 

learn, the variation in students between what is easy and what is 

hard. One area that interests me is the comparison of music learning 

with some of the principles of martial arts. Specifically, the 

putting of one's energy into the instrument or drawing energy from it 

to create an intense effect (or Baroque "affect"); the concept of 

body-mind, where one uses partly the intellectual/logical, but also 

relies on sensitivity, instinct, and images, for both the technical 

and interpretive aspects of performance. For example, one gal was 

playing Mozart on piano with a wimpy tone and not holding my 
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interest, much as if I were a casual listener. We talked about 

phrase structure and legato and arm weight but he playing still 

didn't "grab" me. Finally, I told her she was an orchestra in a 

large hall, drawing the sound from bows on violins and basses, 

reaching to the minds and emotions of the audience. Suddenly the 

piece came to life; she was sending concentration, feeling, and 

energy through the piece. You have piqued my curiosity with this 

interesting subject. 

Ruth Jane Holmes: Would like to see responses relative to playing 

harpsichord from memory versus with the score--comfort and ease 

seem to be related as in piano playing (when playing by memory, one 

has a visual "grasp" of the instrument), therefore responses from 

continue players might be different from that of soloists. 

So much depends on whether the instrument has a Baroque scale 

keyboard, general ease of the action, and whether playing with 

coupler or multiple stops. There are greater variations in 

harpsichord actions than in piano actions, and switching stops can 

create greater adjustment problems than switching instruments, 

depending on the instruments' actions. 

Boyd Jones: My notion of ideal organ/harpsichord technique involves 

a bare minimum of muscular activity. Teachers I have had (and I copy 

them) have encouraged only peripheral finger movement, feeling the 

forearm for any muscular movement and seeking to eliminate it. 

Ideally the only arm involvement is just enough to hold the hand in 

proper position. The teacher should be able to raise the student's 

forearm while playing and find that the wrist collapses--that is, 
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there should not be so much tension as to hold the hand rigidly 

extended from the arm. Practicing without the jack rail helps to 

eliminate the pianistic tendency to "ground" the key, and highlights 

the fact that you play the pluck, not the bottom of the keybed. 

Paul Jordan; Though admittedly very complicated, I would like/hope 

eventually to see the organ/harpsichord and organ/piano dialectics 

treated in this way. 

Dean M. Karns; (1) In playing harpsichord, if you ever hear wood 

knocking, your arm weight is too heavy. (2) Have you ever had a 

Swedish massage from a competent, certified masseur or masseuse? 

Their strokes, which are named, vary from a light delicate stroking 

to a deep kneading. It reminds me of the difference between playing 

to 

you in discussing the subject. 

Joanne L. Kong: My dissertation completed in 1986 deals with this 

topic. It's titled "A Comparison of the Technical and Interpretive 

Qualities of the Piano and Harpsichord, Accompanied by Performance 

Editions of the Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue (BWV 903) by J.S. Bach. 

Mark Kroll: You might be interested to know that a semester of 

harpsichord is part of the required curriculum for all piano and 

organ majors at Boston University School of Music. 

Harmon Lewis; I believe that the ideal way for a pianist to learn 

harpsichord is to take at least one semester and study only the 

harpsichord or at least a sufficient number of weeks or months to 

develop a secure harpsichord technique without the use of arm weight 

If this is done, in almost all cases, the person can then have two 

to a deep kneading. It reminds me of the difference between play: 

harpsichord and piano. Perhaps such a body image would be useful 
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totally different techniques to call into play at will, similar to 

having two different gears in a car. If a pianist attempts to learn 

harpsichord while continuing regular piano study, practice, or 

playing, there will always be problems to some degree, and nothing 

can change that except developing a sufficient period of time to 

study of harpsichord only. After all, people who begin harpsichord 

study usually have a large number of years of piano study. Why not 

devote enough time to the other as well. If this is done, switching 

can be a fairly easy experience with no more than a few minutes 

necessary to change mental gears. 

Karyl Louwenaar: I have many more ideas on subjects such as: finger 

development and use, selective relaxation, elimination of unnecessary 

movement, development of small-muscle movements, and rhythmic nuance. 

Thomas Marshall: It seems too easy for most to confuse keyboard 

instriiments. They are similar, however, as different as a flute and 

oboe--both wind instriiments, but played rather differently. But it 

is possibly true that the same player could learn to play both flute 

and oboe in a highly skilled way given enough time. 

June Miller (although not a participant in the survey, returned 

these comments separately); I believe that organ/harpsichord 

teaching is a more likely combination an a more possible one than 

piano/ harpsichord. The feel of the plectrum plucking the string and 

the opening and closing of a pallet on a tracker organ have much more 

in common than a plucking instrument versus a hammer striking a 

[string]. I discourage piano and harpsichord study at the same time 
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because there are too many conflicts. Simultaneous organ and 

harpsichord study are more compatible. 

Ruth Million: The main problem a student has is trying to play with 

firm fingers like on the piano! Also the concept of using 

articulation to indicate meter and accents is so different that it 

takes quite a bit of time to grow accustomed to it. In Baroque music 

the performance practices in the realization of ornamentation, "notes 

inegales," etc., make it quite difficult to switch from piano to 

harpsichord. As I have indicated, it is very difficult to study 

both at the same time, but once the problems become ironed out, it 

becomes easier--and it is wonderful to have the facility to switch 

from one to the other. 

Grant Moss; There are people who pursue both instruments simulta

neously, and do so more or less successfully, but I do not recommend 

it as a general practice. The combination of organ and harpsichord 

is possibly a more desirable one to cultivate in students, if time, 

talent, and desire are sufficient. 

Alice Mumme; Because the repertoire of the harpsichord and the piano 

is so different, each instrument requires special techniques to 

properly execute the music. For example: fifteenth-, sixteenth-, and 

seventeenth-century music requires a knowledge and proficiency of 

early fingerings, which in turn produce articulation and phrase 

lengths that are different from piano literature. The lateral shift 

is difficult for pianists trained in smooth scale passages using the 

thumb. The keys of many harpsichords are so short that it is 

difficult to use the thumb extensively. 
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The highly ornamented nature of the seventeenth- and 

eighteenth-century French harpsichord music necessitates a subtle but 

superior control of the fingers when called upon to execute different 

ornaments simultaneously in both hands. 

The music that is played on both piano and harpsichord--for 

example. Bach, Scarlatti, and Handel-requires different approaches 

for the two instruments. A detached note on harpsichord will usually 

be [held] longer than a detached note on the piano, and produced with 

a different muscular movement. An accented note on harpsichord must 

be accomplished by placing a space before the note to be accented, or 

elongate the duration of the note, but in piano the accent can be 

done by dynamics. Phrase groupings tend to be shorter on harpsichord 

than piano. This is a field that needs to be explored and 

documented. Too many people think that if a person plays piano, she 

or he can automatically be a harpsichordist, with no thought of 

style, or change of technique. 

Timothy Nelson; Have you studied the organ, and the current research 

into early fingering? If not, may I suggest studying Organ 

Technique: An Historical Approach by Sondra Suderland. Many early 

organ works were also intended for harpsichord (clavier in general) 

and you could research these ideas through the study of some of these 

pieces. 

Doris Ornstein: It has been my experience that the most relaxed and 

technically secure pianists with a clear finger technique can cross 

over successfully to the harpsichord if they have sufficient practice 

time on a well-regulated harpsichord and understand how the different 
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mechanisms of each instrument call for a different technique. The 

repertoire for beginning harpsichord students needs to be carefully 

chosen--perhaps "too easy" at first for advanced pianists. I use the 

Frantpois Couperin preludes to immerse them in a totally different 

world and have them read the seventeeth- and eighteenth-century 

treatises and prefaces on playing the harpsichord. The importance of 

a relaxed technique is emphasized. Students frequently remark that 

their playing of composers such as Mozart and Haydn--and of course 

Scarlatti and Soler--has improved on piano as a result of their 

harpsichord study. 

Dale Peters; Important for harpsichord: awareness of muscular 

relaxation, freedom of movement for arm, elbow, hand, much finger 

activity from knuckle, feeling of floating arm, not weighted. 

Ann Posey; Most pianists who are asked to play the harpsichord do 

not bother to listen for, or attempt to achieve, the subtleties of 

which the harpsichord is capable. The few people with whom I have 

worked are unable or unwilling to listen sensitively. The school 

harpsichord, a Sabbathil, is so tempermental in touch and tuning that 

the students are not interested in attempting to play it. It is my 

personal feeling that piano majors should be required to take at 

least two semesters of harpsichord as well as two years of organ. 

The harpsichord should give them a better sense of Baroque style. 

They often end up having to play organ anyway . . . I find the 

transition between piano and harpsichord much easier than between 

harpsichord and piano. 
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Linton Powell: I find that most people play too far forward into the 

harpsichord keys. This causes a lot of accuracy problems. If one 

plays back from the "sharp-flat" keys with good curvature (the cat's 

paw, as one author put it in the sixteenth century), the results are 

better. 

Joan Ringerwole; Even though there is a distinct difference between 

both instriiments, no matter who the builder is, I feel that this 

ought to be taken into consideration. My students have greater 

difficulty switching from the concert grand to a kit-type harpsichord 

as opposed to an upright piano and our Sperrhake harpsichord. Our 

Steinways have a much stiffer action than the other pianos. 

John Steele Ritter: (1) Number forty-nine might be reworded to read: 

How minds learn music/musical brains, since I believe there may be 

substantial differences among people. (2) All the topics are 

interesting, but probably of more theoretical value than practical 

value. I think they will tend to explain after the fact, rather than 

lead to any dramatic breakthrough at any level of proficiency. Those 

people with talent and natural ability will continue to out-perform 

those without. 

Wolfgang Rubsam: In general: the technical roots of playing either 

keyboard seem to me quite similar for example: wrist being unlocked 

and elegantly guiding any passage or even certain note groups. The 

major difference seems to be requirements of finger strength for 

piano and fingering for harpsichord. Above all: awareness of style 

and a creative mind, a well-developed ear; these are major 
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requirements to overcome problems of transition from one to the other 

(pianoOharpsichord), technically and mentally. 

Laura Rhodes Rush: It is possible to play both piano and harpsichord 

very well, just as it is possible to play both violin and viola, but 

it takes extra practice sessions. One is working with two completely 

different techniques, even though both instruments are played with a 

keyboard. I think most of us find that we really don't have enough 

hours in our week to keep up two or more instruments and settle on 

the one that we like best. For me, that was the harpsichord. 

Angeline Schmid; Harpsichord lessons can help a keyboard student to 

learn to listen more carefully as a musician, since the "sound" 

moving from key to key is more clearly delineated. At the same time, 

improved listening skills should help a student to play "legato" on 

the harpsichord/piano without "blurring" or holding over of keys, 

since the harpsichord sound of each key is "focused" more clearly. 

Ann Sears: I am not as experienced in the dual piano/harpsichord 

life as I'd like to be. After reading your questionnaire I have the 

sense that my approach to technique makes switching instruments 

easier for me than some. 

Linda Skernick: There is a closer relationship between organ and 

harpsichord than between organ and piano, or piano and harpsichord. 

I have devised my own methods and exercises dealing with motor 

learning and motor control. I'd like to not only research these 

subjects, and those dealt with in this survey, more fully, but also 

to talk about them with other people responding to this survey. 
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Sherryl Smith-Babbitt; I think one could not refute the fact that 

most successful performers on the harpsichord have come from the 

organ, not the piano. 

Mary Ellen Sutton; The pianists' technical backgrounds vary widely. 

Some use lots of wrist and arm movements to keep muscle tension under 

control and lots of arm weight with back support. Another technical 

area of piano teaching has more emphasis on finger strength and quiet 

(not immobile) hand and arm motions. Those students I get from the 

latter piano background adjust to organ and harpsichord much more 

readily. 

From an aesthetic view (with some technical aspects), pianists 

tend to strike the keys so hard that the jacks pound into the 

jackrail and the noise is displeasing--key noise and impact from 

jackrail. Also a factor with aggressive pianistic approaches is that 

the instruments (harpsichords) seem to need more adjustments and 

those students tend to complain more about non-repetetive keys. The 

plectra are more likely to "hang up" because of poor releases or 

slight depression of the keys. Some of the pianists have found the 

natural timbres of the harpsichord harder to appreciate. They'll 

practice with the eight-foot stop and four-foot stop plus the upper 

eight-foot stop coupled all the time (and play repertoire on it too) 

too much. Organists seem to find the subtle differences in eight-

foot stops, eight-foot and four-foot stops, or both eight-foot stops 

satisfying sooner--probably because of the hours we've spent 

practicing on two eight-foot flute stops. 
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The difference in literature from virtuosi nineteenth century to 

contrapuntal and two, three, and four lines of texture is an early 

intellectual barrier to beginning harpsichordists just coming from 

piano (no organ first). Because the music looks easier, they tend 

not to have as much respect for its complexity until together we can 

discuss the aesthetics and contributions of performance practice. I 

suspect that incipient emotional luggage may also come with Bach 

"piano" and "forte" in WTCI, WTCII, Inventions, and Domenico 

Scarlatti sonatas as the pieces in category I for many competitions 

or uses as technical control pieces in some studios. When Bach is 

used like Hanon or Czerny, the aesthetic appreciation of this 

literature and its intended instruments (harpsichord, clavichord, or 

organ) takes longer and lots of teacher patience. 

With historically derived harpsichords, use of seventeenth-

century finger patterns becomes more feasible if not essential. The 

initial use of early fingerings and a more conscious use of stylistic 

articulations does create some motor and mental tension until 

familiarity with the pieces can be established. In these cases, I 

found it's important to keep the repertoire longer so a "comfort 

zone" can be established. 

Marie H. Taylor: An interesting list of questions; very provocative. 

Igor Kipnis told me once that a true acclimation to harpsichord could 

never occur as long as I kept returning to the piano, i.e., I would 

have to settle for less in harpsichord technique. I have assumed 

that position for myself (piano as primary, harpsichord as 
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secondary); however, I would be most interested in reading the 

results of your research. 

Therese Weber: I think that to be able to perform well on both 

instriiments, the person needs to spend long periods of time at one or 

the other, for example; three to six months, playing only harpsichord 

and not returning to the piano during this period. Then spend long 

stretches of time at the piano without going to the harpsichord. 

Otherwise, if contact with the two is interspersed on a weekly (or 

daily) basis, we compromise the purity and integrity of their 

individualized technique and develop a technique which is mongrelized 

to accommodate both. 

James Welch: I personally find that the most difficult thing in 

transferring from piano to harpsichord is the size of the keys. If 

the key dimensions were the same as on a piano, I could switch over 

instantly. I don't have any problems with the touch, resistance, 

pluck, and other techniques. It's just adjusting to the spacing of 

the keys which affects my accuracy adversely. I know there are many 

arguments for historical differences, and people say that you get 

used to anything. But I observe that my organ and harpsichord 

students struggle with the change, because--face it--most of us 

learned most of our motor skills at the piano. 

Peter Williams; I think the problem is that harpsichord and 

pianoforte are similar enough to be totally misleading for each other 

and are quite dissimilar enough for this to be obvious to beginners. 

Robert F. Wolfersteig: It has been my experience that organists are 

more comfortable at the harpsichord. The fact that the organ 
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keyboard and harpsichord keyboard require more finger technique and 

less arm weight make the transition from one to the other easier. I 

would like to see a study made between organ and harpsichord, since 

most organists perform on the harpsichord with ease. 

Max Yount; Much of learning a historical keyboard instrument, after 

playing a piano, depends on developing an aesthetic gotten from 

seriously listening to older instruments (string, wing, and keyboard) 

and in absorbing the style of the music. Then this sense must be 

applied skillfully, in the case of a harpsichord, on an instrument 

which xinless technique is developed, will sound like a motorized 

wire-machine. More people, of course, are attuned to the modern 

legato and heavy dependence on volume shading for dynamics, so that 

all of that comes most naturally. Few, unless really motivated, 

think articulation of downbeat, agogic accent, resonance, dance 

feeling, COUNTERPOINT, etc. 


